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Preface
This doctoral dissertation was prepared at the department of Wind and Energy Systems
at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for acquiring a PhD degree. The research described in this thesis is part of a greater
effort at DTU Wind and Energy Systems towards the development of next-generation,
multi-fidelity aerostructural wind turbine optimization capabilities. This thesis has been
conducted under the guidance of the main supervisor, Senior researcher Frederik Zahle,
and co-supervisors, Professor Niels N. Sørensen, and Post-doctoral researcher Mads
Holst Aagaard Madsen. The project has been funded entirely by the Wind Turbine Design
Division at DTU Wind and Energy Systems.

The goal of this PhD was to develop a robust aerodynamic shape optimization framework
for airfoils by providing accurate gradients for a steady-state, incompressible Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) flow solver. This thesis presents the work conducted to
fulfil this goal. It is assumed that the reader has knowledge in the areas of aerodynamics,
computational fluid dynamics, and optimization.
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Abstract
Key aerodynamic innovations such as the use of slender high-lift airfoils in the power pro-
ducing part of the blade, and thick flatback airfoils near the blade root, have facilitated a
reduction in wind turbine blade mass. This has allowed the design of 10+ MW wind tur-
bines with rotor diameters greater than 200 m. The growth in the size of the wind turbine
rotors is expected to continue, powered by the industry’s never-ending quest of lowering
the cost of energy. High-lift airfoils with high relative thickness enable slender and lighter
blades. Additionally, the use of airfoils with thick trailing edges (flatbacks) have consider-
ably improved the aerodynamic performance in the structurally vital blade root. Despite
their advantages, airfoils with high relative thickness and thick trailing edges have greater
adverse pressure gradients on the upper surface resulting in thicker boundary layers, with
a greater chance of unsteady flow phenomena such as flow separation and vortex shed-
ding. For optimizing airfoils under such conditions, the robustness of the Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver is of paramount importance. The CFD solver often fails to
converge due to challenging flow physics caused by the shapes encountered during the
optimization.

This work involves the development of a gradient-based, two-dimensional airfoil shape
optimization framework using a steady-state, incompressible, Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS)-CFD solver. The thesis, primarily focuses on improving the robustness of
the RANS flow solver to allow for deep convergence of the residuals for the various shapes
encountered during the optimization. For this purpose, an existing deep-convergence
method found in the literature is modified, and its convergence and robustness proper-
ties improved for application to steady-state, RANS flow solvers. The improvements are
demonstrated by finding lift and drag curves for airfoils representative of those used in
modern wind turbines, for angles of attack spanning 360 degrees. The flow solutions
are converged to machine precision at all angles of attack. Furthermore, the ability of the
modified deep convergence method to converge solutions for varying flow conditions over
a range of Reynolds numbers is also demonstrated.

Next, a discrete adjoint solver is developed and verified for the two-dimensional flow solver
to provide accurate flow gradients. In its current implementation, the discrete adjoint
solver utilizes a finite-difference based approach to compute the flow gradients, and han-
dles computations in a sparse manner. Instead of the fixed-point approach, the discrete
adjoint system is solved by applying the so-called “Krylov approach”. This involves as-
sembling the full Jacobian for the adjoint system and using the Krylov-based generalized
minimizing residual (GMRES) method to solve it. The effect of including the developed
deep-convergence method for obtaining a converged flow field, on the adjoint sensitivity
is investigated.

Finally, a robust aerodynamic shape optimization framework for airfoils is developed.
The framework supplies the gradients based on a mix of finite-difference, analytical, and
complex-step methods. The developed shape-optimization framework is verified against
a “black-box” finite-difference based alternative. The framework consists of various com-
ponents that include geometry deformation, CFDmesh deformation, the RANS-CFD solver
and airfoil polar computation. Geometric constraints are provided by an airfoil parametriza-
tion library. The various components have been unified using the OpenMDAO multidisci-
plinary optimization framework.

Various airfoil configurations encountered during wind turbine operations are tested using
the developed framework. The airfoils that are tested include the NACA 0018, NACA
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0024 and the NACA 0030. The developed shape optimization framework produces near
identical optimal designs to the ones produced by the alternative version of the framework
with gradients supplied using a “black-box” finite-difference approach.

The robustness imparted to the developed aerodynamic shape optimization framework
by the inclusion of the RANS flow solver enhanced with the modified deep convergence
method, is tested. The framework is challenged by an optimization case that starts with a
bluff-body undergoing massive flow separation. The flow solution with the standard RANS
flow solver for the bluff body is found to stall entering a limit cycle oscillation. Whereas,
by using the RANS flow solver enhanced by the developed deep convergence method,
we obtain a flow solution that has been converged to an accuracy that is near machine
precision. The same problem formulation as that for a reference NACA 0018 airfoil opti-
mization is utilized to carry out the bluff body optimization. The results show that the bluff
body optimization with the standard flow solver does not progress far from its starting point,
indicating bad gradients. In contrast, the bluff body optimization with the convergence-
enhanced flow solver is able to arrive at an optimal shape of an airfoil. Furthermore, the
optimized shape from the bluff-body optimization is identical to that arrived upon by the
reference NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The result, not only indicates the robustness
imparted by the convergence-enhanced flow solver, but also hints at unimodality in the
design space for aerodynamic shape optimization of airfoils. Finally, the results indicate
that for a convergent, discrete adjoint system solved using the “Krylov approach”, applying
the developed deep convergence method to the RANS flow solver is sufficient to produce
accurate gradients.
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Dansk Resumé

Vigtige aerodynamiske nyskabelser som f.eks. brugen af slanke, høj løfteevne vingepro-
filer i den kraftproducerende del af vingen og tykke, flade vingeprofiler nær vingeroden
har gjort det muligt at reducere massen af vindmøllevinger. Dette har gjort det muligt at
konstruere vindmøller på over 10 MW med rotordiametre på over 200 m. Væksten i vind-
møllerotorenes størrelse forventes at fortsætte på grund af industriens uendelige stræben
efter at sænke energiomkostningerne. Vingeprofiler med høj løfteevne og stor relativ
tykkelse muliggør slanke og lettere vinger. Desuden har brugen af vingeprofiler med
tykke bagkanter (flatbacks) forbedret den aerodynamiske ydeevne i den strukturelt vigtige
bladrod betydeligt. På trods af deres fordele har vingeprofiler med stor relativ tykkelse
og tykke bagkanter større negative trykgradienter på den øvre overflade, hvilket resul-
terer i tykkere grænselag med større risiko for ustabile strømningsfænomener som f.eks.
strømningsseparation og hvirvelafgivelse. Ved optimering af vingeprofiler under sådanne
forhold er robustheden af Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-løseren af afgørende be-
tydning. CFD-løseren konvergerer ofte ikke på grund af udfordrende strømningsfysik
forårsaget af de former, der opstår under optimeringen.

Dette arbejde omfatter udvikling af en gradientbaseret, todimensionel framework for op-
timering af vingprofiler ved hjælp af en stationær, inkompressibel, Reynolds-avanceret
Navier-Stokes (RANS)-CFD-solver. Afhandlingen fokuserer primært på at forbedre robus-
theden af RANS-strømningsløseren for at muliggøre en dyb konvergens af restværdierne
for de forskellige former, der optræder under optimeringen. Til dette formål modificeres en
eksisterende dyb konvergensmetode fra litteraturen, og dens konvergens- og robusthed-
segenskaber forbedres med henblik på anvendelse på RANS-flow-løserne i stationær
tilstand. Forbedringerne demonstreres ved at finde løfte- og modstandskurver for vinge-
profiler, der er repræsentative for dem, der anvendes i moderne vindmøller, for angreb-
svinkler på 360 grader. Strømningsløsningerne konvergerer til maskinpræcision ved alle
angrebsvinkler. Desuden demonstreres det også, at den modificerede dybe konvergens-
metode er i stand til at få løsninger til at konvergere for varierende strømningsforhold over
en række Reynoldstal.

Dernæst udvikles og verificeres en diskret adjungeret opløser for den todimensionale
strømningsopløser for at give nøjagtige strømningsgradienter. I sin nuværende imple-
mentering anvender den diskrete adjungerede opløser en finite-difference-baseret metode
til beregning af strømningsgradienterne og håndterer beregningerne på en sparsommåde.
I stedet for “’fixed-point metode’ løses det diskrete adjungerede system ved at anvende
den såkaldte “Krylov-metode”. Dette indebærer, at man samler den fulde jacobian for det
adjunktive system og bruger den Krylov-baserede generaliserede minimerende residual-
metode (GMRES) til at løse det. Det undersøges, hvordan den udviklede dybkonvergens-
metode til opnåelse af et konvergeret strømningsfelt påvirker den adjungerede følsomhed.

Endelig udvikles der en robust framework for aerodynamisk formoptimering af profiler.
Det udviklede optimeringsframework leverer gradienterne baseret leverer gradienterne
baseret på en blanding af finite-difference-, analytiske og komplekse trinmetoder. Den
udviklede framework for formoptimering er verificeret i forhold til et ”black-box”-alternativ
baseret på finite-differencemetoden. Det udviklede optimeringsframework består af forskel-
lige komponenter, der omfatter geometri-deformation, CFD-netdeformation, RANS-CFD-
løser og beregning af profilets poler. Geometriske begrænsninger leveres af et bibliotek
til parametrisering af vingprofiler. De forskellige komponenter er blevet forenet ved hjælp
af den tværfaglige OpenMDAO-optimerings framework.
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Forskellige flyprofilkonfigurationer, som man støder på under vindmølledrift, er testet ved
hjælp af den udviklede framework. De testede flyprofiler omfatter NACA 0018, NACA
0024 og NACA 0030. Den udviklede framework for formoptimering giver næsten identiske
optimale konstruktioner som dem, der er produceret af den alternative version af frame-
workn med gradienter, der leveres ved hjælp af en “black-box”-finite-difference-metode.

Robustheden af den udviklede aerodynamiske formoptimeringsframework ved inddragelse
af RANS-strømningsløser, der er forbedret med den modificerede dybe konvergensme-
tode, er blevet testet. frameworkrne udfordres af et optimeringstilfælde, der starter med
et blufflegeme, der er udsat for massiv strømningsseparation. Det viser sig, at strømn-
ingsløsningen med standard RANS-strømningsløser for bluffkroppen går i stå og går ind i
en grænsecyklus-svingning. Ved at anvende RANS-strømningsløseren, der er forbedret
med den udviklede dybe konvergensmetode, opnår vi en strømningsløsning, der er kon-
vergeret til en nøjagtighed, der er tæt på maskinpræcision. Den samme problemfor-
mulering som for optimering af en reference NACA 0018-flyprofil anvendes til at udføre
optimeringen af det bluff legeme. Resultaterne viser, at bluff body-optimeringen med
standardflow-løseren ikke udvikler sig langt fra startpunktet, hvilket indikerer dårlige gra-
dienter. I modsætning hertil er optimeringen af det bluff legeme med den konvergens-
forbedrede strømningsopløser i stand til at nå frem til en optimal form af et vingeprofil.
Desuden er den optimerede form fra bluff-body-optimeringen identisk med den form, der
opnås ved optimeringen af referenceprofilet NACA 0018. Resultatet viser ikke blot den
robusthed, som den konvergensforbedrede strømningsopløser giver, men antyder også
unimodalitet i designrummet for aerodynamisk formoptimering af vingeprofiler. Endelig
viser resultaterne, at for et konvergent, diskret adjunkteret system, der er løst ved hjælp
af “Krylov-metoden”, er det tilstrækkeligt at anvende den udviklede dybe konvergensme-
tode på RANS-strømningsløser for at frembringe nøjagtige gradienter.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation
The adoption of wind energy as a source of power generation has witnessed exponential
growth, particularly in the past decade and a half, since 2006 (see Figure 1 in Veers et
al., 2019). This growth has been driven by the decrease in the levelized cost of energy
(LCOE), which is a measure of the cost of electricity generation for a generator averaged
over its lifetime. A primary factor contributing to the decrease in the LCOE has been the
growth of wind turbine rotors. The power produced by a wind turbine is proportional to
the area swept by the rotor. Thus, areas with larger rotors harvest more energy from
the wind. Wind turbine rotor diameters have grown from around 15 m in the 1980s to
about 236 m at present day with a single wind turbine producing between 14 and 15 MW
(Siemens-Gamesa, 2022; Vestas, 2022). The increase in size is relative to the amount of
materials used in manufacturingmodern wind turbine blades. It has resulted in a reduction
in the cost of energy. Modern wind turbine blades are up to 90% lighter when compared
to blades from the 1980s if they were simply scaled up to match the lengths (Veers et
al., 2019). Apart from the improvements in manufacturing techniques and the materials
used, advances in aerodynamics and structural design have been the key drivers. As
seen from the representative image shown in Figure 1, modern wind turbine blades use
slender high-lift airfoils in the power producing part, and high-lift, flatback airfoils with thick
trailing edges closer to the blade root. Despite their advantages, high lift airfoils encounter
greater chance of unsteady flow phenomena such as flow separation and vortex shedding
(Timmer & Bak, 2013).

Figure 1: Profile of a modern wind turbine blade compared to that from the
1980’s (Veers et al., 2019).

Compared to the straight blades of the 1980s, modern wind turbine blades have non-
straight geometries. One such feature is the out-of-plane pre-deflection of the blade away
from the tower. This enables the blade to avoid hitting the tower under maximum bending
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loads encountered during operations. Another feature is an in-plane backward sweep,
as shown for the current generation blade in Figure 1. This feature allows the loads
to be passively reduced by coupling the bending and twist of the blade (McWilliam et
al., 2018). New concepts in wind turbine design for large rotor sizes that are able to
withstand extreme wind conditions are highly flexible and allow for considerably large
out-of-plane deflections (Loth et al., 2012). Novel designs such as turbines for low wind
speed operations (H. A. Madsen et al., 2020) and extendable blades with curved tips
(M. H. A. Madsen et al., 2021) also involve out-of plane geometries.

The future of wind turbine rotor design involves larger blades with out-of-plane geometries
that encounter complex flow phenomena. The wind turbine industry relies heavily on en-
gineering models such as the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method (Glauert, 1935),
that is unable to capture the effect of the flow physics due to the out-of-plane geome-
tries. However, recent developments in engineering modeling for out-of-plane rotors have
shown considerable promise. Crawford (2006) used a vortex cylinder model for computing
the aerodynamic forces on coned wind turbine rotors, that showed good agreement with
actuator disc Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations (Mikkelsen, 2003). Very
recently, Li, Gaunaa, Pirrung, et al. (2022) improved upon the vortex cylinder modelling
of coned or dihedral rotors and presented their formulation as a correction that could be
applied to existing BEM codes. They called their new approach the Blade-Element Vortex-
Cylinder (BEVC) model. Additionally, Li, Pirrung, et al. (2022), improved upon previous
works by H. A. Madsen and Rasmussen (2004), Pirrung et al. (2016), and Pirrung et al.
(2017) to couple a BEM-based far wake model with a trailing-vorticity based near wake
model for modelling swept wind turbine blades. These improvements modelled the out-
of-plane geometries significantly better than the classical BEM method as shown by the
comparison to blade-resolved Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)-CFD simula-
tions. An aerodynamic optimization of the blade planform for a coned geometry showed
significant differences in the twist and chord distributions in the optimal designs arrived
upon by using the model developed by Li, Gaunaa, Pirrung, et al. (2022), compared to the
classical BEM method (Li, Gaunaa, Lønbæk, et al., 2022). The optimizations maximized
the power produced. Despite the differences in spanwise load distributions, the differ-
ences in the integrated aerodynamic loads and the power for the blades optimized with
the two models were negligible. But, as shown by Li, Gaunaa, Pirrung, et al. (2022) and
Li, Pirrung, et al. (2022), the spanwise distributions of the aerodynamic loads predicted
for wind turbine blades closely matched those predicted using blade resolved RANS-CFD
and lifting line simulations, while at the same time having a comparatively minimal com-
putational footprint. The ability to match high-fidelity models would be beneficial when
structural modeling is included in the optimizations.

Aerostructural wind turbine blade optimization is able to leverage the trade-offs that exist
between the factors affecting aerodynamic performance and structural integrity. Already,
aerostructural optimizations of wind turbine blades with out-of-plane geometries, such
as coning and backward sweep, have shown promising results using BEM. Bottasso et
al. (2013) and Zahle et al. (2016) achieved passive load alleviation through bend-twist
coupling by using BEM with structural models to optimize coned blades. McWilliam et
al. (2018) used BEM coupled to structural models to produce passive load alleviation in
wind turbine blades with out-of-plane geometry including a backward sweep. Despite
their gains in the annual energy production (AEP), the optimal designs produced using
the aerodynamic loads from BEM models would suffer from the modelling error inherent
to BEM for out-of-plane geometries. If these optimized blades were tested using higher
fidelity models like blade-resolved RANS-CFD coupled with structural models, their perfor-
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mance would most likely be drastically different from the produced optimal designs. How-
ever, using models, such as those from Li, Gaunaa, Pirrung, et al. (2022) and Li, Pirrung,
et al. (2022), that provide the spanwise load distributions that match that of blade-resolved
RANS-CFD would produce blade designs closer to those obtained from performing shape
optimizations of blades using RANS-CFD coupled with the same structural models.

A major advantage of RANS-CFD based shape optimizations is that they can accurately
consider the flow physics of the entire blade instead of relying on fixed airfoil data and a
parametrized blade as in the case of engineering models like BEM and BEVC. The tra-
ditional design process is sequential wherein the airfoils are first optimized separately,
their designs fixed and then used in blade planform optimization using BEM. However,
considerable gains in AEP can be obtained in optimal designs produced by changing the
airfoil shape concurrently with the blade planform by using the reassessed airfoil data
to evaluate the blade’s aerodynamic performance. Changing the airfoil shapes allow for
trade-offs between the aerodynamics performance and structural integrity determined by
the airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio. Barrett and Ning (2016) demonstrated the advantage
of including airfoil thickness-to-chord ratios, both for fixed airfoil and blended airfoil fam-
ilies, in the aerostructural optimizations of wind turbine blades. The altered airfoils pro-
duced using such precomputational parametrization approaches were evaluated using
XFOIL and RANS-CFD simulations to obtain the altered airfoil data during the optimiza-
tions. Barrett et al. (2015) had previously shown the advantage of including the airfoil
thickness-to-chord ratio for a fixed family of airfoils in aerostructural optimizations, wherein
they had evaluated the data using XFOIL (Drela, 1989). XFOIL uses a panel method to
evaluate the airfoil aerodynamics and is known to have issues in converging highly sep-
arated flows. The work by Barrett and Ning (2016) extended the work of Barrett et al.
(2015) by using RANS-CFD to evaluate the airfoil data and also improve the precom-
putational parametrization of the airfoils by including blended families. Barrett and Ning
(2016) showed considerable gains to the AEP when the airfoils were altered concurrently
in the optimizations. Even higher gains were observed when the airfoil data for the al-
tered shapes were evaluated using RANS-CFD over XFOIL. Previously, G. Kenway and
Martins (2008) had included airfoil design concurrently in an aerostructural optimization
by varying the thickness-to-chord ratio in the NACA 4 digit airfoil shape equation. How-
ever, they used a customized version of XFOIL to evaluate the airfoil data and provide
the gradients using the complex-step derivative method (Martins et al., 2003). Instead
of using precomputational parametrization, a free-form airfoil parametrization would fur-
ther improve the ability of the optimizer to balance the trade-offs between aerodynamic
performance and structural integrity of the blades. Bottasso et al. (2014) performed an
aerostructural optimization of wind turbine blades using the BEM method and a Bezier
curve (Piegl & Tiller, 1996) based free-form parametrization, with the deformed airfoils
analyzed using XFOIL to produce the airfoil data. Bottasso et al. (2015) applied the same
approach to optimize low induction wind turbine rotors. However, it was Barrett and Ning
(2018) who performed the first aerostructural optimization of wind turbine blades using an
integrated free-form design of airfoils wherein the airfoil data was generated using RANS-
CFD. The performance of the wind turbine rotor was once again analyzed using the BEM
method. Barrett and Ning (2018) showed significant improvements in wind turbine AEP
in the optimal designs produced by evaluating the airfoil data with RANS-CFD compared
to those produced with XFOIL. They also found designs with improved AEP when using
the free-form parametrization over using precomputational parametrization of the airfoils.

Thus, gradient-based aerostructural optimizations of wind turbine rotors with free-form
deformation of airfoils, with the airfoil data evaluated using RANS-CFD and the rotor per-
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formance with advanced engineering methods such as BEVC (Li, Gaunaa, Pirrung, et
al., 2022; Li, Pirrung, et al., 2022), have the potential to significantly improve designs
of the next-generation of wind turbine rotors. BEM-based optimization with fixed airfoils
would be insufficient for the next generation of wind turbine rotors with their increasingly
flexible designs, and high-lift, thick airfoil configurations. It can be argued that high-fidelity
aerostructural shape optimizations with the blade-resolved RANS-CFD to model the aero-
dynamics coupled to structural finite element models (FEM) would be the answer. Even
though recent advances have shown promise (M. H. A. Madsen et al., 2019), high-fidelity
shape optimizations of the wind turbine rotors are plagued by several issues including the
computational cost. The industry requires methods with fast turnaround times that the
integrated free-form approach, coupling advanced engineering methods to evaluate rotor
performance and RANS-CFD to evaluate airfoil performance, can provide.

Airfoils designed for high-lift, with configurations that have increasingly higher thickness-
to-chord ratios, including those with thick trailing edges, provide convergence challenges
for a RANS CFD-flow solver. Such airfoil configurations often result in highly separated
flow and consequently the RANS-CFD residuals either result in a stalled state of partial
convergence, or diverge entirely causing failure of the simulation (Dicholkar et al., 2022).
In a gradient-based aerodynamic shape optimization, failure of the CFD solver would
cause the optimizer to stop or prevent it from reaching the desired shape. Furthermore,
during analysis non-converged CFD solutions require engineering judgment to interpret
results, which introduces conservatism into the design (Slotnick et al., 2014). Slotnick
et al. (2014) has identified CFD solver robustness as one of the grand challenges that
needs to be solved. In a related vein, Martins (2022) regards it as one of the main chal-
lenges preventing the widespread use and adoption of aerodynamic shape optimization.
For example, the three-dimensional, gradient-based aerodynamic shape optimization of
a full wind turbine rotor by M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2019) could only be possible due
to the robustness to residual convergence afforded by the Approximate Newton-Krylov
based RANS-CFD solver developed by Yildirim et al. (2019). In an attempt at full rotor
optimization by Dhert et al. (2017) using an earlier version of the same CFD solver, that
lacked the features which provided it with convergence robustness, they had to remove
the blade root region in order to obtain converged flow solutions during the optimizations.
Recently, an aerodynamic tip optimization of a wind turbine rotor using 3D RANS-CFD by
M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2021) found an alternative to removing the blade root region. They
avoided flow solver convergence issues by modifying the blade with an unrealistic, airfoil-
like root region. The full-rotor aerodynamic shape optimizations using 3D RANS-CFD
carried out by Tsiakas et al. (2019) and Vorspel et al. (2018) avoided solver convergence
issues faced during optimizations by not allowing blade deformations only in the blade
root region, which limited the shape optimization.

Within the larger context of being used for the integrated free-form design optimizations of
next-generation wind turbine blades, in this PhD thesis, we focus on improving the reliabil-
ity and consistency of residual convergence for an industrial-scale, state-of-the-art steady-
state, incompressible 2D RANS flow solver. A discrete adjoint solver is also developed to
compute the gradients of the flow solver. Additionally, an aerodynamic shape optimiza-
tion framework for airfoils is developed, and the convergence-enhanced flow solver along
with the discrete adjoint solver for computing gradients are integrated within the frame-
work. Finally, the robustness imparted to airfoil shape optimizations by the convergence-
enhanced flow solver is investigated. Apart from improving robustness of 2D RANS-CFD
solvers, the method to improve flow solver robustness developed in this thesis has the
potential to solve the issues faced in 3D RANS-CFD shape optimizations of wind turbine
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rotors.

1.2 Aims and objectives
The main aim of this PhD is:
To develop a robust aerodynamic shape optimization framework for airfoils by providing
accurate gradients for a steady state, incompressible RANS flow solver.

We can break down the aim into essentially two parts. The first part deals with obtaining
accurate gradients for a steady state, incompressible RANS flow solver. Whereas, the
second part involves the development of an aerodynamic shape optimization framework
that utilizes the accurate gradient developed for the flow solver from the first part.

The central research question that needs to be asked is:
How can accurate gradients be computed for a steady state, incompressible RANS flow
solver?

An accurate flow solver gradient should provide sufficient information of the flow physics
being solved to allow the optimizer to step in the correct direction of descent. A non-
convergent RANS flow solver whose residuals are stalled would potentially be unable to
provide correct information about the flow. This leads to the working hypothesis that is
being tested in this PhD thesis:
Hypothesis: A solution of the steady-state RANS flow solver that is converged deeply, to
near machine precision tolerance, is necessary to compute accurate gradients that carry
sufficient information of the flow physics.

In order to test this hypothesis, we need to first ensure that deeply converged solutions
of a steady-state RANS flow solver are obtained for any shape that can be encountered
during an optimization. This leads to the research sub-question:
Which methodology is required to ensure that flow residuals converge deeply to a toler-
ance near machine precision, for a steady-state, incompressible RANS flow solver?

We need to test that the methodology developed for deep convergence of the RANS flow
solver is applicable to the plethora of shapes that could be encountered during airfoil
shape optimizations.

Additionally, an accurate flow solver gradient should be devoid of numerical errors as
their presence would provide incorrect information about the descent direction to the op-
timizer. Furthermore, the gradient should be computed in a fast and efficient manner.
In aerodynamic shape optimizations the number of design variables are generally larger
than the number of objective functions. Hence, the gradient computation method should
also be able to efficiently handle numerous design variables. Thus, our next research
sub-question is:
How can the gradient of the steady-state RANS flow solver be computed in a fast, effi-
cient, error free manner for optimization problems where the number of design variables
are numerous compared to the objective functions?

On addressing the research questions posed above, we develop an aerodynamic opti-
mization framework that utilizes the gradients computed for the RANS flow solver, which
has been enhanced to ensure deeply converged solutions. The developed aerodynamic
shape optimization framework is used to defend the working hypothesis of this thesis by
applying it to optimization problems that demonstrate the importance of deeply converged
flows. The chosen optimization problem should start with a shape that is non-convergent
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for a standard RANS flow solver. The optimization with the standard RANS flow solver
can then be compared to the optimization with the enhanced RANS flow solver capable of
ensuring deeply converged solutions. Furthermore, the solutions of the two cases should
be compared against a reference solution which is the true optimum of the problem. This
leads us to the final research question:
Which aerodynamic shape optimization problem is able to successfully test the hypothe-
sis?

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis addresses different subtopics. As such, to honor the logical divisions amongst
these topics, beyond this introductory chapter the thesis has been divided into five parts.
A brief description of each of the parts is provided below:

Part 1: Deep convergence of a flow solver
In this part, a methodology is developed to ensure that the residuals of the RANS flow
solver are deeply converged to near machine precision. First, an in-depth literature review
is conducted on the various techniques that address this problem. Based on the litera-
ture review and a set of preconditions, an existing methodology is selected that could be
potentially applied to the in-house RANS flow solver, EllipSys2D. Based on the outcome,
the chosen methodology is integrated with the RANS flow solver. A novel modification of
the chosen method is developed to improve its robustness. The novel modification en-
sures that the existing method from literature is able to produce deeply converged RANS
solutions for shapes that could be encountered during airfoil shape optimization involving
wind turbine airfoils.

Part 2: Aerodynamic shape optimization framework: ShapeOpt2D
In part 2, the aerodynamic shape optimization framework being developed in this thesis
is introduced. As the title of the part suggests, this framework is called ShapeOpt2D, a
moniker that is used throughout the thesis to refer to the developed framework. In this
part, the various components that make up the optimization framework are described and
the framework’s workflow is presented. The gradient computation methodologies for each
of the components, barring the RANS flow solver, are also detailed. Finally, the concept
of the unified derivative is briefly presented and the philosophy behind the methodology
used to verify the component gradients is described. The introduction of the developed
aerodynamic shape optimization is required at this point in the thesis for consistently pro-
pelling the thesis workflow. As such, this part provides the context necessary for the one
to follow.

Part 3: Flow solver gradients: The EllipSys2D discrete adjoint solver
Part 3 deals with the development of the methodology adopted to compute the gradient
of the in-house RANS flow solver, EllipSys2D. As the title of the part readily reveals, the
adjoint method is utilized to compute the gradients. The linearization for obtaining the
adjoint method is performed on the discretized RANS system of equations, and hence
the developed gradient solver is called the discrete adjoint solver. In this part, the neces-
sary background is provided that motivated this choice. The choice of the discrete adjoint
method is partly motivated by an existing developmental effort that is underway at DTU
Wind and Energy Systems towards a discrete adjoint solver for the 3D version of the in-
house RANS-CFD code, called EllipSys3D. Followed by the background and motivation,
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part 3 provides the necessary details for the development of the discrete adjoint solver,
and its verification.

Part 4: Application of the aerodynamic shape optimization framework
In part 4, the developed aerodynamic shape optimization framework with the flow solver
gradients computed using the discrete adjoint solver developed in part 3, is applied. With
the end goal to test the working hypothesis of this project, the gradients of the aerody-
namic shape optimization are first verified. Then, an optimization problem is formulated,
and the optimized shapes arrived at by using the ShapeOpt2D framework are verified.
The verification of the solutions are carried out by optimizing three airfoils representa-
tive of those commonly occurring in modern wind turbine blades. Upon verification of the
ShapeOpt2D framework, the working hypothesis of this project is tested on a carefully
selected optimization case. The test is performed by carrying out the same optimization,
first with the standard flow solver, and then with the flow solver enhanced by the devel-
oped deep convergence methodology from Part 1. The optimal solutions provided by the
two optimizations are verified against a reference solution.

Part 5: Conclusion and future work
In part 5, we conclude the findings of the research conducted in this thesis. Additionally,
we present research and code development questions that arose during this thesis which
can be addressed in the future.
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Part I

Deep convergence of a flow solver



1 Introduction
The next generation of wind turbine blade design involves large, flexible blades that make
use of high-lift, slender airfoils in the power producing part, and high-lift, flatback airfoils
with thick trailing edges closer to the blade root. High lift airfoils face greater chance
of unsteady flow phenomena such as flow separation and vortex shedding (Timmer &
Bak, 2013). Instationary flow physics, that is often encountered for flexible wind turbine
blades and high-lift configurations, is not captured by the RANS model. This is because
the RANS equations assume that the flow is stationary. The violation of this assumption
results in non-convergence of the RANS solver residuals, or stalling of the residuals in
a limit cycle oscillation (LCO). This leads to unreliability and inconsistency in the flow
solutions. Steady-state, RANS simulations are the preferred method for analyzing the
performance of the wind turbine rotor in the final stages of design, or for obtaining the
airfoil lift data during the initial design stages. Hence, non-convergent behavior produces
large degrees of uncertainty in the design process. Furthermore, when used in a gradient-
based, aerodynamic design optimization, non-convergent behavior of the flow solver has
the potential to either lead to wrong final designs, or to the failure of the optimization.

In order to address the issue of flow solver robustness, a methodology is developed to
ensure that the residuals of the RANS flow solver are deeply converged to near machine
precision. First, in Chapter 2 in this part, an in-depth literature review is conducted on
the various techniques in the literature that address this question. Based on the litera-
ture review and a set of preconditions, an existing methodology is selected that could
be potentially applied to the in-house RANS flow solver, EllipSys2D. Based on the out-
come, in Chapter 3 in this part, the chosen methodology is integrated with the RANS flow
solver. A novel modification of the chosen method is developed to improve its robust-
ness. The novel modification ensures that the existing method from literature is able to
produce deeply converged RANS solutions for shapes that could be encountered during
airfoil shape optimization involving wind turbine airfoils

This part deals with the first research sub-question, stated in Section 1.2, which has been
repeated here:
Which methodology is required to ensure that flow residuals converge deeply to a toler-
ance near machine precision, for a steady-state, incompressible RANS flow solver?
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2 Literature review

2.1 Prologue
Performing three-dimensional aerodynamic shape optimization using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models requires a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver to
handle shapes produced by the optimizer that would be unintuitive to a human designer
(X. He et al., 2019). Such shapes would often lead to failure of the CFD simulations
either due to numerical issues arising from mesh deformations or flow instabilities in the
CFD solution (Yildirim et al., 2019). These failures may cause the optimization to fail
or increase the time required for convergence, increasing computational cost and often
requiring human intervention. To increase the robustness of the RANS-CFD solver in an
aerodynamic shape optimization context, it is necessary to implement methods that can
converge the flow residuals by finding the steady-state solutions of the unstable flows.

This literature review aims to critically present the different steady-state methods. This
topic constitutes a small part of an important research undertaking in fluid dynamics,
namely linear stability analysis of flows. The vastness and richness of the topic makes it
necessary to qualify the scope of the present literature review to evaluating the steady-
statemethods in the context of their utility in performingRANS-CFD based three-dimensional
aerodynamic shape optimization.

In doing so, the following questions are sought to be answered:

• Can the methods be used with the flow solver as a “black-box”?

• Can the studied methods find the steady-state solutions for flows with multiple un-
stable modes?

• Are they robust enough to be applied to 3D geometries resulting in complex flow
phenomena?

• How large is their computational cost?

• Can they be used together with an adjoint solver?

• Are they suitable for aerodynamic shape optimization?

For detailed reviews in flow stability analysis the reader is directed to Theofilis (2003,
2011), P. J. Schmid (2007), Kim and Bewley (2007) and Chomaz (2005).

2.2 Introduction
A small disturbance introduced in a steady, laminar flow may cause some unsteadiness
which damps out under the right flow conditions returning the flow to its previous state.
Above a certain critical value of these flow parameters the small disturbances may grow
spontaneously and alter the nature of the flow giving rise to instabilities manifesting them-
selves as temporal and spatial fluctuations. Sometimes the growth in the amplitude of the
instability is finite and a new steady-state is attained which then is susceptible to addi-
tional disturbances leading the flow to attain yet another steady-state (P.K. Kundu, 2012).
This process may continue until eventually the instabilities cause the flow to transition into
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turbulence. Thus, studying flow instabilities is crucial for understanding laminar-turbulent
transition and for developing flow control mechanisms.

Flow stability analysis involves linearizing the Navier-Stokes system of equations around
a base flow that is a steady-state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Nonlinear dy-
namical systems like the Navier-Stokes system, have a myriad of equilibriums or steady-
states such as fixed points, periodic orbits, strange attractors etc. (Loiseau et al., 2019).
However, in linear stability analysis applied to fluid flows the focus is on computing the
fixed points that provide time-invariant solutions. When a perturbation applied to a fixed
point equilibrium grows exponentially, such a fixed point is considered to be linearly un-
stable. Whereas, when the perturbation decays exponentially the fixed point is said to be
linearly stable. Due to this nature of a linearly stable flow, computing the steady base flow
is a relatively easy task and can be achieved by allowing a time-stepping CFD solver to
compute the solution until the disturbances have decayed, and it is unchanging in time.
Out of the available time-stepping methods, the local time-stepping method and the char-
acteristic time-stepping method can be used either standalone or in tandem to speed-up
convergence towards steady state (Richez et al., 2016; van Leer et al., 1991). In both
these methods time-accuracy is lost during the evolution of the solution, but the achieved
steady-state solutions are accurate. In contrast, the steady state fixed points of linearly
unstable flows are a challenge to obtain using time-stepping CFD solvers without the aid of
additional numerical techniques (B. Jordi, 2015). Time-stepping codes are almost never
able to find an unstable steady state (Tuckerman & Barkley, 2000). However, they can be
adapted to perform this task. There exist two main categories of methods that are suitable
to work with time-stepping codes towards finding an unstable steady state solution.

A class of Newton’s methods have traditionally been used to find roots of nonlinear equa-
tions. They work really well with a good initial guess and offer quadratic convergence
rates in obtaining the steady-state solution. However, they demand heavy computational
resources for flow computations involving a large system of equations or when dealing
in many unstable eigenmodes (Cunha et al., 2015). Additionally, bifurcations such as
saddle points may be encountered when trying to find steady-state solutions requiring
the various Newton-based methods to be coupled with continuation techniques (Tucker-
man & Barkley, 2000). Improvements to the Newton method such as the jacobian-free
Newton-Krylov (JFNK) method (Knoll & Keyes, 2004), the generalized minimal residual
method (GMRES) (Saad & Schultz, 1986), the recursive projection method (RPM) (Shroff
& Keller, 1993), and the BoostConv method (Citro, Luchini, et al., 2017) seek to address
these issues.

The selective frequency damping (SFD) method (Åkervik et al., 2006) is an increasingly
popular alternative to Newton’s methods. Its robustness and ease of implementation has
made it a standard approach especially for aerospace applications (Casacuberta et al.,
2018; Richez et al., 2016). Additionally, different implementations of the original method
have been developed that can be easily integrated with an existing time-stepping Navier-
Stokes solver (Cunha et al., 2015; B. Jordi, 2015; B. E. Jordi et al., 2014, 2015). The
method involves filtering out the frequencies that cause the instabilities in the unstable
flows and damping them such that the solution converges towards a steady-state. Unlike
Newton’s methods SFD does not require a good approximation of the final solution to
converge towards a steady state.

In Section 2.3, the selective frequency method and its variations are described and re-
viewed. This is followed by Section 2.4, where the Newton-Krylov methods are described
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and reviewed. The various Krylov-inspired methods are reviewed in Section 2.5.

2.3 The selective frequency damping method
The selective frequency damping method was introduced by Åkervik et al. (2006) as an
alternative to the Newton-based methods for finding steady-state solutions of unstable
flows. The method has been adapted from the work of Pruett et al. (2003), Pruett et al.
(2005) on temporal approximate deconvolution models for large-eddy simulations (LES).
The SFD formulation makes use of a proportional feedback control to drive the solution
of the Navier-Stokes system to its steady-state. The feedback control requires a target
solution which is not known beforehand, as this is the steady state solution that is being
sought. Thus, the target solution is taken as a modification of the current solution ob-
tained by passing it through a low-pass time filter. This ensures that the high frequency
temporal oscillations that cause the instabilities are filtered out from the target solution. As
the solution approaches the steady-state the filtered solution also approaches the same,
reducing the effect of the feedback control. Finally, at steady state the feedback control
will have no contribution to the solution.

The two most prominent formulations of the SFD method are briefly introduced in Sec-
tions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. This is followed by a discussion on the stability of the SFDmethod in
Section 2.3.3. Then the improvements to the SFDmethod are highlighted in Section 2.3.4.
Finally, in Section 2.3.5 the cases involving both successful and unsuccessful applications
of the SFD method are discussed.

2.3.1 Original formulation
The SFD formulation as provided by Åkervik et al. (2006) is presented here. Although the
formulation can be applied to any general nonlinear dynamical system with appropriate
initial and boundary conditions, we limit the present discussion to the flow problem. The
nonlinear Navier-Stokes system can be represented as

q̇ = F(q), (1)

where q represents the flow field vector, F is the non-linear (can also be linear) Navier-
Stokes operator and the dot represents the time derivative. The steady state solution of
Equation (1) denoted by qs is then given by

q̇s = F(qs) = 0. (2)

In order to stabilize the solution q a linear forcing term is introduced on the right-hand side
(RHS) of Equation (1). This term is a proportional feedback control that seeks to drive the
system in Equation (1) towards it steady state. The modified system is then given as

q̇ = F(q)− χ(q−w), (3)

where χ is the control coefficient and w is the target solution that is the steady-state qs.
There is no generation of artificial steady-states and the steady-state solution of the con-
trolled Navier-Stokes system in Equation (3) is also the steady-state solution of the original
Navier-Stokes system shown in Equation (1). So the targeted steady-state solution is also
the solution being sought which in turn is unknown.

For this reason the target solution is considered as the temporally low-pass filtered so-
lution of q and is denoted as q̄. Consequently, the most dangerous frequencies in the
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solution q are damped and the corresponding instabilities subdued. The filtered solution
q̄ is given as the convolution of a filter kernel T and the time continuous function q(t).

Pruett et al. (2005) suggest two function as filter kernels that fit the above criteria, namely
an exponential function and a Heaveside function. However, Åkervik et al. (2006) selected
the exponential function as a time filter kernel citing its simplicity as the motivation. In the
research literature subsequent authors who have either studied the properties of the SFD
method or have applied it have also opted to work with the exponential filter kernel. Since
the integral form of the filter requires the storage of the complete time history of the solution
field, the differential form is used instead, which is given as

˙̄q =
q− q̄

∆
. (4)

The filter shown in Equation (4) has a gain of 1 and a cut-off frequency, as mentioned
previously, equal to 1/∆. The cut-off frequency for the low-pass time filter is given as
ωc = 1/∆ (Åkervik et al., 2006; Loiseau et al., 2019; Pruett et al., 2005) and is obtained
from the corresponding transfer function of the filter in the Fourier-Laplace space. All the
frequencies of the signal below the cut-off frequency are allowed to pass through the filter
whereas the frequency of the oscillations above it are not. The formulation of SFDmethod
then involves the system, q̇ = F(q)− χ(q− q̄),

˙̄q =
q− q̄

∆
.

(5)

The system shown in Equation (5) can be implemented in an existing time-stepping code
by adding the linear forcing term in the time-marching scheme and updating the time-
filtered solution in each time step. An existing Navier-Stokes solver is a complex code
and modifying it is not a trivial task. This motivated B. E. Jordi et al. (2014) to develop an
encapsulated formulation of the SFD method.

2.3.2 Encapsulated SFD
The encapsulated SFD method introduced by B. E. Jordi et al. (2014), is a reformulation
of the original SFD method (Åkervik et al., 2006) with the intention of implementing SFD
in an existing unsteady Navier-Stokes solver without changing the code at a low level.
The formulation was inspired by the method of Tuckerman and Barkley (2000) towards
solving for a steady-state by encapsulating a Newton’s method with conjugate gradient
iterations and assisted by continuation methods around an existing Navier-Stokes code,
without any modification to the Navier-stokes code.

The system shown in Equation (5) is split into two sub-problems by applying a first-order
splitting method. The first sub-problem contains the non-linear Navier-Stokes operator
F(.) and is given as {

q̇(1) = F(q(1)),

˙̄q
(1)

= 0.
(6)

The second sub-problem is linear and contains the linear forcing term for the proportional
feedback control and the first-order low-pass time filter. It is given asq̇(2) = −χ(q(2) − q̄(2)),

˙̄q
(2)

=
q(2) − q̄(2)

∆
.

(7)
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Note that in Equations (6) and (7) the superscript denotes the order of the sub-problem.
The sub-problem with the super-script .(1) is solved first in the time interval [tn, tn+1]. The
solution of the first sub-problem at time tn+1 is then taken as the initial condition at time tn
for the second sub-problem. Following which the second sub-problem is solved in the time
interval [tn, tn+1]. For the next iteration the solution of the second sub-problem obtained
at the end of the previous time interval will be the initial solution to the first sub-problem
in the new time interval.

Since the two sub-problems are only linked by the initial conditions, the numerical methods
being used to solve them are independent of each other. The existing Navier-Stokes
solver is used in the first sub-problem does not need to be modified. The only new code
that is to be written is the solver for the second sub-problem that includes the proportional
feedback control and the low-pass time filter.

For details about the derivation and the time-discrete formulation the reader is directed to
B. Jordi (2015).

B. E. Jordi et al. (2014) mention that a splitting error will exist due to the application of
the first order splitting method. Although this error is introduced at each time step in
the encapsulated SFD method, on reaching steady state this error loses significance.
This is because at steady state the proportional feedback term vanishes and the solution
exactly satisfies the discretized Navier-Stokes system. Hence, at steady state only the
discretization and iteration errors introduced in the Navier-Stokes solver will remain.

2.3.3 Stability of the SFD method
B. E. Jordi et al. (2014) examined the stability regions of the time discrete SFD method
applied to the scalar problem. Their analysis revealed that the SFD method leads to an
increase of the inherent stability region of the problem which is denoted by a unit circle
on the complex plane. Although the stability region of the controlled problem exceeds the
unit circle on the complex plane, there exists an exclusion zone in the stability region that
fails to stabilize unstable eigenvalues with absolute values greater than unity. Physically,
these could represent flows with weakly unstable low frequency eigenmodes where the
unstable eigenvalues are located in the vicinity of the positive real axis. A large filter width
∆ and an appropriate gain χ would then be required to include them within the stability
region of the SFD method (B. E. Jordi et al., 2014). However, the SFD method is unable
to stabilize steady, non-oscillatory unstable modes representing pure exponential growth
of instabilities.

This was independently observed by Vyazmina (2010) on analyzing a standing solitary
wave bifurcating from its turning point. The instability was being caused by a single real
and positive eigenvalue lying outside the unit circle stability region, and thus there was no
frequency that could be damped by the method. In support of this conclusion, Casacu-
berta et al. (2018) showed analytically that the SFDmethod is inherently unable to stabilize
flows, which are unstable due to steady eigenmodes. Inspired by Cunha et al. (2015), the
analysis was performed on a one-dimensional form of the SFD system shown in Equa-
tion (5) by assuming that its spectral properties are a superposition of multiple single
eigenmodes. This assumption is also utilized to prove that the SFD method can always
stabilize flows with a single unsteady eigenmode having a non-zero eigenfrequency. B. E.
Jordi et al. (2014) support this argument by concluding from their analysis that the sta-
bility of the SFD method and ergo its success, is dependent on oscillatory growth of the
instabilities. This analysis is corroborated by Vyazmina (2010), who reported a Hopf bi-
furcation problem while studying vortex breakdown where the instabilities caused by two
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complex conjugate eigenvalues were successfully quenched by the SFD method.

Massa (2014) found that the SFD method has difficulties in stabilizing flows that contain
both strongly unstable high-frequency eigenmodes and weakly unstable low-frequency
eigenmodes. On investigating themarginal stability eigenvalue curves of the SFD system,
it was observed that increasing the filter width∆ had only amarginal effect in improving the
low-frequency stability region. Whereas, increasing the gain parameter χ increased the
high-frequency stability region while simultaneously decreasing the low-frequency region.
This observation agrees with the analysis of B. Jordi (2015) and the analytical findings of
Casacuberta et al. (2018).

2.3.4 Improvements to the SFD method
Based on the observations and analysis presented in Section 2.3.3, it can be concluded
that the unmodified SFD method is not robust enough to be used as a universal solution
to find steady-states for unstable flows. Although the unmodified SFD method can easily
deal with single and multiple high frequency unstable modes, it has difficulties when both
strongly unstable high frequency and weakly unstable low frequency modes are present.
This is because of an exclusion zone in the stability region of the method that excludes low
frequency unstable eigenvalues. It is this stability region exclusion zone that is responsible
for making the unmodified SFD method ineffective in stabilizing purely exponential non-
oscillatory growth of instabilities. These drawbacks can be negated either by modifying
the SFD formulation as shown byMassa (2014), or by identifying the unstable eigenvalues
and selecting optimal SFD parameters (χ and ∆) to quench the difficult eigenmodes by
applying the SFD method multiple times. The latter approach was adopted by B. E. Jordi
et al. (2015), Cunha et al. (2015) and Casacuberta et al. (2018).

SFD with multiple dampers. The approach adopted by Massa (2014) adds a set of
linear forcing terms and corresponding filters to the governing equations shown in Equa-
tion (1) instead of just one damper. With filter width values for each of these terms chosen
such that they are spaced apart from each other, the linear forcing terms act independently
of each other in quenching the various instabilities. The central idea of this approach is
to split the value of the total gain for one linear forcing term equally amongst the set. The
higher the number of dampers the smaller the value of the gain is for each of them. Hav-
ing a small gain ensures that the region of low-frequency instability is reduced. At the
same time the cumulative damping would lead to stabilization of the high frequency oscil-
lations. Massa (2014) found significant improvements in the low-frequency stability with
just three linear forcing terms as opposed to using a large filter width∆with the unmodified
SFD method when attempting to stabilize a flow characterized by strongly unstable high-
frequency shear modes and weakly unstable low-frequency wake modes. The modified
SFD system by Massa (2014) is shown in Equation (8).

q̇ = F(q)−
∑N

i χi(q− q̄i),

˙̄qi =
q− q̄i

∆i
, i = 1, ....., N,

(8)

with the condition ∆i = f∆i−1 = ∆1(∆N/∆1)
(i−1)/(N−1), χi = χ/N . In Equation (8), the

subscript i refers to the ith damper out of a total of N dampers.

Even though using multiple filters for flows with multiple dominant eigenmodes is effec-
tive in finding the steady-states, de S. Teixeira and S. de B. Alves (2017) warn that
the increase in computational costs due to the additional number of control parameters
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requiring optimization would make SFD’s usage impractical when compared to Newton
iteration-based methods.

Optimal control parameters: χ and∆. The selection of the low-pass time filter width∆
and the proportional gain χ are important in determining the success of the SFD method.
These parameters decide the stability region of the SFD method and the rate of conver-
gence, and are dependent on the unstable eigenvalues that are sought to be quenched.
The gain parameter χ dampens the growth rate of the instabilities and the low-pass time
filter width ∆ stabilizes the oscillations (Åkervik et al., 2006; Casacuberta et al., 2018).
Åkervik et al. (2006) recommended selecting a value for the gain χ that is twice the growth
rate of the dominant instability and a value for the filter width∆ such that the unstable fre-
quencies are situated deep inside the damped region. Through their analysis of stability
regions, B. E. Jordi et al. (2014) refuted the claim by Åkervik et al. (2006) that choosing a
large χ and ∆ would always lead to a slow but guaranteed convergence. Casacuberta et
al. (2018) agreed with the findings of B. E. Jordi et al. (2014), and observed that selecting
a very large value of the gain χ destabilizes the SFD system.

It is evident that the arbitrary selection of the SFD control parameters is not conducive
to guaranteed convergence of the SFD system and requires some degree of trial-and-
error. One of the ways to improve the SFD method would be to realize the selection of the
control parameters such that convergence is guaranteed. This could then be improved
by optimizing these control parameters to get the best possible convergence rate. The
challenge would be in getting sufficient information from the flow to enable the selection
of optimal control parameters. The eigenvalues of the linearized Navier-Stokes system
of the developed unstable flow would provide sufficient information about the instabilities
that could allow the appropriate selection of the control parameters. This line of reasoning
inspired the improvements to the SFDmethod presented in B. E. Jordi et al. (2015), Cunha
et al. (2015) and Casacuberta et al. (2018).

The main similarity between the methods of B. E. Jordi et al. (2015), Cunha et al. (2015)
and Casacuberta et al. (2018) is that they rely on identifying the most unstable eigenvalue
of the flow. While B. E. Jordi et al. (2015) and Cunha et al. (2015) follow this by utilizing
a one-dimensional SFD variation to optimize the control parameters (χ and ∆) such that
the instability is quenched, Casacuberta et al. (2018) propose an alternative optimiza-
tion routine based on the least stable eigenvalue of the SFD system. However, all the
SFD improvements differ in the methods adopted to determine the unstable eigenvalues.
Popular techniques to identify eigenvalues of a flow such as the Krylov subspace-based
Arnoldi method (Arnoldi, 1951) or the Lanczos method (Lanczos, 1950), involves lineariz-
ing the Navier-Stokes equations about a steady state. But in the present scenario the
steady-state solution itself is the unknown being sought. In the absence of the steady-
state solution both Cunha et al. (2015) and B. E. Jordi et al. (2015) present alternatives to
approximate the unstable eigenvalues. These approximations are then utilized in a one-
dimensional SFD formulation to obtain the optimal values of the gain χ and filter width
∆.

As illustrated in Figure 2, B. E. Jordi et al. (2015) prefer to use linear stability analysis to
obtain an approximation of the unstable eigenvalues. This approximation relies on using
user-defined initial values of the control parameters (χ and ∆) and letting the solution
reach a partially converged steady-state. At this point the iterations are stopped, and a
linear stability analysis is performed using the Arnoldi method. The control parameters
are then optimized by inputting the unstable eigenvalues in a one-dimensional scalar SFD
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model. In contrast, Cunha et al. (2015) allow the unstable flow to develop for a given
user-defined time interval and store the flow field snapshots at each time-step within this
interval. The system is then reduced from the flow coordinate space to the relatively
smaller time space by utilizing dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) and the approximate
eigenvalues of the flow-field are obtained. Detailed description and analysis using DMD
can be found in Jovanovic et al. (2012), Rowley et al. (2009), and P. J. Schmid (2010).
The SFD improvements presented by both B. E. Jordi et al. (2015) and Cunha et al.
(2015) update the optimal values of the control parameters on encountering unstable
eigenmodes that were not stabilized by their previously chosen values.

Figure 2: Illustration of the adaptive SFD method by B. E. Jordi et al. (2015)

Casacuberta et al. (2018) present a SFD improvement termed as “flow unleash”, in which
the most unstable eigenvalue is obtained by driving the SFD simulation to a low residual
level. On setting the gain χ = 0 at this point the residual is allowed to grow until a linear
trend is observed. It is hypothesized that the linear growth in the residual is caused by the
most unstable eigenmode and is determined by the slope of the linear part of the residual
curve. Casacuberta et al. (2018) show that the optimization routine by B. E. Jordi et al.
(2015) lead to suboptimal values of the control parameters and propose an alternative
based on the least stable eigenvalue of the SFD system.

2.3.5 Applications
The SFDmethod has been successfully applied towards finding the steady state of various
flow configurations ranging from low Reynolds number laminar flows to high Reynolds
number turbulent flows over both two and three-dimensional geometries, both simple and
complex. The method has thus been tested for obtaining steady laminar solutions of both
incompressible and compressible Navier-Stokes equations, and also for steady turbulent
solutions of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

Åkervik et al. (2006) demonstrated the first successful application of the SFD method
by computing the steady state of a two-dimensional steady, incompressible laminar flow
over a long cavity and by stabilizing a separation bubble induced by external pressure
distribution. Åkervik et al. (2007) and Henningson and Åkervik (2008) applied the method
to find the steady state of an incompressible unstable boundary-layer flow over a high-
aspect-ratio (shallow) cavity. Alizard et al. (2012) computed the two-dimensional base
flow for a square cylinder and P. Schmid (2008) used the SFD method for the stability
analysis of unstable flow in a square cavity. Bagheri et al. (2009), Schlatter et al. (2011),
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Ilak et al. (2012) and Peplinski et al. (2014), Peplinski et al. (2015) used it to analyze the
stability of a jet in cross-flow.

Pier (2008) applied the SFD method to three-dimensional flow by computing the steady
state of an incompressible unstable flow over a sphere to analyze the local and global
instabilities developed in the wake. Fani et al. (2014) used the method to perform three-
dimensional linear stability analysis of incompressible flow through a micro T-mixer. Kurz
and Kloker (2016) computed the base flow for a three-dimensional boundary layer over a
swept wing with roughness elements. Loiseau et al. (2014) investigated the global insta-
bility and laminar to turbulent transition due to a roughness element in a three-dimensional
incompressible boundary layer flow over a flat plate using base flow computed with the
SFD method.

Although the SFD method was originally intended for obtaining steady laminar solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equations, it has also been successfully adapted to obtain steady
turbulent solutions of RANS equations. Richez et al. (2016) applied the method to com-
pute the steady state solution of the RANS equations for turbulent flow around an airfoil at
high Reynolds number and near stall. The convergence to a steady state was improved
by coupling the SFD method to a local time-stepping algorithm. Two solution branches
were identified in the immediate vicinity of the stall angle of attack, with the slowdown in
convergence.

The SFD method has also been applied to combustion problems where it was applied
to finding the steady state of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Massa (2014)
utilized the method in studying the instabilities arising from supersonic mixing, Nichols
and Schmid (2008) applied the methods in the study of the stability of round fuel jets and,
Chandler (2010) and Chandler et al. (2012) used it in finding the stability of flames.

Despite the widespread success of the SFD method failures have been reported. L. E.
Jones and Sandberg (2011) failed to find the base flow around an airfoil at high Reynolds
number for which the flow is compressible, and either transitional or turbulent. It was spec-
ulated that the method was unable to suppress the instabilities present at this Reynolds
number. Vyazmina (2010) applied the SFD method for the study of swirling flows and
found that it failed when the instability had a real unstable eigenvalue. As highlighted in
Section 2.3.4 improvements to the SFD method have been developed by Massa (2014),
B. E. Jordi et al. (2015), Cunha et al. (2015) and Casacuberta et al. (2018) to overcome
such challenges.

2.4 Newton-Krylov methods
The steady state solution of the Navier-Stokes system of equations can be directly ob-
tained using an iterative method like the Newton’s method. The Newton method is fully
implicit with the solution variables at all mesh nodes, including boundary conditions, being
fully coupled as the method is iterated (Pulliam & Zingg, 2014). This makes the method
particularly suitable for the solution of a stiff system of equations like the RANS involv-
ing turbulence and transition models (Witherden et al., 2017), and in particular in finding
the steady states of unstable flows where time-marching methods typically fail. M. B.
Giles and Drela (1987) used the method to solve a two-dimensional system of discrete
non-linear Euler equations for enabling transonic airfoil design.

Consider the non-linear Navier-Stokes system shown in Equation (1) reproduced below

q̇ = F(q), (9)
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where q represents the flow field vector, F is the non-linear (can also be linear) Navier-
Stokes operator and the dot represents the time derivative. The application of the Newton
method results in

A(n)∆q(n) = −F(q(n)) where,
∆q(n) = q(n+1) − q(n).

(10)

In Equation (10), n represents the current iterative step of the nonlinear Newton iteration
and A(n) is the Jacobian of the spatially discretized Navier-Stokes residual F(qn).

Newton’s method offers quadratic convergence of the residuals making it a fast and re-
liable method. However, it has some inherent limitations. For guaranteed convergence,
the initial guess of the solution required to start the Newton iterations needs to be in the
vicinity of the steady-state solution being sought. Additionally, both the function evaluation
and the construction of its Jacobian in each iteration makes the method computationally
expensive. This expense is further compounded by the direct solution of a linear system
of equations per iteration in which the inverse Jacobian is computed. Furthermore, when
applying to large-scale three-dimensional problems the direct solutions of large linear sys-
tems scale poorly with problem size (Witherden et al., 2017).

Addressing these issues increases the attractiveness of Newton’s method in its applica-
tion to finding the steady state of unstable flows that would normally involve a large-scale
three-dimensional problem space. Newton-Krylov (NK) methods overcome the draw-
backs of the classical Newton method by solving the linear system iteratively instead
of directly. This enables the solution of large scale problems without the need for the
computationally expensive step involving the inversion of the Jacobian. In using an it-
erative method, the Newton method is termed as an in-exact Newton method (Dembo
et al., 1982). Within one non-linear step the system in Equation (10) is solved until a
user-defined relative convergence criteria is satisfied,

||A(n)∆q(n) + F(q(n))||2 ≤ ηn||F(q(n))||2, (11)

where ηn is the relative tolerance with a value between 0 and 1. Dembo et al. (1982) con-
sidered the inexact Newtonmethod and their application to nonlinear system of equations.
Eisenstat and Walker (1994) introduced improvements to the method which enhanced its
robustness in the context of global convergence.

The method chosen to iteratively solve the linear system has a direct impact on the per-
formance of the solver. Selecting the Krylov space methods, such as GMRES (Saad
& Schultz, 1986), conjugate gradient (Shewchuk et al., 1994) or Recursive Projection
Method (RPM) (Shroff & Keller, 1993), for iteratively solving the linear systems results in
the method gaining the moniker of a Newton-Krylov method. Krylov methods are widely
popular and are considered amongst the most influential classes of numerical methods
(Dongarra & Sullivan, 2000). As such there is a vast amount of research and review pa-
pers published. The reviews by Gutknecht (1997), Freund et al. (1992), Saad and Van
Der Vorst (2000), Saad (2003) and, Brown and Saad (1990) have comprehensively tack-
led these methods. The review by Simoncini and Szyld (2007) is the most current in this
area.

Instead of computing the inverse of the Jacobian matrix, Newton-Krylov (NK) methods
involve the evaluation of a product between the Jacobian matrix and an arbitrary vector.
When this product is approximated by a finite difference approximation the formation and
storage of the Jacobian matrix can be avoided. The Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK)
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method thus offers all the benefits of a Newton-based method like quadratic convergence,
without the computational and memory costs associated with explicitly constructing and
storing the Jacobian matrix. The matrix-vector product can be approximated by a first-
order finite difference approximation as:

A(n)v ≈ F(q(n)+ϵv)− F(q(n))

ϵ
, (12)

where v is an arbitrary vector and the parameter ϵ specifies the finite difference discretiza-
tion. Nielsen et al. (1995) provide a formula for appropriately selecting ϵ to minimize trun-
cation and round-off errors. Knoll and Keyes (2004) have thoroughly reviewed the JFNK
method with a special emphasis on preconditioners.

2.4.1 Prerequisites for Newton-Krylov methods
Globalization methods. An important impediment to the success of the Newton meth-
ods is the selection of a good initial guess. For a NK-based method to converge the
initial guess should be near the final steady-state being sought (J. Hicken & Zingg, 2009).
Globalization approaches of the Newton method such as the popular pseudo-transient
continuation is utilized to overcome this drawback. In the psuedo-transient continuation
approach (Coffey et al., 2003; Kelley & Keyes, 1998), a false time-stepping method is
used to partially converge the solution to a degree that is acceptable to be used as an
initial guess for the Newton method. A backward Euler implicit solver is used with local
time-stepping to advance the Navier-Stokes system. The time-step is increased as the
solution converges and reduced when it is diverging. This is shown below as:(

I

∆t(n)
+A(n)

)
∆q(n) = −F(q(n)), (13)

where ∆t is the diagonal matrix of local time-steps. In order to increase solver efficiency
J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2008) replaced the Jacobian A(n) in the globalization phase by
the approximate Jacobian matrix used in the formation of the preconditioner. This is also
known as an approximate Newton phase (Witherden et al., 2017). M. Osusky and Zingg
(2013) used a lagged Jacobian update in the preconditioner along with the approximate
Newton solver.

Other continuation methods include continuation in a physical parameter such as the
Reynolds number (Salinger et al., 2002), and continuation in spatial discretization such as
grid sequencing (Smooke &Mattheij, 1985). Varying the values of the physical parameters
can alter the degree of non-linearity experienced in the problem. Similarly, grid sequenc-
ing is used when the solution to a non-linear problem is easier on a coarser grid than a fine
grid due to a reduction in the degree of non-linearity on the coarser grid. Other standard
globalization approaches that have been successfully used with NK-based methods are
the line search methods and the trust region methods. Further information and resources
on globalization methods for JFNK can be found in Knoll and Keyes (2004). The reader
is directed to Bellavia and Berrone (2007) and Pawlowski et al. (2006) for more on back-
tracking and trust region methods. For more details on continuation methods the reader
is referred to Allgower and Georg (1993), Knoll and Keyes (2004), Coffey et al. (2003),
Kelley and Keyes (1998), Cliffe et al. (2000) and Watson (1990).

Preconditioning. Preconditioning aids in reducing the number of Krylov iterations and
has a direct impact on the rate of convergence and robustness of the NK method (Pueyo
& Zingg, 1998). Effective preconditioning makes JFNK feasible for large scale problems
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as it provides algorithmic scaling and provides an environment conducive to parallel scal-
ing of the JFNK (Knoll & Keyes, 2004). Since large-scale nonlinear problems are solved
on parallel computing clusters, choosing the right preconditioner is non-trivial. Serial pre-
conditioners are not efficient on being parallelized while parallel preconditioners scale
poorly (J. E. Hicken & Zingg, 2008). W. Gropp et al. (2000) show the effectiveness of
a pseudo-transient matrix-free Newton-Krylov-Schwarz (ψNKS) algorithm, that uses the
additive Schwarz method as a preconditioner, in rapidly converging a three-dimensional
transonic Euler flow about an M6 wing. J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2008) implemented a
parallel Newton-Krylov method and evaluated an additive Schwarz preconditioner (Saad,
2003) and an approximately factored Schur-complement preconditioner (Saad & Sosonk-
ina, 1999). W. D. Gropp et al. (2000) studied the performance of Newton -Krylov -Schwarz
(NKS) algorithms on distributedmemory architectures. J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2010) and,
M. Osusky and Zingg (2013) found the approximate-Schur to be superior both in perfor-
mance and scaling to the additive Schwarz for large scale problems executed in parallel
on distributed memory architectures. Pueyo and Zingg (1998) compared various precon-
ditioners and found that an incomplete lower-upper factorization (ILU) factorization based
on a level of fill approach is a good choice. A thorough review of the different classifi-
cations of preconditioners and their benefits and drawbacks can be found in the detailed
survey on JFNK methods by Knoll and Keyes (2004).

Krylov-space solvers. The Generalized Minimal RESidual method (GMRES) (Saad
& Schultz, 1986) is the most widely used iterative Krylov space method with a JFNK
approach. A nonlinear system of equations such as the Navier-Stokes, results in a non-
symmetric Jacobian. This means that the popular conjugate gradient algorithm (Hestenes
& Stiefel, 1952) applied to symmetric positive definite matrices cannot be used primarily
because the residual vectors cannot be made orthogonal. Methods have been developed
that specifically deal with the non-symmetric case. A few of them are GMRES, CGS (Son-
neveld, 1989), BiCGSTAB (Van der Vorst, 1992), and TFQMR (Freund, 1993). GMRES
retains orthogonality of the residual vectors by using long recurrences resulting in large
storage requirements (Del Corso et al., 2015). Whereas the other methods retain or-
thogonality by using short recurrences and require less memory. Despite this advantage,
unlike GMRES, these methods are non-monotonic and can lead to numerical instabilities
with oscillating residual norm histories (W. Gropp et al., 2000). Nachtigal et al. (1992)
compared different methods for non-symmetric problems and found that they outperform
each other for different examples of matrices, thus indicating that method superiority is
application specific. This point is strengthened by Mchugh and Knoll (1993) who solved a
steady, incompressible Navier-Stokes system using four different popular Krylov solvers.
The study showed the superiority of GMRES when applied to a JFNK approach. The re-
sults also indicated that the performance of JFNK is strongly dependent on grid size and
the type of linear solver chosen. Ghai et al. (2019) compared various Krylov solvers paired
with three different preconditioners and showed that GMRES was superior to the others
when paired with an effective multigrid preconditioner. But its performance dropped when
paired with an ineffective preconditioner due to restarts. The number of restarts required
while solving a large linear system is a major drawback of the GMRES method and leads
to a slow rate of convergence (Simoncini & Szyld, 2007). A suitable preconditioner is
thus of paramount importance in improving the convergence rate and the robustness of
the method. A classification in tabular form of most of the available Krylov space meth-
ods is shown in Nachtigal et al. (1992). A brief overview of many of the popular methods
can be found in Del Corso et al. (2015). Additional references pointing towards a more
detailed presentation of the methods are provided in Knoll and Keyes (2004). A recent
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comprehensive review on the Krylov solvers can be found in Simoncini and Szyld (2007).

2.4.2 Application to RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization
Newton-Krylov methods have not received wide acceptance in the CFD and aerodynam-
ics research communities with most of the major flow solvers relying on other implicit
solution procedures. Efforts in programming, memory requirements in storage of large
matrices, careful selection of user-defined parameters and challenges in achieving ef-
ficient globalization due to non-linear behavior introduced by the turbulence models in
RANS contribute towards their unpopularity (Chisholm & Zingg, 2009). However, JFNK
methods have many advantages related to solving stiff problems, achieving deep con-
vergence and in finding steady-state solutions of unstable flows. These properties make
JFNK methods effective in the context of turbulent aerodynamic shape optimization. Dur-
ing an optimization process the flow solver is called repeatedly as it is needed to evaluate
the change in the geometry. Failure of the solver to converge during the optimization
process could lead to either a failed optimization run or one with a drastic increase in
computation times (Yildirim et al., 2019). Thus, in high-fidelity aerodynamic shape opti-
mization the ability of the flow solver to find a converged solution of the Navier-Stokes
system for a given geometry and mesh is of paramount importance (X. He et al., 2019).
This section will focus on literature that have been successful in performing aerodynamic
shape optimization using NK-based CFD solvers for both Euler and RANS equations in
both 2D and 3D.

Nemec and Zingg (2002) extended the NK flow solver with inexact Newton and GMRES
strategies by Pueyo and Zingg (1998) for performing two-dimensional aerodynamic shape
optimization in turbulent flow computed by solving the RANS equations with a Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model. This solver was then used to perform multipoint and multi-
objective aerodynamic shape optimizations of high lift airfoils by Nemec et al. (2004).
Driver and Zingg (2007) incorporated a laminar-turbulent transition prediction into the NK
solver developed by Nemec and Zingg (2002) and utilized it to design optimized high-lift
airfoils. J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2010) used the parallel NK solver for Euler equations de-
veloped by J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2008), for performing three-dimensional aerodynamic
shape optimization in inviscid flow. Leung and Zingg (2012) extended the algorithm for
two-dimensional aerodynamic shape optimization developed by Nemec and Zingg (2002),
to three-dimensional wings by using a parallel Newton-Krylov-Schur (NKS) flow solver
developed by J. E. Hicken and Zingg (2008), to solve the Euler equations. L. Osusky
and Zingg (2012) extended the Euler-based NK solver developed by J. E. Hicken and
Zingg (2008) to tackle RANS equations for performing turbulent three- dimensional aero-
dynamic shape optimization. L. Osusky et al. (2015) presented a methodology involving
the coupling of geometry parametrization and a mesh movement scheme with an efficient
parallel Newton-Krylov method with approximate-Schur preconditioning for solving three-
dimensional RANS equations. The discrete adjoint approach was used to perform gra-
dient evaluations. The methodology was successfully applied to various lift-constrained
drag minimization problem involving three-dimensional geometries with varying degrees
of complexities, and was found to be robust in the presence of large shape changes.
Reist and Zingg (2016) utilized the parallel Newton-Krylov-Schur solver and optimization
methodology developed in M. Osusky and Zingg (2013) to perform RANS-based high-
fidelity aerodynamic shape optimization of complex 3D aircraft geometries such as a con-
ventional tube-and-wing design, a hybrid wing-body and a lifting-fuselage design.

Yildirim et al. (2019) improved robustness of their NK CFD solver by implementing a
Jacobian-free Approximate Newton-Krylov (ANK) algorithm that involves computing a
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first-order approximation of the Jacobian instead of the second-order accurate exact Ja-
cobian. Robustness was further improved by implementing a physicality check to ensure
that the nonlinear Newton updates did not yield non-physical values in the flow state vec-
tor. The robustness was further strengthened by a backtracking line search to ensure
reduction of the unsteady residual norm. X. He et al. (2019) analyzed the robustness
of the ANK flow solver (Yildirim et al., 2019), by performing an aerodynamic shape op-
timization that started from a circle and resulted in an optimal reference case that was
arrived upon separately from a benchmark airfoil. During the optimization the flow solver
was able to converge the solution of the RANS equations for infeasible airfoil shapes that
violated the equilibrium-flow assumption of RANS and would normally result in invalid re-
sults. M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2019) applied the ANK solver (Yildirim et al., 2019) to a
successful three-dimensional RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization of a 10 MW
wind turbine rotor with a 178 m diameter. This is considered a challenging case as wind
turbine rotors have cylindrical cross-sections near the root section of the blade where the
CFD solver can face difficulties in converging the solution of the RANS equations due to
violation of the equilibrium-flow assumption. Unlike M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2019), Dhert
et al. (2017) did not use a NK-based method and had to exclude the root section of the
wind turbine blade due to non-convergence of the RANS solution in their optimization.

The Newton-Krylov methods with appropriately selected preconditioning, start-up, and
iterative solver strategies have been shown to be effective in simulating turbulent flows.

2.5 Krylov-subspace inspired methods
A Newton-Krylov method with a GMRES Krylov-subspace solver has the disadvantage of
becoming computationally expensive with large scale three-dimensional problems. For
large problems the orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace required by the GMRES
grows resulting in large storage requirements, which are usually not met. This is circum-
vented by adopting a restart procedure for the GMRES when the subspace dimension
exceeds a predefined maximum value. However, the undesirable consequence is that
of a slow convergence rate (Simoncini & Szyld, 2007). There exist alternative Krylov-
subspace inspired methods that have been shown to be effective in dealing with flow
bifurcations and finding steady states of unstable flows with a smaller memory and com-
putational footprint.

2.5.1 Recursive Projection Method (RPM)
The Recursive Projection Method (RPM) was introduced by Shroff and Keller (1993) to
stabilize unstable iterative procedures used for solving nonlinear, parameter dependent
system of equations. It identifies the unstable eigenmodes of the iterative procedure used
to solve the linear system and applies a Newton method in the subspace consisting of the
eigenvectors of these unstable eigenmodes. Whereas, the orthogonal subspace consist-
ing of the stable, convergent eigenmodes is solved with the applied iterative procedure.
The unstable subspace solved with the Newton method is usually small and requires
minimal computational effort (Campobasso & Giles, 2004). Hence, the RPM method is
practically relevant only when the number of unstable eigenmodes are much smaller than
the size of the linear system. Thus, with increasing problem complexity the number of
unstable eigenmodes are also going to increase. This will lead to an increase in the com-
putational cost of the RPM method as the size of the orthonormal basis from the Krylov
subspace increases. Another drawback of the method is that like other Krylov subspace
methods it does not provide grid independence (Dwight & Brezillon, 2009).
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Applications. The RPM method has been successfully applied for detecting steady-
states for performing bifurcation analysis. Shroff and Keller (1993) applied the stabilization
procedure to a “black-box” time integration code to find unstable steady states of folds,
bifurcations and unstable solution branches. Their stabilization procedure was coupled
with a pseudo-arclength continuation algorithm to be able to continue the solution past
singular points. Davidson (1997) highlighted the poor performance of the RPM method
for large-scale PDE systems and developed a preconditioned RPMmethod that improved
it. It saved computing time by eliminating post-processing of Jacobian matrices to obtain
a bifurcation along a solution path. Love (1999) utilized the RPM method to compute bi-
furcations of Kolmogorov and Taylor-vortex flows and found significant improvements in
the convergence of their steady-state solver. The RPM method has also been used to
accelerate convergence of time-stepping solvers towards steady-state solutions and to
quench numerical instabilities in iterative methods. Görtz and Möller (2004b) integrated
RPM into an existing CFD solver to accelerate the convergence of a dual time-stepping
method (Jameson, 1991). Campobasso and Giles (2004) applied the RPMmethod to sta-
bilize a time-stepper Runge-Kutta multigrid flow solver for the analysis of turbomachinery
aeroelasticity. The RPM-stabilized solver was seen to result in significant computational
savings when compared to the GMRES-stabilized solver for three-dimensional turboma-
chinery problems. Dwight and Brezillon (2009) developed a discrete adjoint multigrid
RANS solver with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and a Runge-Kutta time-stepping
scheme. The RPM method was applied in order to stabilize separated flows that lead to
non-convergence of the flow residuals manifested as limit cycle oscillations. The resulting
adjoint solver was utilized in carrying out an aerodynamic shape optimization for minimiz-
ing the drag of a transport aircraft configuration with large number of design variables.
Renac (2010) applied the RPM method to stabilize a numerical algorithm to perform sen-
sitivity analysis of the RANS equations with a two-equation turbulencemodel by linearizing
the turbulence model. It was seen that an eigenvalue analysis criterion to improve mode
selection of the unstable space for the RPM method, improved performance by reducing
computational costs. This resulted in faster convergence for a two-dimensional test case
when compared to the original RPM method.

Improvements. Renac (2011) further developed the criterion introduced in (Renac, 2010)
and presented an improved RPM which used an approximate eigenvalue problem of the
iteration matrix to select the unstable subspace required in the RPM, instead of the Krylov
subspace criterion used in the original method. The improved RPM allowed for the selec-
tion of more unstable eigenmodes for each iteration of the RPM than the Krylov criterion.
This was shown to increase memory requirements and computational costs compared
to the Krylov criterion for small linear systems. But the better identification of the unsta-
ble modes of the improved method resulted in accurate unstable subspace and a faster
convergence of the RPM iteration. For large scale linear systems the improved RPM was
shown to be significantly faster in computational and memory costs than the original RPM.

Even though the RPM offers advantages over GMRES-stabilizedmethods that include en-
capsulating an existing time-stepping code as a “black-box” and not requiring the knowl-
edge of the size of the unstable subspace, some drawbacks still remain. They include
grid-dependent convergence and high computational costs in presence of numerous un-
stable eigenmodes.

2.5.2 BoostConv method
Citro, Giannetti, et al. (2015) introduced the “BoostConv”method to compute steady states
of unstable flows. The central idea behind this method is to improve the convergence of
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an iterative procedure for solving a linear system. The rate of convergence of an iterative
solver is dependent on the number of slowly decaying or diverging unstable eigenmodes
of the iteration matrix. The “BoostConv” method seeks to modify the part of the eigen-
spectrum dictated by the unstable or slowly-decaying modes while the convergent modes
are damped by the iterative procedure. It does so by modifying the residual of the iteration
at the current time step such that the residual at the next time step would be reduced. The
method was explained in detail by Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017). A linear system is typically
given as

Ax = b, (14)

where A is a RN×N coefficient matrix, x is a RN solution vector, and b is RN vector
representing the known terms. On applying an iterative method the solution for the system
in Equation (14) can be given as

xn+1 = xn +Brn, (15)

whereB is a matrix representing the iterative scheme, n is the current iteration step and rn
is a vector representing the residual at the current iteration. The residual rn is expressed
as

rn = b−Axn. (16)

Citro, Giannetti, et al. (2015) and Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) propose a modified residual
ξn that would replace the residual rn in Equation (15). This modified residual would be a
function of the residual rn such that using it in Equation (15) would minimize and ideally
nullify the residual in the next iteration rn+1. The sufficient condition for the modified
residual would be that ξn → 0 as rn → 0. The expression that is being minimized is
shown below:

rn+1 = rn −ABξn. (17)

Ideally, in order to nullify the residual rn+1 in the next iteration the following relation would
have to be satisfied,

ABξn = rn. (18)

In order to avoid performing an inverse of theABmatrix to obtain the modified residual ξn,
the solution of Equation (18) is approximated using a least-squares method by projecting
it on a subspace of vector pairs. A detailed description of the algorithm with inputs on
implementation can be found in Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017). Since the method only acts
on the residual at the current iteration step it can be used as a “black-box” along with an
existing time-stepping flow solver, as shown in Dicholkar et al. (2022). At each step the
input to the method would be the residual at the current iteration step rn and the output
would be the modified residual ξn at that iteration step.
2.5.2.1 Applications
The “BoostConv” method has been integrated in the open-source high-order spectral el-
ement code NEK5000 (Fischer et al., 2019). Since the method is quite recent, only a
handful of applications could be found in the literature. All the authors below have used
the NEK5000 spectral element code to utilize the method.

Citro, Giannetti, et al. (2015) and Citro, Luchini, et al. (2015) used the “BoostConv” method
to find the three-dimensional steady-state base flow for investigating the bifurcations formed
on inserting a hemispherical roughness element in a laminar Blasius boundary layer. Citro
et al. (2016) studied the stability of the wake in the flow behind a sphere rotating in the
transverse direction by using the “BoostConv” method to compute the steady-state base-
flow. They tested the method against the classical Newton method to compute the base
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flow between past a circular cylinder and found a difference that was less than 10−10.
The computed base flow was also validated against other methods found in the litera-
ture. Citro, Siconolfi, et al. (2017) used the method to compute the base flow for a global
stability analysis on the wake of a three-dimensional stationary sphere with an aim of
identifying the second bifurcation that occurs on increasing the Reynolds number beyond
the first bifurcation point. Saglietti, Schlatter, et al. (2018) and Saglietti, Wadbro, et al.
(2018) utilized the “BoostConv” method to compute the flow steady states in performing
adjoint-based topology optimization of heat sinks in a differentially heated cavity.

Recently, Citro (2019) integrated the “BoostConv” method as a “black-box” with a multigrid
solver to accelerate convergence in solving an elliptical Poisson-like equation without ad-
ditional computational cost. It was noted that applying the method at the finest grid level
showed better results than when applied at the coarsest level. Furthermore, Dicholkar
et al. (2022) improved the robustness of the BoostConv method and showed that the
modified method is can generate 360◦ airfoil polars using a steady-state, incompressible
RANS flow solver. Additionally, their work showed improved convergence rates for the
modified-BoostConv method compared to the original method.

2.6 Conclusion
The literature review has been limited to the application of methods to find a steady-state
of iterative solvers for CFD-based aerodynamic shape optimization applications. The
chosen method would be coupled with an existing RANS-CFD code and as such needs
to be non-intrusive. Additionally, the chosen method needs to drive the iterative solver
to its steady solution for an arbitrary flow field, requiring it to quench multiple unstable
eigenmodes of the discretization. Furthermore, the computational cost of the chosen
method should be much lower than that of the CFD simulation to justify its inclusion.
Finally, its inclusion should ideally not warrant much change in an existing adjoint solver,
forming a part of the shape optimization framework.

In this context, the selective frequency damping (SFD)method, the Newton-Krylovmethod
and its variations, the recursive projectionmethod (RPM) and the BoostConvmethod have
been reviewed.

Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK)methods offer the benefits of a Newton-basedmethod
like quadratic convergence, without the computational and memory costs associated with
explicitly constructing and storing the Jacobian matrix. However, effective precondition-
ing and selection of an appropriate globalization method (providing a good initial guess)
is of paramount importance in the success of JFNK methods. But these approaches
require storage of the approximate Jacobian and the associated preconditioner at every
iteration resulting in considerable computing costs. Furthermore, the inclusion of Newton-
Krylovmethods in a legacy CFD code to solve a steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) system would involve a massive programming effort, as a considerable amount
of new code would need to be added. Finally, careful selection of user-defined parame-
ters used in the JFNK approach, and challenges in achieving efficient globalization due to
the non-linear behavior introduced by the turbulence models in RANS would need to be
effectively addressed. Although effective with proven successful usage in RANS-based
aerodynamic shape optimization frameworks, the challenges in implementing the JFNK
approach in conjunction with a legacy CFD code along with the associated high computing
costs makes this approach unsuitable in the context of the present project.

The SFD method utilizes proportional feedback control along with a low-pass time filter
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to drive the solution to its steady-state. Unlike the Newton-Krylov methods, it does not
require a starting initial guess in the vicinity of the solution and is also computationally
inexpensive. However, it requires two user-defined parameters that determine the perfor-
mance of the method. The selection of these parameters relies on information about the
unstable modes causing the non-convergence of the numerical Navier-Stokes solution.
As a result pre-processing of the flow solution would be required to obtain the unstable
eigenmodes in order to select the appropriate parameters that would guarantee conver-
gence to a steady-state. Finally, the SFD method is unable to stabilize non-oscillatory un-
stable eigenmodes characterized by purely exponential growth. Stabilizing the flow with
multiple unstable eigenmodes is also challenging with multiple “parameter re-selection
procedures” required. These drawbacks make the SFD method unsuitable to be included
in an aerodynamic shape optimization framework, where the nature of the flow would
change continually as the optimizer iterates through multiple airfoil and blade geometries.

Both the RPM and the BoostConv method are inspired by Newton-Krylov methods and
involve predictor - corrector like procedures where the unstable part of the residual is sub-
tracted from the predicted solution and the corrected residual establishing convergent be-
havior is added. The RPM uses a Newton iteration procedure involving a low-dimensional
system comprised of the unstable subspace to obtain the correction, whereas the Boost-
Conv relies on a least-square approach in the low-dimensional unstable subspace. Com-
pared to SFD, both RPM and BoostConv can stabilize a non-oscillating instability, and can
be extended to compute linearly unstable periodic orbits and perform branch continuation.
Both RPM and BoostConv can be used as a “black-box” coupled to the workflow of a CFD
code, making them non-intrusive (see Dwight & Brezillon, 2009). Additionally, both these
approaches have been applied in an adjoint-based shape optimization context. However,
unlike the RPM the BoostConv does not require computing a Jacobian matrix and is thus
computationally cheaper.

The preferred method would be applied to DTU Wind Energy’s in-house incompress-
ible RANS-CFD solver, EllipSys (Michelsen, 1992, 1994; Sørensen, 1995). EllipSys is a
highly parallel, commercial CFD code and employs a multiblock finite volume discretiza-
tion. It consists of a multigrid pressure solver and uses grid sequencing. The use of the
multigrid technique makes both RPM and BoostConv particularly suitable to be included
in the code workflow due their non-intrusive nature, and as these methods can also be
used as convergence accelerators. Using the JFNK method would involve large re-writes
of the EllipSys code-base and as such it is recommended not to proceed with it. The
lack of robustness of the SFD method, when compared with the RPM and BoostConv
methods, makes it unsuitable to be included in an optimization framework where mini-
mal user-interference is expected. The preferred method would have to be compatible or
reformulated to be made compatible with the domain decomposed techniques utilized in
EllipSys for parallelization. Finally, the preferred method would also need to successfully
address the coupled pressure-velocity approach of solving the incompressible governing
flow equations.

Based on the review of the different methods, and their effectiveness in addressing the
questions posed at the start of this literature review, we select the BoostConv method as
our method of choice.
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3 Convergence enhancement of
SIMPLE-like steady-state RANS solvers
applied to airfoil and cylinder flows
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This chapter presents the development of a novel modification of the Krylov-inspired
BoostConv method (Citro, Luchini, et al., 2017). The modification improves the method’s
robustness for a steady-state, incompressible RANS flow solver based on the Semi-
Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. This chapter is a
reproduction of the research article by Dicholkar et al. (2022), based on the work carried
out by the author during this PhD, and which has been published in the Journal of Wind
Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics. The published version of the article is available
at: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jweia.2021.104863. The research article starts hereafter:

Abstract
Iterative steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers are widely used to ob-
tain polars representing the aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils. Unsteadiness is en-
countered in the flow for many of the simulated angles of attack due to phenomenon such
as vortex shedding and separation bubbles. In such cases, the steady RANS solver may
become numerically unstable. As a consequence it is unable to find a converged solution,
with the solver residuals often entering limit cycle oscillations. The BoostConv method is
an alternative to the classical Newton’s method to compute unstable steady-state solu-
tions of dynamical systems. It has been previously applied for obtaining steady laminar
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. However, it demonstrated a lack of robust-
ness by failing to always find the steady-state turbulent solutions of the RANS equations.
To overcome this problem, we propose a modification in the application of the BoostConv
method to compute steady-state turbulent solutions of the RANS equations. The modified
BoostConv method is coupled with an iterative steady RANS solver for computing con-
verged two-dimensional steady-state flows over airfoils. The proposed modification in the
application procedure introduces a relaxation parameter that improves the convergence
and robustness of the BoostConv method. We show this by finding lift and drag curves
with angles of attack spanning 360◦ for airfoils representative of those used in modern
wind turbines. The flow solutions are converged to machine precision at all angles of at-
tack using the novel application procedure of the BoostConv method. Additionally, for flow
cases convergent with the original BoostConv method, the modified BoostConv method
showed faster convergence rates. The proposed modification provides an enhancement
of the BoostConv method that can be easily integrated into existing implementations. By
improving the method’s robustness and convergence rates in finding steady-state turbu-
lent solutions of the RANS equations, it opens up the modified BoostConv method to be
used in a wide variety of industrial flow cases.
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3.1 Introduction
The size of wind turbine rotors have grown considerably over the past four decades, from
modest rotor diameters of around 15 m in the 1980s to the largest of around 220 m in
2020. The growth of wind turbine rotors is expected to continue into the future fueled by
the industry’s quest of providing a lower cost of energy. Modern wind turbine blades are
up to 90% lighter when compared to blades from the 1980s if they were simply scaled up
to match the lengths (Veers et al., 2019). Key aerodynamic innovations such as the use of
slender high-lift airfoils in the power producing part of the blade and thick flatback airfoils
near the blade root, have facilitated the comparative reduction in blade mass. High-lift
airfoils with high relative thickness enable slender and lighter blades. Additionally, the use
of airfoils with thick trailing edges (flatbacks) have considerably improved the aerodynamic
performance in the structurally vital blade root. Despite their advantages, airfoils with high
relative thickness and thick trailing edges have greater adverse pressure gradients on the
upper surface resulting in thicker boundary layers, with a greater chance of unsteady flow
phenomena such as flow separation and vortex shedding (Timmer & Bak, 2013).

During the early stages of the wind turbine design process, iterative steady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers are widely used to obtain airfoil polars repre-
senting the aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils. Steady RANS solvers are also used
to perform full wind turbine rotor simulations in the final stages of the design process. But
the flow over a rotating wind turbine is inherently unsteady (Sorensen & Michelsen, 2000).
As such, steady RANS solvers are unable to accurately capture the flow physics where
the flow is separated. On the other hand, time accurate CFD simulations performed using
a detached-eddy simulation (DES) model have been shown to provide better accuracy for
highly separated flows (Johansen et al., 2002). However, the estimates of the forces ob-
tained from steady RANS solvers provide useful verification of the forces predicted by the
engineeringmodels based on the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory, that are widely
used to design wind turbines. More importantly, steady RANS solvers provide faster sim-
ulation times than DES solvers. This translates into faster turnaround times during the
design process. Finally, the highly separated flow is mostly encountered in the root and
near-root sections of wind turbines under normal operating conditions. These sections
of wind turbines are designed with the primary purpose of providing structural support
and are not majorly involved in producing power. Thus, the accuracy of simulated flow is
not of the highest priority in the root and near-root sections. To some degree the above-
mentioned factors play a role in the extensive adoption of steady RANS solvers in the
wind turbine design process despite their inability of accurately capturing the physics of
highly separated flows.

But, steady-state RANS solvers perform well when there is little to no flow separation.
When simulating unsteady flow conditions, the solutions of steady-state RANS solvers
often do not converge and enter limit cycle oscillations (LCO). Encountering unsteady flow
would also make it difficult to perform RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization.

Performing gradient-based steady-state shape optimization of wind turbine blades with a
RANS flow solver would prove challenging with partially converged solutions. The gradi-
ents of the objective function are computed by linearizing around a converged flow state.
For a discrete adjoint method, the linearization ensures that the calculated gradients are
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the exact gradients of the discrete flow residuals leading to transference of its conver-
gence properties to the adjoint solver (Xu et al., 2015). As a consequence, the non-
convergence of the flow solver would cause non-convergence of the adjoint solver leading
to inaccurate gradients of the objective function. Since the average of the flow solution
undergoing a LCO would not satisfy the steady-state RANS equations, linearization about
the averaged LCO would not improve the gradients. Similarly, gradients computed by lin-
earizing about a snapshot of the LCO would be sensitive to the chosen snapshot. Thus,
finding a well-converged steady-state flow solution is of paramount importance to gradi-
ent computation. Convergence failure can either slow down the optimization process, or
prevent the objective function from attaining its optimum. Stable discrete adjoints can be
ensured by assured convergence of the steady-state RANS flow solver.

Having converged steady-state flow fields is also useful in performing CFD-based analysis
of a more general nature. An example could be the steady RANS-based analysis of
highly separated flow over spinnakers, which is a sail designed for sailing off the wind in
sailboats in certain situations. Due to highly separated nature of the flow, issues are often
encountered in convergence of the steady RANS simulations (Lasher & Sonnenmeier,
2008). Another example could be the analysis of flow over complex terrain. In these
cases, the flow is often separated undergoing phenomena such as separation bubbles
and bluff body vortex shedding with the RANS residuals entering LCO. At present, either
an average of the LCO or a snapshot is taken as the solution on which further analysis
is performed. But the average solution does not satisfy the RANS equations and the
snapshot is specific to the instant it was captured, leading to uncertainty in the analysis.
Even though the unsteadiness in the flow won’t be captured due to model limitations, a
steady-state solution would satisfy the steady RANS governing equations.

The BoostConv method introduced by Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) can be used to accel-
erate convergence of stable iterative solvers and stabilize non-converging steady-state
iterative solvers. This method utilizes Krylov subspaces spanning the residual history to
modify the residual at the current iteration step such that the residual at the next step
is effectively reduced. Compared to the popularly used Newton-based methods, Boost-
Conv does not involve a Jacobian computation and is thus computationally inexpensive.
More importantly, it only acts on the residual at each iteration allowing for a non-intrusive
coupling with an existing iterative solver.

The BoostConv method has been integrated in the open-source high-order spectral el-
ement code NEK5000 (Fischer et al., 2019). Since the method is quite recent, only a
handful of applications could be found in the literature. All the authors below have used
the NEK5000 spectral element code to apply the BoostConv method.

Citro, Giannetti, et al. (2015) and Citro, Luchini, et al. (2015) used the BoostConv method
to find the three-dimensional steady-state base flow for investigating the bifurcations formed
on inserting a hemispherical roughness element in a laminar Blasius boundary layer. Citro
et al. (2016) studied the stability of the wake in the flow behind a sphere rotating in the
transverse direction by using the BoostConv method to compute the steady-state base-
flow. They tested the method against the classical Newton method to compute the base
flow past a circular cylinder and found a difference in the two base flow solutions that
was less than 10−10. The computed base flow was also validated against other methods
found in the literature. Citro, Siconolfi, et al. (2017) used the method to compute the base
flow for a global stability analysis on the wake of a three-dimensional stationary sphere
with an aim of identifying the second bifurcation that occurs on increasing the Reynolds
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number beyond the first bifurcation point. Saglietti, Schlatter, et al. (2018) and Saglietti,
Wadbro, et al. (2018) utilized the BoostConv method to compute the flow steady states
in performing adjoint-based topology optimization of heat sinks in a differentially heated
cavity. More recently, Citro (2019) integrated the BoostConv method as a “black-box” with
a multigrid solver to accelerate convergence in solving an elliptical Poisson-like equation
without additional computational cost. It was noted that applying the method at the finest
grid level showed better results than when applied at the coarsest level.

The BoostConv method has been successfully applied to find the steady state of flows
overmany geometries both in the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) spaces.
However, most of the applications are primarily driven by the goal of finding the steady
state base flows required in flow stability analysis. As a result the BoostConv method has
been widely used with Navier-Stokes solvers without the inclusion of turbulence models.
Only the work of Saglietti, Schlatter, et al. (2018) and Saglietti, Wadbro, et al. (2018) uses
the BoostConv method for a purpose other than flow stability analysis. However, here
too the BoostConv method has been coupled with a steady-state, incompressible Navier-
Stokes solver without inclusion of turbulence models. None of the studies have focused
on use cases pertaining to obtaining the steady turbulent flow solutions found by solving
the steady-state RANS equations. Furthermore, the efficacy of the method has not been
tested for high Reynolds number flows (Re ⪆ 106), which are commonly encountered by
aircraft and wind turbines.

The application of stabilization methods to obtain steady turbulent RANS solutions are still
relatively rare in the literature. The Recursive Projection Method (Shroff & Keller, 1993),
the Selective Frequency Damping method (Åkervik et al., 2006), and the Approximate
Newton-Krylov (ANK) method (Chisholm & Zingg, 2009; J. E. Hicken & Zingg, 2008; M.
Osusky & Zingg, 2013) are few that have been applied to turbulent flow at high Reynolds
numbers. Görtz and Möller (2004a) coupled the Recursive Projection Method to a non-
linear RANS flow solver and applied the method to obtain steady flow for a biconvex airfoil
at a Reynolds number of 11× 106. Richez et al. (2016) successfully applied the Selective
Frequency Damping method to finding the steady-state RANS solutions of turbulent flow
around an airfoil at high Reynolds number and near stall. X. He et al. (2019) analyzed
the robustness of the ANK flow solver improved by Yildirim et al. (2019), by performing
an aerodynamic shape optimization that started from a circle and resulted in an optimal
reference case that was arrived upon separately from a benchmark airfoil. During the
optimization the flow solver was able to converge the solution of the RANS equations for
infeasible airfoil shapes that violated the equilibrium-flow assumption of RANS and would
normally result in invalid results. M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2019) applied the ANK solver
(Yildirim et al., 2019) to a successful 3D RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization of
a 10 MW wind turbine rotor with a 178 m diameter. This is considered a challenging case
as wind turbine rotors have cylindrical cross-sections near the root section of the blade
where the CFD solver is unable to converge the solution of the RANS equations due to
violation of the equilibrium-flow assumption. Unlike M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2019), Dhert
et al. (2017) did not use the ANK method and had to exclude the root section of the wind
turbine blade due to non-convergence of the RANS solution in their optimization.

In this work, we investigate the application of the BoostConv method coupled with a
CFD solver for computing converged, 2D steady-state flow over airfoils representative
of those used in wind turbine industry. This is facilitated by integrating the method with
the 2D version of DTU Wind Energy’s in-house incompressible RANS-CFD solver, Ellip-
Sys (Michelsen, 1992, 1994; Sørensen, 1995). It’s ability to converge non-linear partial
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differential equations (PDEs) is also verified on simple scalar, one-dimensional and two-
dimensional test cases before applying it to airfoils. In relation to the existing literature
on this topic, this is the first time that the BoostConv method is being applied to compute
steady RANS solutions of high Reynolds number flows. Our goal is to not improve the
physics that is being resolved by the RANS model, but to stabilize the numerical RANS
solver in situations wherein it is unable to find the converged solutions.

In Section 3.2 the BoostConv method and the modification in its application procedure is
introduced followed by a description of the approach employed in coupling the method
with the EllipSys solver. This is followed by a description of the simulation setup including
the meshes. The convergence criteria for the simulations is also described. In Section 3.6
the implementation is first validated on simple test cases and a mesh convergence study
is presented. In Section 3.3, the coupled method is applied to cross-sectional geome-
tries representative of a wind turbine blade and their 360◦ airfoil polars are presented. A
parametric study is performed to gain an in-depth understanding of the introduced modifi-
cations. In Section 3.4, the results are discussed with emphasis on adaptations required
in the BoostConv implementation to ensure convergence.

3.2 Methodology
The numerical methods involved in this work consists of the BoostConv formulation cou-
pled to a flow solver. Overviews of the BoostConv method and the EllipSys flow solver
are provided in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 respectively. This is followed by a de-
scription of the coupling framework implemented to handle the information flow between
BoostConv with EllipSys. Changes in the implementation of the BoostConv method to
handle parallelization of the flow solver is also described. The modification to the appli-
cation of the BoostConv method is also presented. In Section 3.2.4 the numerical setup
used for the analysis is presented followed by a description of the computational grid in
Section 3.2.5 followed by the convergence criteria in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.1 BoostConv formulation
The central idea behind the BoostConv method is to improve the convergence of an it-
erative procedure for solving a linear system. The rate of convergence of an iterative
solver is dependent on the number of slowly decaying or diverging unstable eigenmodes
of the iteration matrix. The BoostConv method seeks to modify the part of the eigenspec-
trum dictated by the unstable or slowly-decaying modes while the convergent modes are
damped by the iterative procedure. It does so by modifying the residual of the iteration
at the current step such that the residual at the next step would be reduced. Consider a
linear system of equations given by,

Ax = b (19)

where N is the number of equations being solved,x ∈ RN is the vector of the desired
unknowns,A ∈ RN×N is the matrix of coefficients for the system of equations and b ∈ RN

is the vector of known constant terms. For an iterative method the solution of the system
Ax = b can be given as

xn+1 = xn +Brn, (20)

where B ∈ RN×N is a matrix representing the iterative scheme, n is the current iteration
step and rn ∈ RN is a vector representing the residual at the current iteration. The residual
can be defined as

r = b−Ax (21)
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Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) propose a modified residual ξn that would replace the residual
rn in Equation (20). This modified residual would be a function of the residual rn such that
using it in Equation (20) would minimize and ideally nullify the residual in the next iteration
rn+1. The expression that is being minimized is shown below,

rn+1 = rn −ABξn. (22)

Ideally, in order to nullify the residual rn+1 in the next iteration the following relation would
have to be satisfied,

ABξn = rn. (23)

However, the AB matrix is large, and often ill-conditioned or singular. To obtain the
modified residual ξn, the solution of Equation (23) is approximated using a least-squares
method by projecting it on a Krylov subspace of vector pairs given by U = span{ξn−1}M1
and V = span{rn−1 − rn}M1 . Here, M is the number of basis vectors. This reduces the
size of the problem asM ≪ N . Taking into account the residual produced by the solution
of the least-square problem shown in Equation (23), the final expression for the modified
residual ξn becomes

ξn = Uc+ rn −Vc. (24)

where c ∈ RM is a vector with weights assigned for each basis vector spanning U and
V. The state at the step n+ 1 then can be obtained by applying the modified residual to
Equation (20) by replacing the term rn as

xn+1 = xn +Bξn. (25)

A detailed description of the algorithm with inputs on implementation can be found in
Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017). The BoostConv method can be considered as a predictor-
corrector where first the residual vector at the current iteration rn is obtained from the
iterative method. Then the unstable part of the residual Vc is subtracted and the least-
square correction Uc is added to the residual. The modified residual ξn is then utilized
to get the solution at the next step xn+1. On convergence of the iterative procedure, the
modified residual ϵn would effectively be 0 and as such the solution would exactly satisfy
the system of equations being solved.

3.2.2 EllipSys flow solver
The EllipSys flow solver developed by Michelsen (1992, 1994) and Sørensen (1995)
is used to carry out the flow simulations in the present work. The solver is capable
of performing both two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations in parallel using
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library. It solves the finite-volume discretization of
the incompressible RANS equations on a block-structured grid and in general curvilin-
ear coordinates. The equations are discretized in time using a second-order backward-
difference scheme, and in space with a second order central difference scheme for the
diffusive terms. In the present work, the convective terms are discretized with the third-
order quadratic upwind interpolation for convection kinematics (QUICK) (Leonard, 1979)
scheme. The discretized equations are solved using the predictor-corrector approach de-
fined by the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) (Patankar &
Spalding, 1972) algorithm and its variations. The momentum equations are solved at the
predictor step using a red/black Gauss-Seidel solver. In the corrector step the pressure-
correction equation is solved using a multigrid solver with the additive Schwarz Alternat-
ing Method (SAM) enabling the subdomains to be solved simultaneously in parallel. The
state variables are stored at the cell centers in a collocated arrangement. This arrange-
ment is known to produce an odd-even pressure decoupling, which is addressed by using
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the Rhie-Chow interpolation technique (Rhie & Chow, 1983). Menter’s two-equation k-ω
shear stress transport (SST) (Menter, 1993) is used to model the turbulence.

In the present work, the coupled momentum and pressure correction equations are solved
using a blend of the SIMPLE and SIMPLEC (Patankar, 1981) algorithms.

EllipSys is a widely used and well-validated tool in the wind energy research community.
It has been used to model 2D flows around airfoils, blade-resolved flows around wind
turbine rotors, flows over complex terrain and for wake studies. It has been validated
against wind tunnel measurements and compared against the panel code XFOIL (Drela,
1989) for 2D airfoil flows in Bertagnolio et al. (2001), against experimental data for the
flow over a wind turbine rotor in the MEXICO project (Bechmann et al., 2011; Sørensen
et al., 2016) and for the NREL Phase VI wind turbine (Sørensen et al., 2002; Sørensen
& Schreck, 2014). In the context of the present work, the 2D formulation of the EllipSys
solver is exclusively used in application to various two-dimensional geometries.

3.2.3 Coupling BoostConv to EllipSys
The BoostConv algorithm is formulated to work on the residual of a linear iterative system.
In the context of the EllipSys CFD-code this would entail applying it first on the residual
of the momentum equation which would provide a modified velocity term. This would be
followed by its application to the residual of the pressure correction equation which would
in-turn provide a modified pressure correction term. However, this approach would be
considered intrusive as it would entail modifying the source code of EllipSys.

Alternatively, one iteration of the predictor-corrector approach solving the incompressible
RANS system could be considered analogous to an iterative procedure performing a state
update. In this case, the residual that would be modified by the BoostConv procedure
would then be given as

rn = wn+1 −wn, (26)

where rn ∈ RN is a vector representing the residual at the current iteration, w ∈ RN

represents a state variable and can be velocity, pressure or the states from the turbulence
or transition models in use. This approach has the advantage of being non-intrusive as
it only modifies the states obtained at the end of an iteration of the steady RANS solver.
This approach is adopted in the present work. It had been first suggested in literature by
Bucci et al. (2018), and has been successfully utilized by Saglietti, Schlatter, et al. (2018)
in coupling the BoostConv algorithm with the Nek5000 code (Fischer et al., 2019).
3.2.3.1 Coupling approach
The coupling between the flow solver and the BoostConv method is performed via a wrap-
per for interacting with EllipSys, called PyEllipsys. This wrapper is coded in the interpreted
programming language Python (Van Rossum & Drake, 2009). Since EllipSys is written
in the programming language Fortran, C-compliant interfaces are required to be imple-
mented into the flow solver to allow interaction with an external wrapper. The interop-
erability with C is facilitated in Fortran by the bind(C) attribute and the intrinsic module
iso_c_binding (“GNU Fortran wiki”, 2020). This allows the routines in the flow solver
to be called by another C-interoperable programming language, which in this case is the
Python wrapper PyEllipsys. Through this interface PyEllipsys can control the entire exe-
cution sequence of EllipSys by allowing the user to interact with the compiled code during
runtime. It can initialize the flowfield variables and constants, trigger various solver algo-
rithms and physical models, carry out the solution over an iteration step and write output
files. Through various set and get methods the interface allows data transfer with PyEl-
lipsys during runtime. In order to be accessed by PyEllipsys the flow solver is compiled
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as an external library in the form of a Linux shared object.

The BoostConvmethod is implemented in pure Python as an auxiliary model in PyEllipsys.
At the end of one iteration step of the predictor-corrector algorithm in EllipSys the differ-
ence between the new state variables and their values before the iteration are retrieved
by PyEllipsys using the “get methods”. For a particular state variable, this difference is
considered as the residual that forms the input to the BoostConv method. The modified
residual obtained from the BoostConv method is added to the old value of the state vari-
able, altering the value of the state at the end of the iteration. Using a “set method” the
updated state variables are transferred back to EllipSys. The modified state variables
become the input for the next iteration.

Figure 3: Workflow depicting integration of the modified BoostConv method
with the EllipSys flow solver.

3.2.3.2 Implementation
EllipSys works with block structured meshes wherein the computational domain is divided
into multiple sub-domains. Information is exchanged across the boundaries of these sub-
domains through a single ghost-cell layer surrounding each one of them. Domain decom-
position also allows for the flow problem to be solved on multiple processors in parallel
using the MPI library. The number of computational sub-domains are divided equally
among the number of computer processor units provided to solve the problem. At a min-
imum, one block would be distributed per processor. This occurs when the number of
processors are equal to the number of blocks. Whereas at the other extreme all compu-
tational blocks could be assigned to a single available processor.

The BoostConv algorithm of Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) has been implemented in a
manner that leverages domain decomposition of EllipSys. In BoostConv, two Krylov
subspaces are constructed with one spanning the modified residual U = ξn−1 and the
other spanning the difference between consecutive unmodified residuals from the solver
V = rn−1 − rn. Up toM basis vectors going backM iterations from the current iteration
n are stored. The coefficient vector c shown in Equation (24), is obtained by solving a
least-squares system

Dc = t (27)

where D ∈ RM×M is a symmetric matrix, c ∈ RM is the unknown coefficient vector and
t ∈ RM is known. The known terms are computed as,

D =


V1 ·V1 V1 ·V2 . . . V1 ·VM

V2 ·V1 V2 ·V2 . . . V2 ·VM
...

... . . . ...
VM ·V1 VM ·V2 . . . VM ·VM

 (28)
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and

t =


V1 · rn
V2 · rn

...
VM−1 · rn
VM · rn

 . (29)

Each term of the basisV is associated with a cell center in the domain, allowing for differ-
ent contiguous parts of the vector V to be composed independently in the sub-domains.
As seen in Equation (28) the elements of matrix D are dot products of the various histor-
ical snapshots of the vector V. As such, the element of V stored at a cell center would
either be multiplied by itself or its historical counterpart. As a result, a fraction of every
element of the matrix D is computed independently in a sub-domain. It is important to
note that there might be several computational sub-domains assigned to a single proces-
sor. As discussed earlier, this value depends entirely on the number of processors made
available for the computation. So even though the computations being discussed are
sub-domain independent they might not be processor independent. The independently
computed parts of the elements of the matrixD are stored in a vector form and are trans-
mitted to each of the allocated processors using MPI_Allgather from the MPI library. On
each processor the component-wise sum of the received vectors provides the elements
of the matrix D. The vector t is computed in a similar manner. Each allocated processor
then solves the least-squares system shown in Equation (27).

The adopted procedure of making every processor solve the least-square problem should
be regarded as a proof of concept and not the final form of the implementation. It operates
under the assumption that compared to the computational cost of solving the flow, the
least square problem is much smaller in size and would not be a major contributor to the
computational cost. We have not spent effort in parallelizing the solution to the least-
square problem and comparing its performance with the current procedure. In the current
procedure, the least-square problem constitutes a serial part of the code. As the size of
the least-square problem is proportional to the chosen basis size, larger basis sizes would
incur greater computational costs. As a consequence, the procedure will not scale well
with basis size. Parallel implementation of the least-square problem is required and will
be tackled in the future.

In the current implementation, computational savings are gained by leveraging the sym-
metry of the matrix D by computing M × (M + 1)/2 elements instead of the full matrix.
There are two distinct phases involved in building the Krylov subspaces. In the first phase,
for every new iteration of the flow solver the basis vectorsV andU are stored in memory.
The basis dimensions are increased continually until the maximum user-specified basis
size of M . Beyond this, for every new iteration only the oldest basis is discarded and
the latest basis is added to the stored memory space. Thus, the memory size involved
in storing the Krylov subspaces doesn’t change beyond the first M + 1 iterations of the
flow solver. This property of the algorithm translates into a reduction in the number of dot
product operations required per iteration toM .
3.2.3.3 Novel application procedure for the BoostConv method
Bucci et al. (2018) highlights difficulties in applying the BoostConv algorithm to the Navier-
Stokes system due to the ill-conditioned correlation matrix D. This is addressed by skip-
ping a fixed number of flow solver iterations between two residual snapshots instead of
using successive iterations for the residual snapshots required to construct the Krylov sub-
space. It is recommended that the number of skipped iterations between the two residual
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snapshots should neither be too low nor too high. The BoostConv method is devised for a
linear system. Capturing successive residual snapshots in a non-linear system leads to a
noisy modified residual output and may not result in convergence. Whereas, skipping flow
solver iterations in sampling successive residuals does not capture all the non-linearities
present in the solution. On the other hand, skipping too many flow-solver iterations in
sampling the residuals can entirely disregard the non-linear nature of the Navier-Stokes
system, leading to non-convergence of the solution. Recall that without the BoostConv
method, the flow solver would provide the solution state shown here as

xn+1 = xn +Brn, (30)

where B ∈ RN×N is a matrix representing the iterative scheme, n is the current itera-
tion step and rn ∈ RN is a vector representing the residual at the current iteration. The
BoostConv method proposes a modified residual ξn that would replace the residual rn in
Equation (30). The new equation reads as

x∗
n+1 = xn +Bξn. (31)

where x∗n+1 denotes the state produced on application of the BoostConv method. Note
that xn+1 is the state produced by the flow solver without the application of the BoostConv
method. The modified residual ξn is given as,

ξn = rn +Uc−Vc. (32)

where c ∈ RM is a vector with weights assigned for each basis vector spanning U and
V. On substituting the expression for ξn in Equation (31), we obtain the expression for
the new state x∗n+1 as,

x∗
n+1 = xn+1 +B (Uc−Vc) . (33)

In the present work, a relaxation parameter is introduced in the BoostConv algorithm to
facilitate its application to a non-linear system. This parameter α is multiplied with the
term modifying the residual from the solver in Equation (33), resulting in

ξn = rn + α (Uc−Vc) . (34)

which when rewritten in the form of Equation (33) becomes

x∗
n+1 = xn+1 + α (Uc−Vc) , (35)

where α ∈ [0, 1]. For α = 0 the flow solver operation without any contribution from the
modifying residual is recovered. Whereas, for α = 1 the original BoostConv procedure is
recovered.

The relaxation parameter α can be continuously varied between 0 and 1 unlike the solution
presented in (Bucci et al., 2018). Such a property is desired when used in an aerodynamic
shape optimization framework, which is the intended goal for the developments done in
the present work.

In their paper introducing the BoostConv method, Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) make a
provision for inclusion of such a relaxation parameter in the term B that represents the
iterative scheme, seen here in Equation (33). Prior to the present work, the documented
applications of the BoostConv method set this term to unity and did not include a special
realization of this term. We propose a linear realization of this term B via the relaxation
parameter α.
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An interpretation of the introduced relaxation parameter α can be obtained by viewing
Equation (35) as a gradient descent problem. Then the residual modification term Uc −
Vc obtained from the BoostConv algorithm can be regarded as the step direction in the
minimization problem and the introduced relaxation parameter α as the step size.

It should be noted that in the remainder of this paper the application of the BoostConv
method with the inclusion of the relaxation parameter α that is not unity is referred to as
the “modified BoostConv method”. Whereas its application with α set to unity is referred
to as the “original BoostConv method”.

3.2.4 Simulation setup
Three cross-sectional geometries representative of a modern wind turbine blade are simu-
lated in the present work. The geometries include a cylindrical cross-section representing
the root region of the wind turbine blade. The power-producing region of the blade is rep-
resented by the NACA 63(3)-418 (Bertagnolio et al., 2001) airfoil with a relative thickness
of 18%. An airfoil with a high-relative thickness and a blunt trailing edge, also known as
a flatback airfoil, represents the near-root region. This airfoil cross-section is generated
by increasing the relative thickness of the FFA-W3-360 (Bertagnolio et al., 2001) airfoil
to 50% and the trailing edge thickness to 30% of the chord length. The chord length for
all the geometries are set to unity. All the simulations aim to achieve the steady-state
solution of the incompressible RANS equations. The QUICK scheme is used to discretize
the convective terms along with a version of the SIMPLEC pressure correction scheme of
Kolmogorov et al. (2015). Turbulence is modeled with the k − ω SST scheme of Menter
(1993). Here k refers to the turbulent kinetic energy and ω to the specific dissipation rate.
To remain consistent and simulate potential aerodynamic shape optimization conditions,
the same pressure and velocity under-relaxation values for the SIMPLEC scheme are
used for all the simulations. Similarly, the same inflow and far-field turbulence settings
are used across the simulations. The simulations are performed by setting the flow den-
sity and incoming flow velocity to unity. Since the characteristic length of the geometries
are given by their chord lengths and are also set to unity, the Reynolds number (Re) of the
flow is varied by changing the flow viscosity. The settings kept constant for the simulations
are shown in Table 1. The flow over the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the flatback airfoil
are simulated at a Reynolds number of 1× 107. Whereas, the cylindrical cross-section is
simulated for Reynolds numbers ranging from 1× 102 to 1× 107.

Table 1: Flow settings

Density 1.0 kgm−3

Relative velocity 1.0 ms−1

Inflow k 0.01 m2s−2

Inflow ω 106 s−1

Dynamic viscosity µ 1/Re kgm−1s−1

3.2.5 Computational mesh
The block structured grids are generated using the 2D hyperbolic grid generator Hyp-
Grid2D (Sørensen, 1998). For all three geometries, an O-mesh is generated with 384
cells distributed around the surface and 192 cells in the normal direction. The O-mesh for
the cylinder can be seen in Figure 4a. This mesh is the finest mesh used in the simulations
and is called the L1 mesh. A coarser mesh with 192 cells distributed around the surface
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and 96 cells in the normal direction, called the L2 mesh, is obtained by removing every
second cell from the L1 mesh in the two directions. Finally, the coarsest mesh, called the
L3 mesh, is obtained by repeating the cell removal process for the L2 mesh. The L3 mesh
has 96 cells distributed around the surface and 48 cells in the normal direction.

Figure 4b shows the zoomed in profile of the cylinder and the mesh near the cylinder
wall shown at grid level 2 (L2 mesh) for improved visualization. Similarly, the profiles
and the near wall meshes at grid level 2 are shown for the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and
the 50% thick flatback airfoil in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. A first cell height of
1.5 × 10−6 corresponding to a y+ ≤ 1 for the simulated flow Reynolds numbers (Re)
is considered. The outer mesh boundary is approximately 45 chord lengths away from
the surface. The geometries are modeled as no-slip surfaces. The mesh boundary is
specified as a velocity inlet except in the region downstream of the geometry covering an
azimuth of +/-45 degrees around the incoming flow direction. The mesh boundary in this
region is specified as a flow outlet wherein it is assumed that the flow is fully developed
with the normal gradients at the outlet boundaries being enforced as zero. The mesh is
divided into 18 blocks of 64×64 cells with a total of 73728 cells.

(a) O-mesh at grid level L1. (b) Near surface mesh at grid level L2.

Figure 4: Computational mesh for computing the RANS solution over a 2D
cross-section of a cylinder.

Large pressure gradients exist at the trailing edge of an airfoil especially at high angles of
attack. A pointed trailing edge causes highly skewed cells in this sensitive region, nega-
tively affecting the convergence of the simulation. This is prevented by slightly opening
up the trailing edge. For the NACA 63(3)-418, the trailing edge is opened up to have a
thickness measuring 0.1% of the chord length. However, the flow solution is sensitive
to the sharp corners resulting from the opened trailing edge for higher order convective
schemes. This is in spite of being better than the pointed trailing edge on multiple mesh
quality parameters such as cell smoothness, skewness and expansion ratio. The mesh
quality in the trailing edge region is further improved by smoothing the sharp corners
using a Laplacian smoother. This distributed the cells in a manner that prevented high
cell expansion rates and skewed faces. The smoothed trailing edges for both the NACA
63(3)-418 airfoil and the 50% thick flatback airfoil in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.
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(a) NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil. (b) 50% thick flatback airfoil.

Figure 5: Near surface computational mesh and airfoil geometry for the NACA
63(3)-418 airfoil and the flatback airfoil at grid level L2.

(a) Smoothed trailing edge of NACA 63(3)-418
airfoil

(b) Smoothed trailing edge of 50% thick flatback
airfoil

Figure 6: Near surface computational mesh at grid level L3 shown for the
smoothened trailing edges of the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the flatback air-
foil.
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3.2.6 Convergence criteria
The solution from the EllipSys flow solver is considered to be converged when the ratio
of the L1 norm of the residuals at a given iteration is below a specified tolerance. These
residuals are taken from the momentum equations for the flow in the X and Y cartesian di-
rections, the pressure correction equation and the k-ω SST turbulence equations. The L1
norm for each of the residuals is computed by summing up themagnitude of the respective
discrete residuals computed throughout the mesh. The L1 norms are then normalized by
the L1 norm of the residual after the first iteration. The solution is considered converged
if the maximum of this ratio is less than or equal to the specified tolerance.

For the simulations performed in this study, the tolerance for convergence is set a 10−12.
Thus, the maximum of the ratios of the L1 norms has to be less than 10−12 for the simula-
tion to be considered converged. For the initial conditions set for the simulated flow cases,
it is seen that the residual L1 norm ratios would achieve values slightly below 10−12 before
ceasing further decrease. At this point, the solutions are considered to be converged at
or near machine precision. In finding the L1 norm, we compute the sum of the absolute
values of the residuals over all the mesh cells. For the finest mesh level (L1) being sim-
ulated, the total number of cells amount to 73728. If on an average the residual in each
mesh cell is to obtain the machine precision absolute value of 10−16 then the effective L1
norm would be approximately 7× 10−12. Thus, the near machine precision convergence
criteria of 10−12 is justified. The convergence criteria can be represented by the relation,

||Rn||1
||R1||1

≤ 10−12 (36)

where Rn represents the residuals after the nth iteration and R1 the residuals after the
first iteration.

It is important to note that the residuals being described here are not to be confused with
the residuals used with the BoostConv method described in Equation (26). The residuals
being used for the BoostConv method are based on the difference in the state variable
such as velocity and pressure, over an outer iteration of the EllipSys solver.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Computational cost
The computational cost imposed by the current implementation of the modified Boost-
Conv method on a RANS simulation carried out by the flow solver is shown in Table 2.
The NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil is chosen for the simulation. The airfoil is simulated for 1000
outer iterations of the EllipSys flow solver. As described in Section 3.2.5, the compu-
tational domain for the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil is decomposed into 18 blocks of 64x64
mesh cells. Computational resources are allocated such that each computing processor
is distributed one block. We choose the fastest possible configuration for the EllipSys flow
solver to gauge the worst possible impact of the current implementation of the modified
BoostConv method. As described in Section 3.2.3.2, in its current implementation every
allocated processor is made to solve the least-square problem constructed in the modi-
fied BoostConv method. Additionally, the size of the least-square problem scales with the
chosen basis size.

As shown in the left most column of Table 2, the basis size is varied from 0 to 160. A basis
size of 0 corresponds to the standard flow solver with no contribution from the modified
BoostConv method. The central column of Table 2 shows the total computational time
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spent per iteration for each basis size. The right most column of Table 2 shows the contri-
bution of the current implementation of the modified BoostConv method as a percentage
of the total computational time of the simulation. It is seen that the current implementation
of the modified BoostConvmethod has an acceptable computational cost until a basis size
of 40, where 60% of the computational time is spent on the flow solver and 40% on the
modified BoostConv method. Even though acceptable, a 40% computational time cannot
be considered negligible. For a basis size of 80, equal amounts of time is being spent on
the modified BoostConv method and on solving the flow. Beyond a basis size of 80 the
contribution of the modified BoostConv method dominates the total computational time.

The current implementation of the modified BoostConv method operates under the as-
sumption that the size of the least square problem is much smaller than the flow being
solved. This is seen to hold until a basis size of 40. For the modified BoostConv method
to be competitive for larger basis sizes the least square problem has to be solved in a par-
allelized manner. Finally, it is important to note that the computational times seen here
are only valid when each block has been assigned to a single computing processor. In
many large flow problems this is not always possible. As such the computational cost
of the modified BoostConv method shown here is the worst that can be achieved for the
current implementation.

Table 2: Computational cost of the modified BoostConv method for varying
basis sizes as a percentage of the total computation time

Basis size Wall time per iteration [s] Time spent on the BoostConv method [%]

0 0.022 0.0

5 0.026 16.27

10 0.029 23.82

20 0.031 30.49

40 0.035 38.12

80 0.045 51.25

160 0.084 74.04

3.3.2 Cylinder
Fully turbulent flow over a 2D cross-section of a cylinder is simulated over a range of
Reynolds Numbers from 1× 102 to 1× 107. Specifically, these are given below:

Re = {102, 5× 102, 103, 5× 103, 104, 2× 104, 5× 104, 105, 2× 105, 5× 105, 106, 5× 106, 107}
(37)

The simulations are performed based on the turbulence settings for the k-ω SST turbu-
lence model shown in Table 1. The drag and lift coefficients resulting from the simulations
are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. In these figures, the black dotted lines
represent the solution obtained from the standard solver which here is the EllipSys solver
without the BoostConv method. Whereas, the solid green line represents the solution
obtained from the solver with the modified BoostConv method. In the figures, the pink
highlighted region depict the Reynolds numbers for which the standard RANS solver did
not converge and showcased limit cycles. For all Reynolds numbers outside the pink
highlighted region, the standard solver converged to machine precision and obtained the
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same values as that from the boosted solver. For the Reynolds numbers lying inside the
pink highlighted region, the drag and lift coefficients of the simulations from the standard
solver are obtained by averaging the solution. In Figure 7a, the averaged drag values ob-
tained from the standard solver are seen to be higher than the deeply converged values
from the boosted solver. Similarly, in Figure 7b the averaged lift coefficient values from
the standard solver are seen not to be exactly 0 as is expected from a deeply converged
solution. The pink highlighted region is bound by the Reynolds numbers 5 × 102 and
5 × 104. In Figure 7a the start of the pink highlighted region is marked by the departure
of the black dashed line representing the standard EllipSys solver, from being coincident
with the green solid line representing the boosted EllipSys solver, at a Reynolds number
of 5×102. The end of the pink highlighted region occurs at a Reynolds number of 5×104.
Beyond this the standard EllipSys solver is once again convergent. This is indicated in
Figure 7a when the black dashed line representing the standard EllipSys solver begins to
coincide with the green solid line of the boosted EllipSys solver at a Reynolds number of
1× 105.

3.3.3 Airfoils
The 360◦ lift and drag profiles are obtained for the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the 50%
thick flatback airfoil at a Reynolds number of 1 × 107. The shape of the NACA 63(3)-
418 airfoil and the flatback airfoil can be seen in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. The
simulations are performed for angles of attack ranging from -176◦ to +180◦ at an interval
of 4◦. The resulting drag and lift profiles are shown in Figures 8a and 8b for the NACA
63(3)-418 airfoil, and in Figures 9a and 9b for the flatback airfoil.

In the figures, the solid green line represents the EllipSys solver with the modified Boost-
Conv method. The black dashed line represents the standard EllipSys solver. Both the
boosted and standard solvers are executed until their solutions converge to machine pre-
cision. Converged solutions are obtained with the boosted solver at all angles of attack.
Whereas, for a significant number of angles of attack the solutions of the standard solver
do not converge and display limit cycle oscillations. These regions of non-convergence of
the standard solver have been depicted by the pink highlighted regions. In these regions,
the lift and drag values for the standard solver are obtained by averaging the solution
over the iterations for which they undergo the limit cycle. There are two distinct regions
of non-convergence of the standard EllipSys solver seen for the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil.
These regions, highlighted in pink in Figures 8a and 8b, include the angles of attack rang-
ing from -144◦ to -56◦, and from 48◦ to 140◦. For the flatback airfoil there are six pink
highlighted regions observed, as seen in Figures 9a and 9b. These include the angle of
attack at -144◦, and the angles of attack ranging from -160◦ to -152◦, from -132◦ to -120◦,
from -84◦ to -68◦, from -4◦ to 12◦ and from 76◦ to 96◦. In Figures 8a and 9a the drag
coefficients obtained from the boosted solver are seen to be lower than the averaged val-
ues of the standard solver in the pink highlighted region. Differences between the two are
also observed in the lift coefficient values in the pink highlighted region seen in Figures 8b
and 9b.

3.3.4 Effect of changing the BoostConv relaxation parameter
The behavior of the relaxation parameter α introduced in the modified BoostConv algo-
rithm shown in Equation (35) is studied. This is achieved by varying the value of the
BoostConv relaxation parameter for a fixed basis size on selected simulation cases. For
each case, the flow parameters such as Reynolds number, angle of attack of the incom-
ing flow, the settings for the k-ω SST turbulence model, the mesh, and the velocity and
pressure relaxation values of the SIMPLE-like algorithm are kept constant.
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(a) Drag coefficient (b) Lift coefficient

Figure 7: Lift and drag coefficients for flow over a 2-D cross-section of a cylin-
der over Reynolds numbers ranging from 1× 102 to 1× 107.

(a) Drag profile (b) Lift profile

Figure 8: 360◦ lift and drag profiles for NACA 63(3)-418 at a Reynolds number
of 1× 107.

(a) Drag profile (b) Lift profile

Figure 9: 360◦ lift and drag profiles for the thick flatback airfoil at a Reynolds
number of 1× 107.
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Three simulation cases are chosen such that they do not converge with the standard
EllipSys flow solver and result in a limit cycle. These include the 2D cross-section of the
cylinder, the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the 50% thick flatback airfoil. The relevant flow
settings for the three geometries are shown in Table 3. The simulations were carried out
on the fine L1 O-meshes for 1 × 106 iterations of the Ellipsys flow solver. The meshes
have been described in Section 3.2.5. The inflow and far-field settings for the turbulence
model are also kept the same as that described in Section 3.2.4.

Table 3: Flow settings

Geometry Reynolds Number Angle of attack

Cylinder 2× 104 0◦

NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil 10× 106 52◦

Flatback airfoil 10× 106 88◦

Amaximum basis-size of 60 is chosen in themodified BoostConvmethod for the two airfoil
geometries whereas amaximum basis-size of 15 is chosen for the cylinder. On completion
of the basis building phase of the method, the modified residual at each step is computed
based on sampling of the residual space at previous iterations. The residual spacewindow
encompasses the previous number of iterations equal to the chosen maximum basis-
size. In all the simulations of the parametric study, the modified BoostConv method is
activated after running the standard solver for the first 3000 iterations. It takes around
3000 iterations to the solution of the standard solver to develop and enter into a limit cycle.
For the purpose of the parametric study, the relaxation parameter α is varied from a value
of 0.001 to a value of 1. To recall, a value of α = 1 recovers the original BoostConvmethod
of Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017). Whereas a value of α = 0 does not modify the residual
and recovers the standard flow solver. The main intention of modifying the BoostConv
method with the relaxation parameter α is to account for the non-linear behavior of the
RANS flow solver.

The effect of the BoostConv relaxation parameter α on the convergence behavior of the
flow solver for the 2D cylinder cross-section can be seen in Figure 10b. The convergence
behavior of the EllipSys flow solver is represented by the residual for the velocity in the
positive X-direction (U-velocity residual). For an α = 1 it is seen that the flow is not con-
vergent and enters a limit cycle. But a reduction in the value of the relaxation parameter α
makes the flow solver convergent. Figure 10b shows that the flow solver is convergent for
α = 0.6, 0.4, 0.1, 0.05. It then again enters a limit cycle for the values α = 0.01, 0.005, 0.001.
This indicates the presence of a valley like region for the relaxation parameter α wherein
the modified BoostConv method makes the flow solver convergent. Additionally, the con-
vergence rate seems to be increasing with decreasing values of α within the convergent
valley-like region. This cannot be concretely established from Figure 10b as the trend is
broken by α = 0.1 which shows an abrupt decrease in the convergence rate, indicating
the presence of slow decaying eigenmodes. In the parameter study shown in Figure 10b
there might be a sub-region in the parameter space around α = 0.1 wherein the conver-
gence rate gradually decreases as one moves from α = 0.4 to α = 0.1 before increasing
once again. However, the presence of such a sub-region cannot be ascertained by the
coarse resolution of α in the current parameter study.

The valley-shaped convergence region is also clearly observed in Figure 11b and Fig-
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ure 12b. Figure 11b shows the U-velocity residuals for various values of α for the NACA
63(3)-418 airfoil simulated at a Reynolds number of 10 million with the flow incident at an
angle of attack of 52◦. Similarly, Figure 12b shows the same for the 50% thick flatback
airfoil simulated at a Reynolds number of 10 million with the flow incident at an angle of
attack of 88◦. In Figure 11b for NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil, the convergent region is also seen
to include the case for α = 1.0. At α = 1.0 the original BoostConv method is recovered.
Figure 11b demonstrates that it is possible for the original BoostConv method to converge
some of the flow cases seen in this paper. However, the flow cases that are convergent
with the original BoostConv method (α = 1.0) are rarely observed, occurring at some
unique combinations of angle of attack, Reynolds number and under-relaxation settings
for the SIMPLE algorithm. The introduction of the relaxation parameter α increases the
robustness of the original BoostConv algorithm allowing for convergent behavior over a
variety of flow cases.

For the flatback airfoil shown in Figure 12b, the residual is not convergent for the original
BoostConv method at α = 1.0. On reduction of α the residual becomes convergent. The
valley-like convergent region is once again seen for the α parameter space. The residual
convergence rate increases with a decreasing value of α until a value of α = 0.01. For
α = 0.005, 0.001 the residual is not convergent and enters a limit cycle.

3.3.5 Effect of changing the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors
The pressure and velocity under-relaxation factors have a significant impact on the con-
vergence rate of the SIMPLE-like flow solver. Furthermore, it has been seen from the
results presented until now that the BoostConv relaxation parameter α is necessary to
obtain a deeply converged steady-state for flow cases when the solutions from a RANS
solver enter a limit cycle. The value of α is also seen to affect the residual convergence
rate. The inter-dependency of the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors and the BoostConv
relaxation parameter is explored because of their influence on the solver convergence.
The parametric studies discussed until now shown in Figures 10b, 11b and 12b were per-
formed with the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors set at values that would be considered
standard for the simulated cases. The standard under-relaxation settings are shown in
Table 4. The same parametric studies are repeated with more conservative values for the
SIMPLE under-relaxation factors as shown in Table 5.

Table 4: Standard settings for the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors

Geometry Velocity under-relaxation Pressure under-relaxation

Cylinder 0.8 0.9

NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil 0.8 0.4

Flatback airfoil 0.8 0.4

Table 5: Conservative settings for the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors

Geometry Velocity under-relaxation Pressure under-relaxation

Cylinder 0.6 0.2

NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil 0.6 0.2

Flatback airfoil 0.6 0.2
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Figure 10a shows the parametric study for the cylinder case performed for conservative
values of the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors. Compared to the study with standard
values of the SIMPLE under-relaxation factors shown in Figure 10b, the conservative
case does not converge for the values α = 0.1, 0.05. Additionally, an overall slowdown
of the convergence rates are observed in the conservative case. This is exemplified by
the residual at α = 0.01 taking almost twice the number of iterations to converge in the
conservative case than in the standard case. A difference in the convergent region for
the α parameter space is also seen for α = 0.005. At this value, the conservative case is
convergent whereas the standard case is not.

Changes in the convergence rates and in the convergent regions for the α parameter
spaces are also seen for the NACA 63(3)418 and flatback airfoils. For the NACA 63(3)418
airfoil, the residual is no longer convergent for the original BoostConv method (α = 1.0) in
the conservative case as seen in Figure 11a. Whereas, the residual at α = 1.0 is conver-
gent for the standard case seen in Figure 11b. The residual with the best convergence
rate for both conservative and standard cases occurs at α = 0.01. However, this residual
converges in the conservative case for almost twice the number of iterations of the stan-
dard case. For the flatback airfoil, the residuals at α = 0.4 and α = 0.6 are not convergent
for the conservative case, as seen in Figure 12a. On the other hand, the residuals at the
same values of α are convergent for the standard case shown in Figure 12b. Conversely,
the residual at α = 0.005 is non-convergent for the standard case but becomes conver-
gent for the conservative case. Finally, similar to the cylinder and NACA 63(3)418 airfoil
cases, the best convergence rate for both the conservative and standard cases is seen
at α = 0.01. The number of iterations in which this residual converges in the conservative
case is almost twice of the standard case.

(a) Conservative settings (b) Standard settings

Figure 10: Parametric study for cylinder at a Reynolds number of 2× 104 for
conservative and standard values of the SIMPLE pressure and velocity under-
relaxation factors.

3.4 Discussion
The standard EllipSys RANS solver can sometimes fail to find converged steady-state
solutions where the unsteadiness in the flow due to phenomena such as vortex shedding
or laminar separation bubbles, gets resolved by the mesh. Instead, in such cases, the
solution displays limit cycle oscillations.

The standard EllipSys flow solutions for the cylindrical cross-section exhibited non-convergent
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(a) Conservative settings (b) Standard settings

Figure 11: Parametric study for NACA 63(3)418 airfoil for at angle of attack
52◦ for conservative and standard values of the SIMPLE pressure and velocity
under-relaxation factors.

(a) Conservative settings (b) Standard settings

Figure 12: Parametric study for the 50% thick flatback airfoil for at angle of
attack 88◦ for conservative and standard values of the SIMPLE pressure and
velocity under-relaxation factors.
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behavior between the Reynolds numbers of 5 × 102 and 5 × 104. As described by Singh
and Mittal (2005) in their numerical study of flow past a cylinder cross-section, the flow in
this region is unsteady and is marked by vortex shedding which starts about a Reynolds
number of 5×102. The presence of numerical instabilities makes it difficult for the standard
EllipSys RANS solver to converge the highly separated unsteady flow being resolved in
this region. The solution fails to converge and enters limit cycle oscillations. On the other
hand, in the same Reynolds number range, the EllipSys solver coupled to the modified
BoostConv method is able to find the converged unstable steady-state solutions. The
trend of the drag values observed between the Reynolds numbers of 5× 102 and 5× 104

exhibits a similarity between the trend seen for the cylinder “drag-crisis” which occurs be-
tween 5×104 and 2×105. However, any correlation is purely speculative since we perform
fully turbulent simulations without the inclusion of a transition model. Without a transition
model the flow physics resulting in the cylinder “drag-crisis” should not be captured.

The standard EllipSys RANS solver also fails to converge for configurations involving high
degrees of flow separation of the 18% thick NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the 50% thick
flatback airfoil. Whereas, the EllipSys solver coupled to the modified BoostConv method
finds the converged steady-state solutions at all the simulated angles of attack for both
the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil and the flatback airfoil. At high angles of attack beyond the
static stall angle, the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil enters the deep stall region. At this stage
the flow separation point occurs at the leading edge with the flow being characterized by
highly unsteady phenomena such as vortex shedding (Timmer & Bak, 2013). In the deep
stall region, the standard EllipSys RANS solver is not able to find the converged steady-
state and the solution exhibits limit cycle oscillations. For the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil, the
behavior of the flow in deep stall explains the presence of two distinct regions beyond
the positive and negative static stall angles where the standard EllipSys solver fails to
converge. However, the flow over the 50% thick flatback airfoil behaves differently to the
relatively thin NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil. For the flatback airfoil, the standard EllipSys solver
fails to converge for the low angles of attack between the negative and positive static
stall angles. This can be attributed to the shape of the flatback airfoil. With a relative
thickness of 50% and a relatively higher nose radius than most conventional airfoils, the
flatback airfoil undergoes bluff body separation at low angles of attack. The contribution
of the resulting pressure drag can be noted by the significantly higher drag coefficient for
the flatback airfoil at low angles of attack when compared to the more streamlined NACA
63(3)-418 airfoil.

The lack of robustness of the original BoostConv method in applications to 2D airfoil flows
is shown by setting the modified BoostConv relaxation parameter to unity. Simulated flow
cases that are convergent with the original BoostConv method (α = 1.0) are rarely ob-
served, occurring at some unique combinations of angle of attack, Reynolds number and
under-relaxation settings for the SIMPLE algorithm. Such a unique case is chosen for
the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil wherein the residuals are convergent for the original Boost-
Conv method. Despite being convergent the original BoostConv method is seen to be the
slowest in convergence when compared to using lower values of α. The introduction of
the modified BoostConv relaxation parameter α increases the robustness of the original
BoostConv algorithm allowing for convergent behavior over a variety of flow cases. The
parameter α offers a “valley-like” convergent region between the values of 0 and 1. This
convergent region contains a sub-region of α values for which the observed convergence
rates are the highest. From the simulated cases it is seen that the highest convergence
rates occur for α between 0.01 and 0.05. The “valley-like” convergent region can be ex-
plained by viewing the application of the BoostConv algorithm, shown in Equation (35),
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as a gradient descent problem. The residual correction offered by the BoostConv algo-
rithm can then be regarded as the direction of descent, and the parameter α becomes the
step size. The flow solver residual can be considered as the cost function of the residual
minimization problem. If the step size is too large the minimization problem tends to not
converge, whereas for a step size that is too small the minimization problem would con-
verge in a considerably large number of iterations. The “valley-like” convergent region is
the result of selecting step-sizes that are appropriate or optimal for the problem. Instead
of a fixed step size used in this study, the convergence could be further improved by using
line-searching algorithms such as exact line search or a backtracking line search (Boyd
& Vandenberghe, 2004).

For a simulation made convergent by the modified BoostConv method, the value of the
SIMPLE under-relaxation factors affects both the residual convergence rates and the size
of the “valley-like” convergent region. Conservative SIMPLE under-relaxation settings re-
sult in a reduction of convergence rates for all convergent values of α compared to the
convergence rates for more aggressive under-relaxation factors. A reduction of 0.2 in both
the velocity and pressure under-relaxation factors halved the convergence rates, for the
same value ofα. A change in the under-relaxation factors also directly affected the conver-
gent region for the α parameter space. However, it could not be determined whether the
size of the convergent region expanded or reduced with a change in the under-relaxation
factors. This is because the conservative under-relaxation factors opened up the conver-
gent region in the lower end of the α parameter space for α = 0.005 in the cylinder and
flatback airfoil. On the other hand, they reduced the convergent region in the higher end
of the α parameter space, for the residuals at α = 0.4, 0.6 for the flatback airfoil, and at
α = 1.0 for the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil.

The introduction of the relaxation parameter α in the BoostConv method greatly improves
the robustness of the method by accounting for the non-linear nature of the underlying
RANS equations. For solutions convergent with the original BoostConv method, the re-
laxation α allowed for improvement of the convergence rates. But the presented results
and any ensuing generalizations are limited by the RANS solver and the selected appli-
cation cases. The chosen steady-state RANS solver is incompressible and is based on
a SIMPLE-like algorithm. A compressible RANS solver might behave differently with the
BoostConv method due to the difference in the formulation of the solved RANS equations.

The incompressible, steady-state EllipSys RANS solver uses a SIMPLE-like algorithm
with the momentum and pressure equations being solved in a segregated manner using
a fixed point iteration. Whereas, in a monolithic approach the RANS system of equations
is solved as a whole using a Newton-based method. Such a coupled approach is con-
sidered to be more robust than the segregated one (Heil et al., 2008). The present study
demonstrating the effectiveness and behavior of the modified BoostConv method is lim-
ited by its application to a RANS solver based on a segregated approach. The modified
BoostConv method’s behavior might differ for a monolithic approach.

Despite being generally applicable, our enhancement of the BoostConv method has so
far only been applied with the flow solver described in this work and hasn’t been tested
with other flow solvers. In this context, it should be noted that the performance of the
original BoostConvmethod (Citro, Luchini, et al., 2017) is limited by the flow solver, applied
turbulence models and flow cases presented in this study. The efficacy of the original
BoostConv method has been shown in various applications, both 2D and 3D, simulated
using the NEK 5000 spectral element code. The applications have tackled 3D flow around
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spheres (Citro, Giannetti, et al., 2015; Citro, Luchini, et al., 2015; Citro et al., 2016; Citro,
Siconolfi, et al., 2017), in a cubic cavity (des Boscs & Kuhlmann, 2019) and through a
90◦-bend pipe (Lupi et al., 2020). In the 2D domain, the method has been used to study
flow around circular cylindrical cross-sections (Boujo et al., 2019; Lemke et al., 2021; Negi
et al., 2020; Sierra et al., 2020) and in cavities (Saglietti, Schlatter, et al., 2018; Saglietti,
Wadbro, et al., 2018). Additionally, all the applications involved the stabilization of flow
solutions computed using either Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes
equations without the inclusion of a turbulence model, or for laminar flows.

However, prior to the present study there is no evidence in the literature of the original
BoostConv method being applied to a RANS solver with a turbulence model. Neither is
there any evidence of the BoostConv method being applied to high Reynolds number flow
over airfoils. It can be speculated that the lack of robustness of the original BoostConv
method is confined to SIMPLE-like steady state RANS solvers with a k − ω SST turbu-
lence model. If this is indeed the case, then the modification to the BoostConv method
introduced in this study might not be required with other types of flow solvers and flow
conditions. Regardless, the modification does allow both the original BoostConv method
and the nascent solver to be recovered. Thus, the modification should be regarded as an
enhancement of the original BoostConv method and not a replacement.

3.5 Conclusion
In this paper, the application of the BoostConv method to find the steady state turbulent
solutions of the RANS equations for high Reynolds number flow (Re ⪆ 106) is studied.
For this purpose, the BoostConv method is coupled to a segregated flow solver based
on the SIMPLE algorithm, called EllipSys. The incompressible, steady RANS equations
are solved for 2D flows over cross-sectional geometries representative of modern day
wind turbines. These include, a 18% thick airfoil representing the power producing part, a
50% thick flatback airfoil representing the near-root section and a cylindrical cross-section
representing the root section of the blade.

The BoostConv method demonstrated a lack of robustness by failing to always find the
steady state RANS solutions of the simulated cases. It is postulated that the failure of the
BoostConv method stems from applying a method derived for linear systems to the highly
non-linear RANS equations. A modification to the BoostConv method is proposed that
accounts for the non-linearities. The modification involves the introduction of a parame-
ter α that relaxes the residual correction. The relaxation parameter can take a minimum
value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. At α = 1, the original BoostConv method is re-
covered. Whereas at α = 0, the flow solver behavior without the BoostConv method is
recovered. This property positions the proposed modification as an enhancement of the
original BoostConv method. When the residual minimization offered by the BoostConv
algorithm is viewed as a gradient descent problem, the introduced relaxation parameter
α can be regarded as the step size responsible for scaling the step direction in the form
of the residual correction, provided by the algorithm.

The modification considerably improves the convergence and robustness of the Boost-
Conv method. We show this by using the modified BoostConv method to find the fully
turbulent 360◦ lift and drag polars for both the 18% thick airfoil and the 50% thick flatback
airfoil. The RANS solutions in the simulated flow cases are converged upto machine pre-
cision at all angles of attack. Additionally, we find the converged steady state solutions
for the cylindrical cross-sections at Reynolds numbers ranging from 1× 102 to 1× 107.
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A parametric study is performed to explore the effect of the parameter α on the conver-
gence behavior of the flow residuals. A valley-shaped region is identified in the parameter
space wherein the flow residuals are convergent. Even for flow cases that are conver-
gent with the original BoostConv method, decreasing the α showed faster convergence
rates. The under-relaxation factors of the flow solver are found to influence the size of
the valley-shaped convergent region while also affecting the convergence rates. From
the simulated flow cases, it is noted that highest convergence rates occur for α between
0.01 and 0.05. Based on the evidence we recommend that the values in this range be
regarded as the best first choice for simulations carried out with the modified BoostConv
method. It is further suggested that instead of using a fixed parameter α, line searching
algorithms such as exact line search and backtracking line search can be employed to
re-evaluate and adapt the value for every iteration.

This paper provides an enhancement in the application of the BoostConv method that can
be easily integrated into existing implementations. It provides a means of improving the
convergence rates experienced with the original BoostConv method. It also improves the
method’s robustness in finding steady-state turbulent solutions of the RANS equations,
opening up themodified BoostConvmethod to be used to use in a wide variety of industrial
flow cases.

3.6 Appendix: Pre-simulation studies
3.6.1 Mesh Convergence study
The mesh dependence of the standard EllipSys flow solver and the EllipSys flow solver
coupled to the modified BoostConv method, also known as the boosted EllipSys solver,
is studied. For this purpose we produce an even finer mesh than the L1 mesh with its
384 cells distributed along the object surface and 192 cells in the direction normal to the
surface. The finest mesh, called the L0 mesh, has 768 cells distributed along the object
surface and 384 cells in the direction normal to the surface. The L0 mesh has been
produced primarily for the purpose of the mesh convergence study and is not used in any
of the performed simulations.

We compute the lift and drag coefficients at the three mesh levels, namely L0, L1 and L2.
The number of cells corresponding to each mesh level can be seen in Table 6. The coarse
L2 mesh has 18432 cells, the fine L1 mesh has 73728 cells and the even finer L0 mesh
has 294912 cells. For brevity the mesh dependence study for only one of the three cross-
sectional geometries, namely the NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil, is shown. The flow over the
airfoil is simulated at a Reynolds number of 1×107 at an angle of attack of 120◦. At these
conditions, the flow is expected to be highly separated and results in the non-convergence
of flow residuals for the standard EllipSys flow solver, with the residuals displaying limit
cycle oscillations. However, with a basis size of 60 and the modified BoostConv relaxation
values of 0.1, the boosted EllipSys flow solver converges the solution to near machine
precision.

For the standard EllipSys flow solver, the lift and drag coefficients are computed by aver-
aging the values over the number of iterations for which the solution undergoes the limit
cycle. Whereas the lift and drag coefficients are computed from the converged flow solu-
tion for the boosted EllipSys solver. The lift coefficient (Cl) and drag coefficient (Cd) for
the standard and boosted solvers at the three mesh levels L0, L1 and L2 are shown in
Table 6.

The convergence of the lift and drag coefficients are quantified by computing the relative
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errors at each mesh level. The errors are computed by taking the Richardson extrapola-
tions of the lift and drag coefficients as the reference values. The Richardson extrapola-
tion (Richardson & Gaunt, 1927), is computed by assuming that the discrete solution for
a given grid spacing has a series representation involving the sum of the exact or contin-
uum solution and a series of discretization independent functions multiplied by increasing
powers of the grid spacing. For a second order method, the continuum solution can be ap-
proximated by taking the discrete solutions at two different grid spacing (Roache, 2002).
The continuum solution for a second order method is then given by

fexact ≊ ffine +
ffine − fcoarse

r2 − 1
,

r =
hcoarse
hfine

(38)

where fexact is the continuum solution at an infinitely fine mesh, ffine is the discrete solu-
tion at the fine grid level, fcoarse is the discrete solution at the coarse grid level, hcoarse is
the coarse grid spacing, hfine is the fine grid spacing and the ratio r is the grid refinement
ratio. For the present study, the solution at mesh level L0 is considered as the fine solution
or ffine, the solution at mesh level L1 is considered as the coarse solution or fcoarse and
the grid refinement ratio r = 2. The EllipSys flow solver has been shown to be second
order (Sørensen, 2009) and thus Equation (38) can be applied.

Table 6: Mesh convergence study for the standard EllipSys flow solver and the
boosted EllipSys flow solver. The lift coefficient (Cl) and the drag coefficient
(Cd) are computed for flow over a 2-D cross-section of the NACA 63(3)-418
airfoil at an angle of attack of 120◦ and for a Reynolds number of 1× 107. The
error is computed by using the values from the Richardson extrapolations as
the reference values.

Standard EllipSys Boosted EllipSys

Mesh Cells Cl Error Cd Error Cl Error Cd Error

[-] [%] [-] [%] [-] [%] [-] [%]

L2 18432 -0.1529 66.84 0.8423 16.92 -0.1467 66.26 0.8020 18.14

L1 73728 -0.4865 5.49 1.0832 6.84 -0.4509 3.70 1.0105 3.14

L0 294912 -0.4676 1.37 1.0312 1.71 -0.4388 0.93 0.9874 0.78

Extrapolation ∞ -0.4612 0. 1.014 0. -0.4348 0. 0.9798 0.

The error for the computed lift and drag coefficients, shown in Table 6 is seen to decrease
with increasing fineness of the mesh for both the standard and boosted EllipSys solvers.
The error at mesh level L2 is too large to be acceptable for both the solvers and as a con-
sequence any solutions at this mesh level can be safely regarded as not grid converged.
The relative errors in the lift and drag coefficients at L2 are comparable between their
respective values for the standard and boosted solvers. In contrast, the errors at mesh
level L1 are much lower than at mesh level L2 for both the standard and boosted solvers.
Furthermore, at mesh level L2 the errors in lift and drag coefficients for the standard solver
are almost twice of their respective values for the boosted solver. This suggests that the
forces obtained from the converged solution of the boosted solver is attaining mesh in-
dependence at a faster rate than the averaged forces from the limit cycle solution of the
standard solver. The errors in both the standard and boosted solvers decrease even more
at mesh level L0. At L0, the errors are once again lower in the boosted solver than in the
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standard solver, but are nonetheless comparable and low enough for the solution to be
considered converged in both cases.

The convergence of the lift and drag coefficient values with their respective Richardson ex-
trapolations for both the standard and boosted EllipSys solvers are shown in Figures 13a
and 13b. It can be assessed both visually and quantitatively that the error reduction in the
lift and drag coefficient values between mesh levels L1 and L0 are less than 5% for both
the standard and boosted solvers. Such a low reduction in the errors cannot offset the
high computational cost incurred due to the quadrupling of the number of cells from L1
to L0. The L1 mesh presents a fair compromise between computational cost and mesh
independence. Thus, the L1 mesh is chosen for the simulations carried out in this study.

(a) Drag coefficient (b) Lift coefficient

Figure 13: Lift and drag coefficients for the meshes L0, L1 and L2 and the ex-
trapolated continuum values computed using Richardson extrapolation. The
lift and drag coefficients are computed for flow over a 2-D cross-section of the
NACA 63(3)-418 airfoil at an angle of attack of 120◦.

3.6.2 Verification
For verifying the implementation of BoostConv, we use a stiff numerical ordinary differen-
tial equation from Moler (2008) and a convection-diffusion PDE with a non-linear source
term from Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017) as test cases. The scalar test case is chosen as the
flame equation shown below,

y′(t) = y(t)2 − y(t)3, y(0) = δ, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2/δ (39)

where y(t) is the non-dimensional radius of the flame ball, t represents the non-dimensional
time and δ is the initial non-dimensional radius of the flame ball which is a small value.
Physically, the model represents the growth of a ball of flame. It is being solved for
δ = 0.009 and is integrated in time with an explicit forward Euler scheme discretized with
100 time-steps in the time domain. Equation (39) is numerically stiff and an explicit solver
is not able to converge it to the steady-state. This is evident from Figure 14a showing
the evolution of the solution with time. The solution displays LCO around its analytical
steady-state value of y = 1. This is seen until a time t = 50 when the BoostConv method
is activated. For a basis size of 2 the solution converges to its exact steady-state value.

The complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation is selected as the one-dimensional test
case and is shown below,

∂q

∂t
+ ν

∂q

∂x
− γ

∂2q

∂x2
− µ(x)q + |q|2q = 0 (40)
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where q is the complex amplitude, t is time, x is a spatial dimension, ν is the complex
convection coefficient, γ is the complex diffusion coefficient and µ(x) is a quadratic func-
tion. The explanation of this equation and the terms can be found in Ilak et al. (2010). The
constants have the same values as that in Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017). It is a convection-
diffusion type equation and has been chosen for its use in modeling vortex shedding
in bluff body wakes, making it highly relevant for the present study. The diffusion term
∂2q/∂x2 and the convection term ∂q/∂x are discretized in space using central difference
and first order backward difference schemes, respectively. The equation is marched in
time using an explicit forward Euler scheme with a discrete time-step of ∆t = 0.001. The
spatial domain [-10π,10π] is discretized with an uniform spacing consisting of 100 spatial
elements. Furthermore, Dirichlet boundary conditions qlb = 0 and qrb = 0 are enforced at
the left and right boundaries respectively and the initial value of the solution at time t = 0
is taken as a complex sine wave sin(x)eix. As in Citro, Luchini, et al. (2017), the values of
the constants are chosen as γ = 1−i, µ0 = 0.52, µ2 = −0.01 and ν = 2+0.2i. This results
in an unstable region in the spatial range of −10.1 < x < 10.1 leading to the development
of limit-cycle oscillations in the solution about its steady-state analytical value of q = 0.
This is seen until time t = 100 in Figure 14b showing the evolution of the solution with
time. At time t = 100 the BoostConv method is activated with a basis dimension of 15 and
the solution is seen to converge to machine precision.

(a) Solution of the scalar flame equation. The
BoostConv method is activated at time t = 50.

(b) Solution of the 1D complexGinzburg-Landau
equation. The BoostConvmethod is activated at
time t = 100.

Figure 14: Computing steady-state of limit cycle oscillations (LCO) with the
BoostConv method for the stiff flame equation and the 1D complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation.
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Part II

Aerodynamic shape optimization framework:
ShapeOpt2D



1 Description of the shape optimization
framework

An aerodynamic shape optimization framework ‘ShapeOpt2D’ is developed for carrying
out airfoil shape optimization using the 2D RANS-CFD flow solver EllipSys2D. The frame-
work is built with the EllipSys2D flow solver at its core to solve the flow physics and evalu-
ate the airfoil designs. The developed framework has been implemented using the Open-
MDAO API (Gray et al., 2019).

Airfoil shape optimization requires that we start from a given airfoil shape and modify it
according to a performance metric based on the evaluation performed by the flow solver.
Along with the flow solver, additional components are required to perform the following
tasks:

• Parametrize the airfoil geometry.
Parametrization allows control of the geometry with a few variables instead of hun-
dreds of coordinate points.

• Transfer the change in the airfoil geometry to the computational mesh used
by the flow solver.
The deformations in the airfoil geometry need to be suitably reflected in the compu-
tational mesh that was originally made around the non-deformed airfoil geometry.
Thus, we deform the computational mesh instead of regenerating it for the changed
airfoil. The flow solver then solves the RANS equations using the deformed com-
putational mesh and computes relevant metrics such as integrated forces, surface
pressure, skin friction etc.

• Compute the airfoil performance metrics.
The computed integrated metrics are represented as airfoil performance indicators
namely, the lift coefficient (Cl), the drag coefficient (Cd), the glide ratio (Cl/Cd) and
the moment coefficient (Cm). Either one or a combination of the listed airfoil perfor-
mance indicators are considered as the objective function for the optimization.

• Obtain the airfoil geometric properties.
For a successful design optimization we require constraints to guide the optimizer in
the desired solution space. In ShapeOpt2D, constraints can be set on the geomet-
ric properties of the airfoil such as profile curvature, chord-wise relative thickness,
maximum relative thickness, camber etc.

1.1 ShapeOpt2D Workflow
The workflow for the ShapeOpt2D framework is shown in Figure 15 in the form of an ex-
tended design structure matrix (Lambe & Martins, 2012). In Figure 15, the green color
blocks represent explicit functions and the orange blocks are iterative solvers. Together,
they form the building blocks of ShapeOpt2D. The gray blocks represent the data be-
ing transferred internally within the components, whereas the white blocks are the data
that is communicated externally. The different blocks are connected via gray connectors
with some connectors containing black arrows. The gray connectors represent data flow
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whereas the black arrows determine the direction of the optimization process per func-
tion evaluation. Lastly, the blue block showcases the role of the optimizer. In Figure 15

Initial:

x0DV

Optimal:

x∗DV

0, 6 → 1:

Optimizer

1 :

xDV = xcp

5 :

Constraints: c(xDV ), dc/dxDV

1 :

Geometry deformation

2 :

xsurf

2 :

xsurf

2 :

Mesh deformation

3 :

xmesh

3 :

Flow solver

4 :

Fx ,Fy

5 :

Objective: f (w , xmesh), df/dxDV

4 :

Airfoil performance metrics

5 :

Constraints: c(xprops), dc/dxDV

2 :

Geometric properties

Figure 15: ShapeOpt2D framework represented as an extended design struc-
ture matrix (XDSM) (Lambe & Martins, 2012). Orange blocks are iterative
solvers and green boxes represent explicit functions. Black arrows represent
the process flow in the order of the numbers and gray shaded lines represent
data dependencies. Components capable of parallel executions are shown
by stacked blocks.

we can see that the optimization process starts with an initial guess for the design vari-
ables x0DV , which are the control points, xcp, that control the shape of the airfoil geometry.
The initial guess for the design variables defines the starting point of the optimization.
With the starting point values the optimizer then performs an evaluation of the process
from 1− 4 in Figure 15, also known as a function evaluation. The geometry deformation
component takes the design variables xDV as input and outputs an altered airfoil profile
xsurf . The altered shape is then processed by the mesh deformation component. An
initial computational mesh had been generated around the non-deformed profile of the
airfoil being optimized. The changes between the altered profile and the non-deformed
airfoil profile are computed and transmitted through the computational mesh. A new com-
putational mesh xmesh is obtained based on the altered airfoil profile xsurf . The altered
computational mesh xmesh is then utilized in the flow solver component to solve the flow
physics. On convergence of the iterative flow solver, the integrated forces, Fx and Fy,
on the airfoil profile in the x- and y- Cartesian coordinate directions are computed. The
computed forces are used by the airfoil performance metrics component to compute the
airfoil lift coefficient (Cl), drag coefficient (Cd), and the glide ratio (Cl/Cd). The altered
airfoil profile xsurf is also used to compute geometric parametric properties of the airfoil
such as chord, relative thickness, section-wise relative thickness, camber, curvature of
the pressure and suction sides of the airfoil, among others. The various performance
and geometric parameters of the altered airfoil shape computed in components 1− 4, are
utilized by component 5 to assign them as objective and constraints.

Normally, the output from component 4 consisting of the airfoil performance metrics are
assigned as the objective f . Whereas, the output from component 2 consisting of the
geometric properties are constrained c within certain bounds. Bounds on the freedom
afforded to the design variables xDV are placed to limit the design space exploration, and
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prevent excessive line searches in the beginning phases of the optimization. Gradients of
the objective df/dxDV and constraints dc/dxDV with respect to the design variables xDV

are required by the optimizer to evaluate the direction to step in the design space. The
gradients are either supplied by the individual components from 1−4 or computed over the
entire process from 1− 4 in a ‘black-box’ manner using the finite difference method. The
optimizer, denoted by process identifier of 0 and 6, evaluates the gradient information at
the end of the function evaluation and determines the step direction in the design space.
The process workflow from 0, 6 − 1 continues until the exit conditions for optimality and
feasibility tolerances are met and an optimal design point (x∗DV ) is obtained.

More detail on the individual components of ShapeOpt2D is provided in the next few
sections.

1.1.1 Geometry deformation
The geometry deformation component is the first component encountered in the
ShapeOpt2D workflow shown in Figure 15. The main purpose of an airfoil shape opti-
mization framework, as the name suggests, is to alter the shape of a given airfoil such
that it performs optimally according to the design objective subject to design constraints.

The airfoil shape can be parametrized such that any changes in the profile curve are rep-
resented by a set of control points (CPs). Any change in the set of control points should
produce a corresponding change in the airfoil shape governed by the parametric model.
Such a parametrization is carried out by using polynomials to represent the airfoil shape.
This can typically be achieved either by using a single polynomial interpolation or by us-
ing splines made up of piecewise polynomials. A polynomial-based parametrization of
the airfoil profile allows for changes in the profile using a few control points while main-
taining a desired order of continuity. In ShapeOpt2D, we make use of a polynomial-based
parametrization methodology called free-form deformation (FFD) (Sederberg & Parry,
1986) to deform the airfoil profile.

The underlying idea behind the FFD technique is to encapsulate a given geometry in a
rubber-like box defined by control points. A local natural coordinate system with coordi-
nates (s, t) is assigned to the FFD box such that any point inside the box is bound by the
relations 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Control points are then distributed on the boundaries
of the FFD box in a grid-like manner, with l control points in the s-direction, andm control
points in the t-direction, leading to a total of l ×m control points. The geometry embed-
ded within the FFD box is deformed by changing the positions of these control points. The
space within the FFD box is parametrized using a bivariate Bernstein polynomial (Farouki,
2012).

Sederberg and Parry (1986) originally sought to deform a three-dimensional body, and as
such, defined a trivariate Bernstein polynomial to parametrize the space within the FFD
box. But, since we are dealing with a 2D geometry, the Bernstein polynomial is adapted
to the 2D space. The bivariate Bernstein polynomial is given as,

Xffd(s, t) =
l∑

i=0

(
l
i

)
(1− s)l−isi

 m∑
j=0

(
m
j

)
(1− t)m−itj ·CPij

 , (41)

where CPij is a vector containing the Cartesian coordinates of the l ×m control points,
andXffd is a vector containing the Cartesian coordinates of the displaced points. As seen
in Equation (41), the control points, CP , that lie on the FFD box which encapsulates the
geometry, are the coefficients of the Bernstein polynomial. Thus, changing a control point
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from its original value will displace the influenced points of the geometry to a new location.
However, to use Equation (41), the mapping between the Cartesian coordinate system,
and the natural coordinate system defined within the FFD box, needs to be obtained. Us-
ing the known Cartesian coordinates of the control points defining the FFD box, and the
geometry embedded within it, the (s, t) coordinates of the embedded geometry can be
computed. This can be done by solving for (s, t), in the linear system formed by Equa-
tion (41) for the known Xffd and CP . For example, an inverse Newton search can be
used for finding the roots of the system shown below,

Xffd(s, t)− P = 0, (42)

where P is a point on the non-deformed embedded geometry in the Cartesian coordinate
system for which we need to find the roots (s, t) of Equation (42). For more details on
the expression for the Newton inverse search as applied to FFD, the reader is referred to
M. H. A. Madsen (2019, Eq. (5.3)) and to the work by Casale and Stanton (1985).

In the s − t coordinate space, the (s, t) coordinates of the embedded geometry and the
control points remain fixed. This is irrespective of the deformation being applied to the
FFD box in the Cartesian coordinate space. However, it is this very property assigned by
the Bernstein polynomial in Equation (41), that allows the embedded geometry to deform.
The embedded geometry, which is in the Cartesian space, is deformed by displacing the
control points.

The geometric deformation component, shown in Figure 15, takes the design variables,
xDV , as input. Since we have selected FFD as our shape parametrization method, the
design variables, xDV , are taken to be the control points that define the FFD box. From
hereon, the design variables for the ShapeOpt2D framework are referred as the FFD con-
trol points, xcp. The gradient of the output, xsurf, of the geometry deformation component
with respect to the input, xcp, can be obtained analytically from Equation (41). On dif-
ferentiating Equation (41) with respect to a given control point, we would be left with the
coefficients containing the (s, t) mapping, representing the influence of that control point
on the embedded geometry.

ShapeOpt2D utilizes the FFD library, FFDlib, developed by M. H. A. Madsen (2019) orig-
inally for 3D geometries and which has been so far used in the works by Horcas et al.
(2019), M. H. A. Madsen (2019), and M. H. A. Madsen et al. (2021). It has been adapted
to be used with 2D geometries for ShapeOpt2D. According to M. H. A. Madsen (2019),
there are some features that make the FFD methodology appealing. These include the
ability to provide an exact numerical representation of the embedded geometry, to provide
analytic gradients and its independence of the features of the embedded geometry. An
example of the deformation of the airfoil profile using FFDlib is shown in Figure 16.

1.1.2 Mesh deformation
The second component of the ShapeOpt2Dworkflow is themesh deformation component.
This component takes the deformed airfoil profile surface provided by geometry deforma-
tion component as input and transfers the deformation to the computational mesh. The
mesh deformation component used in ShapeOpt2D is already a part of the EllipSys2D
flow solver, and was not developed further in this work. However, the Jacobian of the
volume mesh generated by the mesh deformation component with respect to the input
surface was developed in this work, and is detailed in this section.

The mesh deformation routine in EllipSys2D computes the difference in the original shape
and the deformed shape, and propagates the difference through the original mesh. As
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Figure 16: Arbitrary deformation of a NACA 0018 airfoil parametrized using
FFD.
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shown in Figure 16, the surface normal vectors of the deformed shape might have under-
gone both translation and rotation compared to those of the original shape. Thus, both
the translation and rotation of these surface normal vectors are required to be propagated
through the original mesh. Propagation of rotation is particularly important in maintaining
cell orthogonality, which in turn preserves the mesh quality. EllipSys2D’s mesh deforma-
tion routine relies on quaternions (Großekatthöfer & Yoon, 2012) to perform the translation
and rotation of the mesh points. However, the rotation and translation of the surface nor-
mal vectors cannot be propagated equally throughout the entire mesh. This is mainly to
preserve the robustness of the mesh deformation routine and the quality of the deformed
mesh. In a scenario where the surface deformations are equally propagated through-
out the mesh, large rotations in the surface normal vectors would most probably result in
degenerate meshes, with intersecting grid lines. Instead, the mesh deformation routine
utilizes analytic blending functions based on hyperbolic tangents to propagate both trans-
lations and the rotations. The blending functions allow the strength of the propagated
deformation to be higher near the deformed shape. The strength gradually diminishes
away from the surface, with the deformed mesh blending into the original mesh at some
point. The distance of this point from the deformed surface is determined by a few user-
controlled constants in the blending functions. These constants determine the strength of
the propagation and, consequently, the distance to which the surface deformations would
propagate. The propagation of the surface deformations are done along the mesh lines
in the direction normal to the surface. In fact, the employed methodology of analytically
deforming the mesh is only possible due to the reliance on curvilinear mesh topologies
such as those of the O-mesh or C-mesh. The current mesh deformation routine is not
applicable for unstructured meshes, and those based on a Cartesian topology.

A zoomed-in image of the O-mesh for the NACA 0018 airfoil can be seen in Figure 17a.
The surface deformation for the NACA 0018 airfoil, shown in Figure 16, is transmitted into
the mesh using the mesh deformation routine. The resulting deformed mesh can be seen
in Figure 17b. The extreme deformations at the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil
have caused the mesh to stretch out in the curvilinear mesh coordinate direction along
the surface of the shape, which is the i-direction in the curvilinear coordinate system.
The original mesh, seen in Figure 17a, has a leading and trailing edge mesh resolution
in the i-direction that would be expected in a high Reynolds number RANS simulation
of an airfoil. The leading and trailing edges of an airfoil encounter high surface pres-
sure gradients and require finer mesh resolutions in the i-direction to resolve the changes
sufficiently. The deformed mesh, seen in Figure 17b, is the result of an arbitrarily large
deformation to demonstrate the robustness of ShapeOpt2D’s surface and mesh defor-
mation components. However, in an actual shape optimization, sufficient consideration
should be provided to constrain the leading and trailing edges in a manner that does not
result in such extreme mesh coarsening. Figure 18 shows the deformed mesh overlaid
on top of the original mesh for the NACA 0018 airfoil. It can be seen that the strength of
the deformation is higher when closer to the airfoil surface. The deformed mesh gradually
blends into the original mesh in a smooth and continuous manner. Figure 19a shows the
zoomed-in image of the deformed mesh overlaid on the original mesh. The cell resolution
in the direction normal to the surface i.e. the j-direction of the curvilinear mesh coordinate
system, is seen to be largely preserved. This is especially important in the near-surface
region to ensure that the viscous sub-layer is sufficiently resolved.

Next, we focus on the region highlighted yellow in Figure 19a, which can be seen in detail
in Figure 19b. Figure 19b shows the near trailing edge region for two deformed meshes.
The differently deformed meshes are produced by varying the blending function constants
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(a) Original mesh for NACA 0018 airfoil (b) Deformed mesh for NACA 0018 airfoil

Figure 17: Arbitrary deformation of the NACA 0018 mesh with EllipSys2D’s
mesh deformation routine.

Figure 18: Deformed mesh overlaid over the original mesh for NACA 0018
airfoil. The deformed mesh (in blue) blends in to the original mesh (in faded
red) away from the airfoil surface.
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that propagate the rotation of the surface normal vectors into the mesh. The red-box in
Figure 19b highlights the negative volumes produced in the deformed mesh denoted by
the blackmesh lines. In themesh represented by the black lines, the angular deformations
in the surface normal vectors are pushed farther into the mesh than the mesh denoted by
the blue lines. Even though the cell orthogonality in the mesh denoted by the black lines
is preserved to a larger distance from the surface, the high curvature present at the junc-
tion of the pressure side of the airfoil and the flat trailing edge causes the mesh lines to
overlap. Figure 19b demonstrates the importance of blending the surface deformations
into the original mesh, instead of applying them equally throughout the mesh. Propa-
gating the rotation of the surface normal vectors into the mesh without blending would
most likely result in degenerate meshes. Furthermore, careful consideration should be
given in selecting the blending constants in anticipation of large deformations at regions
of high surface curvature to prevent mesh degeneration. The blending constants should
be selected such that we get the benefit of preserving cell orthogonality in the high gra-
dient regions near the surface while preventing overlap of grid lines emanating from the
surface regions of high curvature.

The importance of propagating the angular deformations of the surface normal vectors
into the mesh is highlighted by comparing Figures 20a and 20b. Both figures focus on the
region highlighted yellow in Figure 19a, showing the high surface curvature present at the
junction of the pressure side of the airfoil and the flat trailing edge. The deformed mesh in
Figure 20a is generated by disabling the propagation of the angular deformations of the
surface normal vectors into the mesh. As a result, the cell-orthogonality in the mesh is
destroyed near the surface. Whereas, the cell orthogonality is preserved in the deformed
mesh generated by propagating the surface angular deformations into the mesh. This is
shown in Figure 20b.

A finite-difference approximation is used to compute the derivatives for the mesh defor-
mation component. The finite-difference based derivative computation is tightly integrated
with the EllipSys2D flow solver’s mesh deformation routine. The translational and angu-
lar deformations in the airfoil surface normals are propagated through the computational
mesh along the mesh lines emanating from the point, in the direction normal to the surface
i.e. the j-direction in the curvilinear coordinate system. Thus, for a deformation of a sur-
face point, only the computational mesh points along the mesh lines emanating from the
deformed surface point, and its two neighboring points are affected. As such we obtain
an extremely sparse Jacobian of the computational mesh with respect to the deformed
point. This sparsity pattern is exploited to perturb surface points simultaneously in order
to obtain the finite difference approximation of the derivative, dxmesh/dxsurf. A heuristic
coloring approach (Gebremedhin et al., 2005; M. T. Jones & Plassmann, 1993) is used to
generate the sparsity pattern once, and then reused during the optimization. This greatly
reduces the computational effort required to calculate the finite-difference based deriva-
tive during optimization.

1.1.3 EllipSys2D flow solver
The flow solver component takes the deformed computational mesh, returned by themesh
deformation component, as input. On solving the incompressible RANS equations, it com-
putes the integrated forces on the airfoil in the x- and y- directions of the global coordinate
system, attached to the domain. Other metrics, such as the surface pressure and skin
friction are also calculated. However, the current implementation of the ShapeOpt2D
framework only utilizes the integrated forces acting at the center of pressure to evaluate
airfoil performance. These forces are considered as the output of the flow solver compo-
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(a) Zoomed-in image of the deformed mesh overlaid over the original NACA 0018 airfoil
mesh. The yellow box highlights the area we zoom-in further in Figure 19b.

(b) Zoomed-in image of two deformed meshes produced by varying the blending con-
stants that propagate rotation of the surface normal vectors. The red-box highlights the
negative volumes produced in the deformed mesh denoted by the black lines.

Figure 19: Effect of the blending constants on the deformed mesh.
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(a) Zoomed-in image of the deformedmesh at the junction between the trailing edge
and the pressure side. Propagation of the angular deformations of the surface is
disabled.

(b) Zoomed-in image of the deformedmesh at the junction between the trailing edge
and the pressure side. Propagation of the angular deformations of the surface is
enabled.

Figure 20: High curvature regions near the trailing edge showcasing the ef-
fect of disabling the propagation of the angular surface deformations on cell
orthogonality.
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nent. In the ShapeOpt2D framework, input parameters to the flow solver that determine
the flow conditions are set at the beginning of the optimization, and remain constant dur-
ing the process. These input parameters include the domain boundary conditions and
the Reynolds number. Other solver settings, such as all the under-relaxation constants,
and the input settings required by the modified BoostConv method developed in Part I
Chapter 3 also remain constant throughout the optimization. The only altered variable is
the airfoil surface and in extension the computational mesh.

The EllipSys2D flow solver (Michelsen, 1992, 1994; Sørensen, 1995) has been intro-
duced earlier in Section 3.2.2, and is described here in brief. The solver is capable of
performing simulations in parallel using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library. It
solves the finite-volume discretization of the incompressible RANS equations on a block-
structured grid and in general curvilinear coordinates. The equations are discretized in
time using a second-order backward-difference scheme, and in space with a second or-
der central difference scheme for the diffusive terms. In the present work, the convective
terms are discretized with the third-order quadratic upwind interpolation for convection
kinematics (QUICK) (Leonard, 1979) scheme. The discretized equations are solved using
the predictor-corrector approach defined by the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations (SIMPLE) (Patankar & Spalding, 1972) algorithm and its variations. The mo-
mentum equations are solved at the predictor step using a red/black Gauss-Seidel solver.
In the corrector step the pressure-correction equation is solved using a multigrid solver
with the additive Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM) (Lui, 2001) enabling the subdomains
to be solved simultaneously in parallel. The state variables are stored at the cell centers in
a collocated arrangement. This arrangement is known to produce an odd-even pressure
decoupling, which is addressed by using the Rhie-Chow interpolation technique (Rhie &
Chow, 1983). Menter’s two-equation k-ω shear stress transport (SST) (Menter, 1993) is
used to model the turbulence.

1.1.4 Geometric properties of airfoil
In the ShapeOpt2D framework, the shape optimization of the airfoil is constrained using its
geometric properties. Common geometric properties of an airfoil are shown in Figure 21.
The leading edge and the trailing edge of the airfoil are connected by a line segment
known as the chord line, which is represented by the green dashed line in Figure 21. The
red dashed line represents the mean camber line, which can be defined as the locus of
points that are equidistant in the direction perpendicular to the chord line. The camber
line divides the airfoil in two surfaces, one above and the other below the line. The sur-
face of the airfoil above the camber line is also known as the upper surface. Similarly,
the surface below the camber line is called the lower surface. For symmetric airfoils, the
mean camber line and the chord line are co-incident. The maximum distance between the
mean camber line and the chord line is called the camber, and is a measure of the airfoil’s
curvature. The aerodynamic center is marked by the blue circle, and is located at a dis-
tance of approximately quarter of the chord length back from the leading edge, measured
along the chord line. The moment on the airfoil about the aerodynamic center is approxi-
mately invariant to a change in the angle of attack, granting it importance in airfoil design.
The thickness of the airfoil is the maximum distance between the upper and the lower
surface. In the ShapeOpt2D framework, these geometric properties are computed using
the parametric geometry library (PGL) tool, originally developed by Zahle (2022). PGL
uses splines to sufficiently resolve the airfoil profile to compute its geometrical properties
with the required accuracy. It can compute the position of the leading edge and trailing
edges for an arbitrary airfoil profile. If needed by the user, the airfoil points can be redis-
tributed to either increase or decrease the resolution. PGL also has features that support
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Figure 21: Sketch of an airfoil showing various geometrical properties. The
blue circle marks the location of the aerodynamic center, the green dashed
line shows the chord line, and the red dashed line shows the camber line.

the opening up of a profile with a sharp trailing edge according to a specified thickness. If
required, it can be closed to get a flat trailing edge, which is useful for generating meshes
used for CFD solvers. PGL is a feature rich and useful tool for airfoil characterization and
manipulation. The geometrical properties computed by PGL include:

• Positions of the leading and trailing edge.

• Points describing the upper and lower surface of the airfoil.

• Points describing the mean camber line of the airfoil.

• Value of camber.

• Value of maximum and minimum thickness of the airfoil and their positions on the
chord line.

• Signed curvature of the upper and lower airfoil surfaces.

• Maximum thickness of the upper and lower airfoil surfaces, and their positions on
the chord line.

• The angle between the upper and lower airfoil surfaces and the flat trailing edge.
The angle is evaluated with respect to the point where the respective surfaces meet
the flat trailing edge.

• Thickness distribution of the airfoil as a function of the chord line.

• Maximum thickness of the various discrete sections obtained on dividing the chord
line. The airfoil is discretized based on input provided by the user.

The complex step approximation of the first derivative can be given as,

∂g

∂x
≊
Im[g(x+ ih)]

h
(43)

where x is an independent variable, g is a function of x, and h is the step-size. The
complex step method was first introduced by Lyness and Moler (1967). It was improved
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and applied to obtain sensitivities of multidisciplinary solvers by Martins et al. (2003). The
complex-step method does not suffer from subtractive cancellation errors unlike the finite
difference approximations. Thus, a minimal step-size can be used to obtain machine
accurate gradients which are second order accurate. However, the complex step method
is devoid of round off errors only in approximating the first derivative. The complex-step
approach was further improved to obtain accurate results for approximating the second
derivate by Lai and Crassidis (2006) using Richardson extrapolations.

The complex-stepmethod is utilized to approximate the derivatives for the geometric prop-
erties component. The variables supplied by this component are used to constrain the
optimization. Since this component is written in Python, it is provided with innate support
for complex data types. The derivatives provided by the geometric properties compo-
nent only require the first derivative approximation. For computing the derivatives of the
geometric properties component the value of h is taken as 10−40.

1.1.5 Airfoil performance metrics
The final component in the ShapeOpt2D framework computes the metrics based on which
we evaluate the performance of the airfoil during optimization. This component takes the
integrated directional forces outputted from the flow solver component, as input. Airfoil
performance is evaluated by comparing the aerodynamic moment coefficient (Cm), lift
coefficient (Cl), drag coefficient (Cd) and the lift-over-drag ratio (Cl/Cd), also known as
the glide ratio.

On solving the RANS equations in the flow solver, the surface pressure distribution on the
airfoil is obtained. The pressure distribution is used to calculate the distributed pressure
forces on the surface. Similarly, the turbulent eddy viscosity, obtained on convergence
of the RANS flow solver, is added to the molecular viscosity, and utilized to calculate
the distributed forces due to the wall shear stress. The integration of these distributed
forces gives us the total aerodynamic force acting on the airfoil. The distributed forces
are used to compute the distributed moment which on integrating over the surface, gives
us the aerodynamic pitching moment. In EllipSys2D flow solver, the moment would be
computed about the mesh origin i.e. (x, y) = (0, 0), which is also generally the location
of the leading edge of the meshed airfoil. The moment then can be transferred to an
appropriate location on the airfoil. If, the integrated aerodynamic force is considered to be
centered at the center of pressure, which is the average location of the pressure variation
over the airfoil, then the pitching moment about the center of pressure would be zero.
But, the center of pressure along with the aerodynamic force, changes with the angle of
attack due to a change in the pressure and shear stress distribution. This causes issues
for airfoil design.

However, according to thin airfoil theory, a point exists about which the pitching moment of
the airfoil is invariant to angle of attack. The location of this point is called the aerodynamic
center. It has been, both theoretically and experimentally, found to be at a location that
is approximately quarter chord, aft from the leading edge of the airfoil. The quarter chord
location of the aerodynamic center is fixed for a low-speed, subsonic, thin airfoil. Due to
its convenience for airfoil design, the aerodynamic force is considered to be located at the
aerodynamic center.

The aerodynamic force acting at the aerodynamic center of the airfoil can be split into
two components. The lift force is the component of the aerodynamic force of the airfoil
that is perpendicular to the direction of the oncoming flow. Whereas, the drag force is the
component that is parallel to the oncoming flow direction. In the ShapeOpt2D framework,
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Figure 22: Sketch of an airfoil showing the direction of the oncoming relative
flow velocity, Vrel, at an angle of attack, α. The direction of the lift force, L,
the drag force, D, the aerodynamic force component in the x-direction, Fx,
and the aerodynamic force component in the y-direction, Fy, are shown. The
blue circle marks the location of the aerodynamic center, the green dashed
line shows the chord line, and the red dashed line shows the camber line.

the lift and drag force are computed from the directional aerodynamic forces obtained
from the flow solver. The lift and drag forces are given as,

L = Fy cos(α)− Fx sin(α) (44)
D = Fy sin(α) + Fx cos(α) (45)

where α is the angle of attack, and is the acute angle between the direction of the oncom-
ing flow relative to the airfoil and the chord line. Figure 22 shows the sketch of an airfoil,
with representations of the various components of the aerodynamic force, including the lift
force, L, the drag force, D, the aerodynamic force component in the x-direction, Fx, and
the aerodynamic force component in the y-direction, Fy. The direction of the oncoming
relative flow velocity, Vrel, at an angle of attack, α, is also shown. The force components
are shown to be concentrated at the aerodynamic center, marked by a blue circle. The
chord line, shown by the green-dashed line, is aligned with the x-direction of the coordi-
nate system. Thus, the component of the aerodynamic force in the x-direction, Fx, is at
an angle equal to the angle of attack, α, with the direction of the drag force, D. Similarly,
the component of the aerodynamic force in the y-direction, Fy, is at an angle equal to the
angle of attack, α, with the direction of the lift force, L. Note, since we are computing the
aerodynamic forces on a 2D airfoil, they are always dimensionally represented as force
per unit length, or by the unit Nm−1.

The lift and drag force can be normalized by dynamic pressure of the oncoming flow times
the reference area of the airfoil surface. For the two-dimensional airfoil, the reference area
is represented by the chord length times the unit width. The lift and drag coefficients are
given by,

Cl =
L

1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (46)

Cd =
D

1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (47)

where L is the lift force,D is the drag force, c is the chord length of the airfoil, ρ is the den-
sity and Vrel is the magnitude of the oncoming wind velocity relative to the airfoil. Finally,
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the lift over drag ratio gives a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency. In general, a high
lift over drag ratio is preferred. The airfoil lift over drag ratio can be expressed in terms of
the lift and drag coefficients as,

L

D
=
Cl

Cd
. (48)

On substituting Equations (44) and (45) in Equations (46) and (47), respectively, we ob-
tain the lift and drag coefficients in terms of the Forces Fx and Fy. The reformulated
expressions for the lift coefficient, drag coefficient and lit-over-drag ratio are given as,

Cl =
Fy cos(α)− Fx sin(α)

1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (49)

Cd =
Fy sin(α) + Fx cos(α)

1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (50)

Cl

Cd
=
Fy cos(α)− Fx sin(α)

Fy sin(α) + Fx cos(α)
, (51)

(52)

The supplied gradients are analytically computed with respect to the forces Fx and Fy.
The gradient of Cl with respect to Fx and Fy, for a given angle of attack is,

dCl

dFx
=

− sin(α)
1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (53)

dCl

dFy
=

cos(α)
1

2
ρV 2

relc
. (54)

Similarly, the gradient Cd with respect to Fx and Fy, for a given angle of attack is,

dCd

dFx
=

cos(α)
1

2
ρV 2

relc
, (55)

dCd

dFy
=

sin(α)
1

2
ρV 2

relc
. (56)

The gradient ofCl/Cd with respect toFx andFy, for a given angle of attack can be obtained
by using the quotient rule. The gradient is given as,

d (Cl/Cd)

dFx
=

 1
1

2
ρV 2

relc

(− sin(α)Cd − cos(α)Cl

C2
d

)
, (57)

d (Cl/Cd)

dFy
=

 1
1

2
ρV 2

relc

(cos(α)Cd − sin(α)Cl

C2
d

)
. (58)

where the expressions for Cl and Cd are given in Equations (49) and (50), respectively.
The gradients of the lift-over-drag ratio with respect to the forces, vary non-linearly with the
forces, Fx and Fy. This is indicative of a possibly poor performance of a finite-difference
based gradient computation.
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1.2 Computing the derivatives
The OpenMDAO framework’s API developed by Gray et al. (2019), is used to provide
the interfacing between the various components of the ShapeOpt2D framework. It unifies
the various components into a single non-linear system of equations. OpenMDAO imple-
ments the unified derivatives concept through the modular analysis and unified derivative
(MAUD) architecture developed by Hwang and Martins (2018). The MAUD architecture
separates the components of a multidisciplinary model in separate modules, allowing for
data-flow between them. The array of models coupled via the MAUD architecture are
formulated as a single system of nonlinear equations. This single “unified” model is then
linearized using the unified derivative concept presented by Martins and Hwang (2013).

The unified derivative approach makes the derivative computations independent of the
nature of the components and the data flow between them. Without the MAUD architec-
ture, the components that are expressed as explicit functions could use the chain rule to
compute their derivatives. On the other hand, the components that are functions of implic-
itly determined variables would require an adjoint or a tangent-linear approach to compute
their derivatives. Importantly, without the MAUD architecture, the derivative computation
for the optimization would depend largely on the order and methodology used to compute
the derivatives of each component of the framework. The MAUD architecture provides
a framework to combine the various methods of computing derivatives into a single ap-
proach, known as the unified derivative. This approach requires the components of an
optimization framework to be expressed as a single nonlinear system of equations that
is formulated implicitly. The OpenMDAO API automatically reformulates all the compo-
nents, whether explicit or implicit, into a single, implicit nonlinear system of equations. As
a result, all the component variables are expressed in a single vector of unknowns, u.
The vector of unknowns includes, input variables, output variables, and both, explicit and
implicit variables. The single “unified” model is then expressed as R(u) = 0, where R
is the residual function representing the single nonlinear system. The resulting unified
derivative equation (taken from Gray et al. (2019)) is then expressed as,[

∂R

∂u

] [
du

dr

]
= I =

[
∂R

∂u

]T [du
dr

]T
, (59)

where I is the identity matrix, and the vector r is the residual of the unknowns and rep-
resents the constraints. In Equation (59), the left-hand side of the identity matrix shows
the tangent-linear or forward form of the derivatives. Whereas, the right-hand side of
the identity matrix shows the adjoint or the reverse form of the derivatives. The partial
derivative term, ∂R/∂u, captures the explicit dependence of the single model R = 0 on
the variables of the single nonlinear system. Whereas, the total derivative term, du/dr,
captures the implicit dependence between the various variables of the single nonlinear
system of equations.

For more details on the implementation of MAUD in the OpenMDAO framework, and the
working details of the OpenMDAO API, the reader is referred to the work by Gray et al.
(2019). An in-depth presentation of the unified derivative concept can be found in the
work by Martins and Hwang (2013). And the introduction to the MAUD architecture is
found in the work by Hwang and Martins (2018). The reader should use these works to
get further acquainted with the powerful and robust approach of the unified derivative.

In ShapeOpt2D, all the components have been expressed as explicit functions in the
OpenMDAO framework. As noted earlier in this section, the OpenMDAO API will auto-
matically express the optimization framework into a single, implicit nonlinear system of
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equations that is linearized using the MAUD concept. However, for illustrative purposes,
we express the total derivative of the unified model output with respect to the input using
the chain rule. As shown in the XDSM figure for the ShapeOpt2D framework, the optimizer
seeks to optimize the objective function, f , with respect to the input design variables, xDV

subject to the constraints, c. The totality of the components and the data flow shown in
Figure 15 can be considered as a single model, with f as the model output and xDV as
the input. Thus, the optimizer requires the total derivative of the objective, f , with respect
to the design variables, xDV . In the ShapeOpt2D framework, the design variables, xDV ,
are given by the FFD control points, xcp. While, the objective function, f , is typically the
output of the airfoil performance metric component, and can include the lift coefficient (Cl),
drag coefficient (Cd), lift-over-drag ratio (Cl/Cd) or a combination. For example, the total
derivative for a gradient-based shape optimization of an airfoil with the lift coefficient as
the objective can be given by the chain rule as shown in Equation (60):

dCl

dxcp
=

(
dCl

dF

)
·
(

dF

dxmesh

)
·
(
dxmesh
dxsurf

)
·
(
dxsurf
dxcp

)
, (60)

whereCl is the lift coefficient, F represents the vector of integral forces on the airfoil, xmesh
is the vector of computational mesh points used to compute the flow in EllipSys2D, xsurf is
the vector of coordinate points defining the airfoil surface and xcp is the vector of control
points that controls the parametrized airfoil profile. In Equation (60), every component
needs to supply the explicit derivative of its output with respect to its input. Alternatively,
the total derivative of the objective with respect to the design variables, dCl/dxcp, can be
computed by treating the unified model as a “black-box” in OpenMDAO. Thus, instead
of propagating the derivatives through the components using chain-rule, either a finite
difference or complex-step approximation can be used to estimate the total derivative,
dCl/dxcp.

In this work, we supply the explicit derivatives for each component shown in Figure 15.
The derivatives for the geometry deformation component, and the airfoil performance
metrics component, are computed using analytic expressions. A finite difference approx-
imation accelerated by coloring, is used to compute the derivatives for the mesh defor-
mation component. The complex-step method is utilized to approximate the derivatives
for the geometric properties component. The RANS equations depends on the state vari-
ables which are implicitly determined. But we have cast the flow solver as an explicit
function with the integrated forces on the airfoil as the output, that relies on the input of
computational mesh. Instead, we solve the total derivative, dF /dxmesh, within the flow
solver component using the adjoint method. The development of the adjoint solver for
the EllipSys2D flow solver is a massive undertaking, and has been provided an in-depth
treatment in Part III of this thesis. The verification of the gradient accuracy computed us-
ing the chain rule is performed by approximating the total derivative of the unified model
as a “black-box” through OpenMDAO.
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Part III

Flow solver gradients: The EllipSys2D
discrete adjoint solver



1 Background and motivation

This part presents the development of a discrete adjoint solver for the flow solver Ellip-
Sys2D. The linearization for obtaining the adjoint method is performed on the discretized
RANS system of equations, and hence the developed gradient solver is called the dis-
crete adjoint solver. The discrete adjoint method was first used by Bristow and Hawk
(1982, 1983) in panel methods for designing subsonic wings. The choice of the discrete
adjoint method is strongly motivated by an existing developmental effort that is underway
at DTU Wind and Energy Systems towards a discrete adjoint solver for the 3D version
of the in-house RANS-CFD code, called EllipSys3D. More details on the initial stages of
development of the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys3D can be found in the PhD thesis
by M. H. A. Madsen (2019). Our primary reason in selecting the discrete adjoint method
to build the adjoint solver for EllipSys2D, is to maintain consistency across the two adjoint
solvers.

Even though this is the case, the choice of the discrete adjoint solver can also be indepen-
dently motivated. The alternative to the discrete adjoint is the continuous adjoint. In the
continuous adjoint approach, the adjoint for the continuous, non-discretized form of the
RANS system of equations would be derived. The continuous formulation of the adjoint
equation would then be discretized before solving for the linearized terms. The continu-
ous adjoint approach was first applied in 1973 by Pironneau (1973) for Stokes equations,
followed by the incompressible Euler equations Pironneau (1974). Jameson (1988) first
derived the adjoint for the compressible, Euler equations and applied it for optimization
of airfoils and an aircraft wing experiencing transonic flow. There is no consensus as to
which approach is better, as both approaches have been shown to provide sufficient gra-
dient accuracy, with the errors arising mainly due to the accuracy of the methods adopted
in computing the derivative terms such as the finite difference approximation (Dwight &
Brezillon, 2009; Peter & Dwight, 2010). M. B. Giles and Pierce (2000) provides argu-
ments favoring the discrete adjoint approach, whereas Reuther et al. (1996), belonging
to the group that carried on the work started by Jameson (1988), advocate the use of the
continuous approach. These works also provide reviews of the early research in the fields
of both discrete and continuous adjoints, and the reader is directed to them for more on
the topic. Nadarajah and Jameson (2001) applied both the discrete and continuous ad-
joint approaches to the Navier-Stokes equations and compared the implementations by
using the sensitivities in viscous inverse design and drag minimization of airfoils. Upon
comparison, they presented a compromise suggesting the use of the continuous adjoint
approach in the interior of the domain, whereas they formulate the boundary conditions
with the discrete adjoint approach for solving the discretized continuous adjoint equations.

The arguments in favor of, and against, both, the discrete and continuous adjoint ap-
proaches, are given in the works by M. B. Giles and Pierce (2000), Nadarajah and Jame-
son (2001), and Reuther et al. (1996) and have been compiled later by Peter and Dwight
(2010). The general arguments in favor of the discrete adjoint approach are the following:

• With the discrete adjoint approach we obtain the exact gradient of the objective
function. This consistency is vital for convergence of optimization problems. Their
agreement also makes it easier to verify and debug the discrete adjoint code dur-
ing its implementation. In contrast, the verification and debugging is considerably
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more difficult for the discretized continuous adjoint implementation. This is because,
for the discretized continuous adjoint, the error source could either be in the code
implementation or due to the discretization errors resulting in inexact gradients.

• The code development for the discrete adjoint is comparatively straightforward than
for the continuous adjoint. Algorithmic differentiation (Griewank & Walther, 2008)
tools such as Tapenade (Hascoet & Pascual, 2013) makes it convenient to obtain
machine accurate gradients. On the other hand, domain-specific knowledge is re-
quired to discretize the continuous adjoint equations (Peter & Dwight, 2010).

• If a fixed point approach (Christianson, 1994; M. B. Giles, 2002) is used to solve the
discrete adjoint system then the convergence of the fixed-point discrete adjoint sys-
tem has the same convergence properties as the flow solver. On the other hand, the
discretization of the continuous adjoint equation is different from the discretization
used for the flow solver, and the same is true for their convergence properties.

• As noted by Nadarajah and Jameson (2001), the continuous adjoint equations are
not suited for objective functions that involve evaluation of the skin-friction gradi-
ent. Special treatment of the boundary conditions might be required based on the
objective function chosen for the optimization. In comparison, the discrete adjoint
approach does not face such issues.

• According to Peter and Dwight (2010), the source terms in the turbulence models
complicate the derivation of the continuous adjoint and the authors weren’t able to
find literature addressing effectively the continuous adjoint derivations of turbulence
models in a generalized manner. Earlier attempts neglected the variation in tur-
bulent eddy viscosity and assumed it to be constant. Furthermore, addressing the
analytical derivations of min and max functions in turbulence models proved to be
difficult. However, new research has emerged that has addressed these issues for
steady-state, incompressible RANS equations. Zymaris et al. (2009) derived the
continuous adjoint for the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model by taking into account
the variations in eddy viscosity. Papoutsis-Kiachagias et al. (2015) derived the con-
tinuous adjoint for the Launder-Sharma k-ϵ turbulence model. Lastly, Kavvadias
et al. (2015) derived the continuous adjoint for Menter’s k-ω SST turbulence model
with wall functions. The sensitivities from all three derived continuous adjoints were
verified with reference values computed using finite differences.

In comparison, the application of the discrete adjoint method to include turbulence
models is relatively simpler.

The main advantages of adopting the continuous adjoint approach stem from the ease of
implementation of the discretized continuous adjoint equations and lower computational
costs, in terms of both floating point operation count and memory usage. Another ad-
vantage of the continuous adjoint approach is that it grants a clarity towards the physical
significance of the adjoint variables and the role played by the boundary conditions of
the discretized adjoint system (M. B. Giles & Pierce, 2000). The physical interpretation
of the adjoint variables using the continuous adjoint formulation for compressible Euler
equations when studying shock waves has been presented by M. Giles et al. (1997).

From the discussions presented above, there are clear advantages, in terms of code
implementation and complexity, of applying the discrete adjoint approach for EllipSys2D
which is an existing industrial-scale, steady-state, incompressible, RANS flow solver.
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1.1 Motivation from a ShapeOpt2D standpoint
In order to perform gradient-based aerodynamic shape optimization of an airfoil, we need
to compute the total derivative of the objective function with respect to the design vari-
ables. The airfoil profile is often parametrized and controlled using control points which
act as the design variables. Any changes to these control points are transferred to the
airfoil profile via a parametrization model, and in turn any changes to the airfoil profile
are propagated to the computational mesh used by the flow solver using a mesh defor-
mation model. The flow solver solves the flow physics on the deformed computational
mesh and outputs, among other quantities, the surface and pressure forces experienced
by the deformed airfoil. These forces are utilized to compute the airfoil performance met-
rics such as the airfoil lift coefficient (Cl), drag coefficient (Cd), moment coefficient (Cm)
and the lift-to-drag ratio (Cl/Cd) also known as the glide ratio. Either one or a combination
of these airfoil coefficients are often used as objective functions in a typical airfoil shape
optimization.

Initial:

x0DV

Optimal:

x∗DV

0, 6 → 1:

Optimizer

1 :

xDV = xcp

5 :

Constraints: c(xDV ), dc/dxDV

1 :

Geometry deformation

2 :

xsurf

2 :

xsurf

2 :

Mesh deformation
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xmesh
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Flow solver
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w∗ : xmesh,Fx ,Fy

4 :

Fx ,Fy

5 :

dFx/dxmesh, dFy/dxmesh

3 :

Discrete adjoint solver

5 :

Objective: f (w , xmesh), df/dxDV

4 :

Airfoil performance metrics

5 :

Constraints: c(xprops), dc/dxDV

2 :

Geometric properties

Figure 23: ShapeOpt2D framework with gradients of the integrated forces
in the x- and y- coordinate directions on the airfoil with respect to the mesh
points, supplied by the discrete adjoint solver.

The total derivative for a gradient-based shape optimization of an airfoil with the lift coef-
ficient as the objective can be given by the chain rule as shown in Equation (61):

dCl

dxcp
=

(
dCl

dF

)
·
(

dF

dxmesh

)
·
(
dxmesh
dxsurf

)
·
(
dxsurf
dxcp

)
, (61)

where Cl is the lift coefficient, F represents the vector of integral forces on the airfoil,
xmesh is the vector of computational mesh points used to compute the flow in EllipSys2D,
xsurf is the vector of coordinate points defining the airfoil surface and xcp is the vector of
control points that controls the parametrized airfoil profile. Figure 23 shows the extended
design structure matrix (XDSM) for the ShapeOpt2D optimization framework with the flow
solver gradients of the integrated forces on the airfoil in the x- and y- coordinate directions
with respect to the mesh points, supplied by the discrete adjoint solver.

From Equation (61), it is clear that one of the most integral parts of the optimization frame-
work is the computation of the total derivative of the flow solver output, which are normally
the surface and pressure forces on the airfoil, with respect to the computational mesh
points. The forces on the airfoil, F , not only depend on the mesh points but also on the
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flow state variables that are determined by the solution of the RANS equations as,

F = f(xmesh,w), (62)

wherew is the vector of flow state variables for the RANS system and typically consists of
quantities such as the flow velocities in the x- and y- coordinate directions, pressure and
turbulence quantities dependent on the turbulence closure model being applied. Each of
these quantities are evaluated at the cell centers of the finite volume computational mesh.

If we consider only one of the directional forces, then the total derivative for the flow solver
dF /dxmesh is a vector that can be represented using the chain rule as shown below in
Equation (63),

dF

dxmesh
(1×nmesh)

=
∂F

∂xmesh
(1×nmesh)

+
∂F

∂w

(1×nstate)

· dw

dxmesh

(nstate×nmesh)

, (63)

where nmesh is the number of mesh points and nstate is the number of elements in the
flow state variable vector w. Computation of the solution Jacobian, dw/dxmesh, using
finite differences would require solving the RANS system nmesh times. This means that
if it takes niter iterations of the flow solver to converge to a solution on a given mesh, we
would require niter × nmesh iterations of the flow solver to compute the solution Jacobian.
This process is computationally expensive for CFD meshes that would provide sufficient
resolution of the flow. For example, for 2D airfoil flows the number of mesh points is typi-
cally in the order of 104 and would require anywhere between 103-104 orders of magnitude
of flow solver iterations to find a converged solution. To compute the solution Jacobian
for such a case would then require approximately 107-108 iterations of the flow solver. We
would be able to greatly speed up the computation of the total derivative term, dF /dxmesh,
if the computation of the solution Jacobian, dw/dxmesh, could either be avoided or its de-
pendency on the number of mesh points be eliminated.

We have described a special scenario above. However, normally we would propagate
the gradients from the geometry and mesh deformation components to the flow solver
component. As such that if we do want to use forward mode then we would need the same
amount of solves as the number of control points utilized for the Free-form deformation
(FFD) based parametrization of the airfoil shape.

1.2 The adjoint equation
As stated in Section 1.1, there is a need to address the computational cost of computing
the total derivative of the output of the flow solver with respect to the computational mesh
i.e. dF /dxmesh. The issue can be addressed by re-formulating the total derivative equa-
tion shown in Equation (63) to take into account the RANS equations that relate the state
flow variables, w, with the computational domain, xmesh.
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The discretized RANS equations can be represented in terms of the state residuals as
R(w,xmesh). It is important to note that the state solution, w, is itself an implicit function
of the computational mesh, xmesh, related through the residual system, R(w,xmesh). A
solution, w∗, to the RANS equations for a given computational mesh, xmesh, is obtained
when the residuals are zero,

R(w∗,xmesh) = 0. (64)

Equation (64) represents the main assumption in our reformulation of the total derivative
equation. On taking the total derivative of R(w,xmesh) with respect to the computational
mesh, xmesh, evaluated at the solution state, w∗, we get,

dR(w,xmesh)

dxmesh

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

= 0. (65)

We now apply the chain rule to Equation (65) to get

∂R(w,xmesh)

∂xmesh

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

+
∂R(w,xmesh)

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

· dw

dxmesh

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

= 0. (66)

Equation (66) is called the tangent-linear system, and can be re-written to obtain an ex-
pression for the solution Jacobian, dw/dxmesh, in terms of the residual system,R(w,xmesh),
as,

dw

dxmesh

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

= −
(
∂R(w,xmesh)

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

)−1

· ∂R(w,xmesh)

∂xmesh

∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

. (67)

On substituting Equation (67) in Equation (63), we get the new expression for the total
derivative as,

dF

dxmesh
(1×nmesh)

=
∂F

∂xmesh
(1×nmesh)

+
∂F

∂w
(1×nstate)

·
(
∂R

∂w

)−1

(nstate×nstate)

· ∂R

∂xmesh
(nstate×nmesh)

. (68)

Note that it follows from the assumptionsmade earlier in Equation (64) that the total deriva-
tive shown in Equation (68) is evaluated at the state solution,w∗. The product of the terms
∂F/∂w and (∂R/∂w)−1 in Equation (68) can be computed by solving the linear system
shown in Equation (69), (

∂R

∂w

)T

ψ =

(
∂F

∂w

)T

. (69)

Equation (69) is called the adjoint equation and ψ is the adjoint vector. The adjoint vector
is substituted in Equation (68) to compute the total derivative as,

dF

dxmesh
=

∂F

∂xmesh
−ψT ∂R

∂xmesh
. (70)

By eliminating the solution Jacobian, dw/dxmesh, we have now recast the total derivative
expression to be dependent on the residual of the RANS equations, R(w,xmesh), evalu-
ated at a converged point, w = w∗, for a given mesh. As a consequence, even if we use
finite differences to compute all the gradients, we no longer need to spend a large com-
putational effort of niter × nmesh flow solver iterations in computing the solution Jacobian
dw/dxmesh. Instead, we converge the flow solver once to obtainw∗ for a given set of input
mesh points. All the gradient computations would now take place about this converged
solution state, w∗. Using finite differences to compute the partial derivative terms such
as ∂R/∂w and ∂R/∂xmesh, requires performing one iteration of the flow solver nstate and
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nmesh times, respectively. Thus, the computational effort in computing the total derivative
of the flow solver is drastically reduced.

Furthermore, the partial derivative terms in the adjoint equation shown in Equation (69)
are independent of the input mesh, xmesh. This implies that solving the adjoint equation
once would allow us to compute the entire total derivative vector for all the input mesh
points. The adjoint approach is best suited for computing the total derivative when the
number of input variables are much larger than the number of output variables.

The main objective of developing an adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is to compute the total
derivative shown in Equation (70). The total derivative is computed by computing its
constituents in the following order:

R→ ∂R

∂w
→ ∂R

∂xmesh
→ dw

dxmesh
→ ∂F

∂w
→ ψ → ∂F

∂xmesh
. (71)

The computation of each term, except for dw/dxmesh, shown in Equation (71) is addressed
in Chapter 2 in this part. Normally, it is recommended that dw/dxmesh be evaluated dur-
ing adjoint code development as a verification tool. It is a means of verifying the com-
puted total derivative against that obtained by solving the tangent-linear system, making
it essential for debugging. Furthermore, this term provides a physically interpretable vi-
sualization, providing a physical sanity check. However, as we are closely following the
methodology laid down by M. H. A. Madsen (2019) for the development of the discrete
adjoint for EllipSys3D, we have skipped showing its implementation here.

1.3 Solution of the adjoint system: Fixed-point approach Vs.
Krylov approach

For the discrete adjoint solver, two popular approaches exist to solve the adjoint system
shown in Equation (69).

1.3.1 Fixed-point approach
The fixed-point approach was first developed in the works by M. Giles et al. (2001), M. B.
Giles (2002), and M. B. Giles et al. (2003), based on the research of Christianson (1994).
This approach has been widely adopted for compressible and implicit flow solvers. For an
overview of the various applications of the fixed-point approach the reader is directed to
Peter and Dwight (2010). The application of the fixed-point approach to the discrete ad-
joint of SIMPLE-alogrithm based RANS flow solvers is limited. For an in-depth treatment,
the reader is referred to the works by Akbarzadeh et al. (2015), Auvinen et al. (2014),
D. Jones et al. (2012), and D. Jones et al. (2011), Towara and Naumann (2018). Here,
we briefly present the fixed-point approach for explanation purposes. The reader should
refer to the above stated and associated literature for implementation details.

The discretized RANS equations can be represented in terms of the state residuals,
R(w,x), where the state variables, w, and the design variables, x, are related implic-
itly. The solution state, w∗, for a given x is obtained when the residuals are zero,

R(w∗, x) = 0. (72)

Note that Equation (72) is similar to Equation (64), except that now we represent the
design variables, x, in a general sense. A CFD solver usually drives the residualR(w,x)
to zero by iteratively solving the discretized systems. The state variables at the end of
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an iteration, wk+1, can be given in terms of the state variables at the end of the previous
step, wk, as,

wk+1 =M(wk, x)R(wk, x), (73)

where k represents the current iteration step of the solver and the coefficient matrix,M ,
represents the iterative method. On taking the derivative of Equation (73) with respect to
x evaluated at the converged solution of Equation (73), i.e. w = w∗, we get,(

dw

dx

)k+1
∣∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

= M(w,x)|w=w∗ ·

[
∂R

∂w

(
dw

dx

)k
+
∂R

∂x

]∣∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

, (74)

where the term on the right-hand side in the parenthesis, [.], is the residual of the tangent-
linear system, similar to that shown earlier in Equation (66). Thus, Equation (74) is an
iterative solver for the tangent-linear system analogous to the iterative flow solver shown in
Equation (73), and using the same iterative method,M . At convergence of Equation (74),
the tangent-linear residual, dR/dx, would be driven to zero, and we get,(

dw

dx

)k+1
∣∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

≈
(
dw

dx

)k
∣∣∣∣∣
w=w∗

. (75)

Since, both fixed point iterations use the same iterative scheme M , the convergence
properties of the fixed-point flow solver are innately transferred to the tangent-linear fixed-
point solver. As long as the linearization of the flow solver is exact, and is about the
fully converged solution of the flow solver, w∗, the asymptotic rate of convergence of
the flow solver be transferred to the tangent-linear solver (Peter & Dwight, 2010). Thus, a
convergent flow solver will guarantee the convergence of a tangent-linear solver. Similarly,
the fixed-point adjoint solver can be constructed from the flow solver as,

ψk+1
∣∣∣
w=w∗

= M(w,x)T
∣∣
w=w∗ ·

[(
∂R

∂w

)T

ψk −
(
∂F

∂w

)T
]∣∣∣∣∣

w=w∗

, (76)

where the term on the right-hand side in the parenthesis, [.], is the residual of the adjoint
system, similar to that shown earlier in Equation (69). In Equation (76), the fixed-point
adjoint solver is operated on by the transpose of the matrix representing the iterative
method, MT , unlike the flow solver which has the iterative method matrix, M . Even
though this is the case, a real matrix and its transpose have the same eigenspectrum. As
such, the convergence properties of the flow solver will also be transferred to the fixed-
point adjoint solver provided the linearization is about the exact solution of the flow solver.
The transpose of the iterative method operator has an effect on the order of operations
carried out in the code. For example consider the iterative method represented by two
operations in the order A1, followed by A2, represented as M = A2 · A1. Then, the
transposed method operator would be MT = AT

1 · AT
2 , implying that, in practice, we

would need to execute the operations of A2, before executing the operations of A1. The
largest benefit of the fixed-point approach is that it would not require the storage of the
Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, and as such, have low memory needs. This is similar to the iterative
flow solver, in which we would not assemble and store the coefficient matrix of the RANS
system. Since the tangent-liner fixed-point approach uses the same iterative method
as the flow solver, we would require calls to the differentiated subroutines of the flow-
solver, showcasing ease of implementation. However, for the adjoint fixed-point solver,
a reverse differentiation of the flow solver subroutine would be required, along with a
reversal of the order in which the flow solver subroutines are themselves called. M. Giles
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et al. (2005) points to the non-intuitive nature of the reverse-mode differentiation, and
the tedious and error-prone method of implementing such a differentiation. However,
with algorithmic differentiation tools such as Tapenade (Hascoet & Pascual, 2013), the
process of differentiating the code in reverse-mode can be eased significantly. The fixed-
point approach also has the benefit of code re-usability from the flow solver, as it does
not require implementation of residual subroutines and assembly of the partial derivative
terms.

On the other hand, one of the major disadvantages of the fixed-point iteration approach
is lack of robustness. The very property that provides the fixed-point adjoint solver with
the same convergence property as that of the flow solver can sometimes backfire. In
industrial flow cases, there are often situations when the flow solver does not converge
deeply and is only partially converged, or stalled. This can be either due to the stability of
the iterative method itself, or in case of RANS flow solvers, is seen during unsteady flow
phenomena such as massive flow separation. Such non-stationary behavior of the flow
violates the RANS assumption of flow stationarity. In such cases, the basic assumption
of the discrete adjoint system is violated. The assumption being that the linearization is
performed about a solution of the RANS system. As a consequence, in such cases the
fixed-point adjoint solver diverges.

Peter and Dwight (2010) suggests the use of flow stabilization methods like the Krylov
methods to stabilize the flow solver and the fixed-point adjoint solver. Campobasso and
Giles (2004) first applied the Krylov-inspired recursive projection method (RPM) (Renac,
2010). The method identifies the most diverging eigenmode of the iterative system and
suppresses it using Newton iterations. Dwight and Brezillon (2009) and Mavriplis (2007)
have applied RPM to stabilize both the flow solver and the associated fixed-point solver.

Another drawback of the linear fixed-point iteration method is the dependence of the so-
lution at the current iteration, on the information obtained only from the solution at the
previous iteration. Since, information from its iteration history is not being used, the rate
of convergence of a fixed-point solver is always linear (G. K. Kenway et al., 2019).

In summary, the benefits of the fixed-point approach include:

• Transference of convergence property of the flow solver to the fixed-point adjoint
solver, resulting in the same rates of convergence for both.

• Non-requirement of Jacobian assembly results in low memory footprint.

• Code re-usability of the flow solver, and ease of maintenance.

The main disadvantage of the fixed-point approach is:

• Divergence of fixed-point adjoint solver when the flow solver residual stalls or does
not converge deeply enough. Occurs for most industrial cases.

• Linear rate of convergence of fixed-point solvers.

1.3.2 Krylov approach

Alternatively, as suggested by G. K. Kenway et al. (2019), the Krylov-inspired GMRES
(Saad & Schultz, 1986) method can be used to solve an assembled the adjoint system.
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The GMRES method stores the residual history spanning a Krylov subspace of span n,

Kn = span{r0,Ar0,A2r0, ...,A
n−1r0} (77)

where the matrixA is (∂R/∂w)T , or the transpose of the Jacobian from the adjoint system
shown in Equation (69). The vector r0 is the initial residual of the adjoint system and is
given as,

r0 =

(
∂R

∂w

)T

ψ0 −
(
∂F

∂w

)T

(78)

where ψ0 is the initial guess for the solution with the GMRES solver. Compared to the
fixed-point approach, the so-called “Krylov approach” presented by G. K. Kenway et al.
(2019), lacks the benefits presented by the fixed-point approach straight out-of-the-box.
Without any further changes to the fixed-point iterative scheme of an existing industrial
scale flow solver, the “Krylov approach” does not guarantee convergence for a conver-
gent flow solver. Moreover, a straightforward application of the “Krylov approach” would
require the Jacobian (∂R/∂w)T to be assembled and stored, resulting in a much larger
memory footprint than the fixed-point approach. In terms of code development, the “Krylov
approach” is much more involved than the fixed-point approach and has a relatively larger
developmental and maintenance cost. Furthermore, since the adjoint system, shown in
Equation (69), with an exact Jacobian, (∂R/∂w)T , is solved with the GMRES method,
the conditioning (i.e. the spectrum) of the Jacobian is essential for convergence. Turbu-
lent flow problems with complex flow phenomena are often ill-conditioned and as such
an effective preconditioner is required to create a well-conditioned system before solving
it using the GMRES method. However, a general-purpose preconditioner that is guar-
anteed to be effective does not exist, making the issue problem specific G. K. Kenway
et al. (2019). We have faced such issues during the development of the discrete adjoint
solver for EllipSys2D using the “Krylov approach”, and have addressed some issues due
to ill-conditioning, later in Section 2.2.7.

However, the biggest advantage of using the “Krylov approach” over the fixed-point ap-
proach is the robustness granted to the solution of the adjoint system. The convergence
property of the adjoint system using the “Krylov approach” is independent of the conver-
gence property of the iterative flow solver. As a consequence, a non-convergent flow
solver or one that has stalled resulting in limit cycle oscillations, would not determine the
outcome of the GMRES solver’s convergence. The inherent robustness granted by the
GMRES solver in handling ill-conditioned problems with poor spectral properties allows it
to converge in cases when the flow solver is stalled or non-convergent. This robustness
makes the “Krylov approach” well suited when sensitivities for flows with complex phe-
nomena, such as those typically observed in industrial cases, are required. Additionally,
the robustness in solving the adjoint system is obtained without the need for additional
code development and problem specific considerations required for the Krylov-based sta-
bilization methods utilized for divergent fixed-point adjoint solvers.

Finally, many of the drawbacks faced by the straightforward application of the “Krylov ap-
proach” can be alleviated. Graph-based coloring techniques (Gebremedhin et al., 2005)
can be used to leverage the underlying sparsity structures within the Jacobian, (∂R/∂w)T ,
to provide an efficiently assemble and store the derivative. As shown by P. He et al.
(2018), G. K. Kenway et al. (2019), and M. H. A. Madsen (2019), the underlying structure
of the Jacobian, (∂R/∂w)T , is extremely sparse, and is dependent on both, the mesh
topology and the discretization stencils used for discretizing the flow solvers. For ex-
ample, the block-structured curvilinear mesh topologies provides for a block-structured
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Jacobian. Also, the Jacobian is coarser for low order discretization schemes than the
higher order schemes. When computing the Jacobian, using say finite differencing, we
can simultaneously perturb all the elements of the Jacobian that do not influence each
other. Graph-coloring provides large savings on computational cost in terms of floating
point operations, and sparse storage greatly reduces memory usage. Further savings in
computational time and memory involved in constructing the Jacobian, (∂R/∂w)T , can
be achieved by performing matrix-free GMRES iterations. However, G. K. Kenway et al.
(2019) states that to perform matrix-free GMRES we would need reverse-mode algorith-
mic differentiation to compute the matrix-vector products.

Some applications of the “Krylov approach” applied to SIMPLE-algorithm based flow solvers
can be found in the works by Dilgen et al. (2018), P. He et al. (2018), M. H. A. Madsen
(2019), and Roth and Ulbrich (2013).
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2 Development of discrete adjoint solver
for EllipSys2D

The computation of each term, except for dw/dxmesh, shown in Equation (71) is addressed
here.

2.1 Flow residuals: R
In this section, we briefly reintroduce the EllipSys2D flow solver to provide a short de-
scription that is relevant for the computation of the flow residuals. In Section 2.1.2, we
showcase the RANS equations for two-dimensional, incompressible, steady-state flows.
In Section 2.1.3, we highlight the SIMPLE procedure and introduce the discretized RANS
equations. This is followed by Section 2.1.4, where we describe the two equation turbu-
lence model used in this work. In Section 2.1.5, we use the knowledge described in the
previous sections to compute the flow state residuals.

2.1.1 EllipSys2D flow solver

As mentioned earlier in Section 3.2.2, the EllipSys2D flow solver (Michelsen, 1992, 1994;
Sørensen, 1995) solves the discretized incompressible RANS equations using the semi-
implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) (Patankar & Spalding, 1972) algo-
rithm. The finite-volume discretization method is used to discretize the RANS equations
in general curvilinear coordinates on a block-structured mesh. The equations are dis-
cretized in time using a second-order backward-difference scheme, and in space with a
second order central difference scheme for the diffusive terms. In the present work, the
convective terms are discretized with the third-order quadratic upwind interpolation for
convection kinematics (QUICK) (Leonard, 1979) scheme. A cell-centered or collocated
grid strategy is used to compute and store the state variables such as the velocity in the
x- coordinate direction (u), velocity in the y-coordinate direction (v), and the pressure (p).
Other state variables, such those obtained from solving the k-ω SST turbulence model’s
(Menter, 1993) transport equations, are also computed and stored at the cell centers.
On the other hand, the linearization of the RANS equations produces additional variables
such as the face fluxes across the cell faces in each coordinate direction (C1 and C2).
These are computed and stored at the cell-face centers and not the cell centers.

In EllipSys2D, we utilize the iterative SIMPLE algorithm to solve the discretized equations
in a predictor-corrector approach. Every iteration of the flow solver has a predictor step
and a corrector step. In the predictor step, the momentum equations are solved using
a red/black Gauss-Seidel solver. In the corrector step, the pressure-correction equation
is solved using a multigrid solver with the additive Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM)
enabling the subdomains to be solved simultaneously in parallel. The corrected velocity,
pressure and face flux values obtained at the end of an iteration are used as the starting
point for the next iteration. The iterations are continued until the specified convergence
criteria are met.
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2.1.2 Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
The two-dimensional, steady-state, incompressible RANS equations in their differential
form are given using tensor notation as,

∂ρui
∂xi

= 0, for i ∈ {1, 2} (79)

∂ (ρuiuj)

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection

− ∂

∂xj

[
µeff

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+
∂p

∂xi︸︷︷︸
pressure

= Si︸︷︷︸
source

, for i, j ∈ {1, 2} (80)

(81)

where ρ is the density which is a constant term for incompressible flow, Si represents the
external source terms such as body forces, and µeff is the effective viscosity term which
itself is the summation of the viscosity and the turbulent eddy viscosity. The expression
for the effective viscosity is given as,

µeff = µ+ µt. (82)

The turbulent eddy viscosity µt is the result of the Boussinesq hypothesis that relates
the Reynolds stress tensor to be proportional to the mean strain rate tensor. It is the
basic assumption of the two equation k-ω SST turbulence model and is computed by
solving additional transport equations introduced by these models. More information on
turbulence modeling and the derivation of the RANS equations can be obtained in Pope
(2000). Equation (79) is the continuity equation and Equation (80) represents the mo-
mentum equations. The momentum equations shown above, can be used to determine
the velocity components u and v. But we lack an equation to determine the pressure
p. Furthermore, since the density in an incompressible flow is assumed to be invariant,
the continuity equation, which guarantees mass conservation, cannot be used to deter-
mine the pressure. However, by taking the divergence of the momentum equations we
can combine the momentum equations and the continuity equations to give a Poisson
equation for the pressure. For a pressure that satisfies the derived pressure equation we
obtain a divergence free velocity field. The pressure equation for a constant density and
body force is shown below in Equation (83) as,

∂

∂xi

[
∂p

∂xi

]
= − ∂

∂xi

[
∂ (ρuiuj)

∂xj
− µeff

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)]
, for i, j ∈ {1, 2}. (83)

In accordance with the finite volume method, we reformulate the RANS equations shown
in Equations (79) and (80) in their integral form and discretize them. On discretization, we
obtain additional terms for the face fluxes that are located at the face centers for the finite
volume cells. Whereas, the rest of the state variables, such as velocities and pressure,
are computed at the cell centers. As a consequence, to compute the face-fluxes Rhie-
Chow interpolation is used to interpolate the cell-centered velocities computed from the
discretized momentum equations onto the cell faces. Since we use an iterative solver
to solve the discretized RANS equations, a Poisson equation for a pressure correction
term pc is used instead of directly solving for the pressure. The pressure at the end of
an iteration then can be obtained by using the pressure value at an older level plus the
pressure correction as,

pnew = pold + pc. (84)
where pnew is the pressure at the end of the iteration and pold is the pressure value from
the previous iteration. Discussion about the motivation and derivation of the pressure
correction equation can be found in Ferziger et al. (2002, see chapter 7).
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2.1.3 RANS solution using SIMPLE
In the SIMPLE algorithm, the discretized momentum equations are first solved using the
pressure obtained from either the previous iteration (pold) or an initial guess (p0).

The finite volume discretization of the momentum equations shown in Equation (80) is
given as,

AP · uP +
∑
N

AN · uN = Su, (85)

where P represents a cell center and N its neighboring cell centers, AP and AN repre-
sents the coefficient matrices for the velocity vectors, uP and uN , at cell centers and their
neighboring cell centers, respectively. Su is the source term that includes the discretized
form of the pressure term from Equation (80), and contributions from the discretization of
the parts of the convective and diffusive terms that are being treated explicitly.

The convection term ∂ (ρuiuj) /∂xj in the momentum equation shown in Equation (80)
includes a product of velocity terms. When integrating over the cell volume, we apply
the Gauss divergence theorem and obtain the convective term represented as a surface
integral over the faces enclosing the cell volume. The integral form of the convective term
reads as, ∫

S
ρuiv · n̂dS (86)

where v is the velocity vector and n̂ is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface enclos-
ing the cell volume S and is directed outwards. In the discrete form, the surface integral
is approximated as the component of the convective flux vector in the direction normal to
the cell face, summed over the faces of the cell.∫

S
ρuiv · n̂dS =

∑
faces

ρuiv · n̂Sf , (87)

where Sf is the magnitude of the area of a cell face. But since it involves a product of two
velocity terms, the term is non-linear. In order to be able to represent it in the equation
shown in Equation (85), we need to linearize the discrete convective term. This is done by
considering the product of the velocity with the cell face area as another variable, C (cell-
face flux), that does not depend on the velocity being computed in the discrete momentum
equation. The discrete convection term expressed with the cell-face flux is shown below
in Equation (88): ∫

S
ρuiv · n̂dS =

∑
faces

ρuiv · n̂Sf =
∑
faces

ρCui. (88)

During the solution of the momentum equation, the value of the cell face-flux C is deter-
mined by using the velocity at the previous iteration uold or the initial guess u0, and it reads
as, ∑

faces

(
vold · n̂Sf

)
ui =

∑
faces

Cui. (89)

The discretized continuity equation given in Equation (79), is given as,∑
faces

C = 0, (90)

where C represents the velocity face fluxes. On solution of the momentum equations in
the predictor step, we compute velocity face fluxes C∗. Since the velocity and pressure
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terms are collocated at the cell-centers, Rhie-Chow interpolation (Rhie & Chow, 1983) is
utilized to obtain the face fluxes at the cell face centers from the velocities at the neighbor-
ing cell centers. However, C∗ does not satisfy the continuity equation as it is computed
using the interpolated cell centered velocities obtained after solving the discretized mo-
mentum equation shown in Equation (85). Thus, there is a need for a face-flux correction
Cc that would allow us to satisfy the discrete continuity equation shown in Equation (90).
The face flux C would then read as,

C = C∗ + Cc. (91)

On substituting Equation (91) in Equation (90), the continuity equation would then read
as, ∑

faces

(C∗ + Cc) = 0. (92)

The discrete pressure correction equation is then obtained by substituting the correction
term Cc in Equation (91). The pressure correction term is shown below as,

aP · pcP +
∑
N

aN · pcN = Smass, (93)

where P represents a cell center andN its neighboring cell centers, aP and aN represents
the coefficient matrices for the vectors with pressure corrections, pcP and pcN , at cell centers
and their neighboring cell centers, respectively. Smass is the source term for the pressure
correction equation that represents the mass imbalance resulting from the discretized
fluxes C∗ computed after the predictor step, and reads as,

Smass =
∑
faces

C∗. (94)

At convergence the continuity equation is satisfied and the mass imbalance,
∑

faces

C∗, ap-

proaches zero. Similarly, at convergence with Smass = 0, we obtain a pressure correction
term, pc, and by extension the cell-face flux correction term, Cc, that also approach zero.

On solving the pressure correction equation, shown in Equation (93), we can obtain the
pressure update term as,

pnewP = poldP + αpp
c
P , (95)

where pnewP is the pressure for cell-centers, P , evaluated at the end of the iteration, poldP

is the pressure value from the previous iteration, and αp is an under-relaxation constant.
The motivation for the inclusion of the under-relaxation constant has been discussed in
Ferziger et al. (2002, see page 216, chapter 7). At the end of every iteration of the SIM-
PLE algorithm, the pressure correction term, pcP , is used to correct the velocities computed
in the predictor step and also to correct the velocity face fluxes via Cc, shown in Equa-
tion (92), thus enforcing strict continuity.

For an in-depth treatment of the application of the SIMPLE method the reader is directed
to Patankar and Spalding (1972) and Ferziger et al. (2002, see chapters 7 and 8). In
the above discussion the continuous and discrete equations were presented for a flow in
a physical Cartesian coordinate system. However, the EllipSys2D flow solver utilizes a
generalized curvilinear coordinate system which adds many more terms to the equations
and requires special attention. For the derivation of the RANS equations and the corre-
sponding discretized terms in the generalized curvilinear coordinate system, the reader
is directed to the work by Sørensen (1995). For a brief treatment of the terms in the
generalized coordinate system as applicable to the EllipSys2D flow solver the reader is
recommended the work by M. H. A. Madsen (2019, see chapter 6).
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2.1.4 Turbulence modeling
In this work, we use the k − ω SST (Shear-Stress Transport) scheme (Menter, 1993) to
model the turbulence and obtain the expression for the eddy-viscosity (µt). The k − ω
SST model is obtained by linearly blending the Wilcox k − ω model (Wilcox, 1988), and
the k − ϵ model (W. Jones & Launder, 1973) that has been transformed into a k − ω
formulation. The blending allows the resulting model to be as robust and accurate as
the Wilcox k − ω model in the near wall region while at the same time, unlike the Wilcox
model, be independent of the free stream in the outer part of the boundary layer, inheriting
the property of the k − ϵ model. Finally, in the k − ω SST model, the expression for the
eddy-viscosity from the Wilcox k − ω model is modified to account for the transport of
the turbulent shear stress. The SST modification allows for an accurate prediction of the
separation for flows with severe adverse pressure gradients, such as those encountered
in airfoil flows at high angles of attack.

The k− ω SST model requires solving two scalar transport equations for k and ω. For an
incompressible, steady-state flow they are given as,

∂ρujk

∂xj
− ∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σkµt)

∂k

∂xj

]
= µt

∂ui
∂xj

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

production

− β∗ρkω︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation

, (96)

∂ρujω

∂xj
− ∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σωµt)

∂ω

∂xj

]
= γρ

∂ui
∂xj

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

production

− βρω2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation

(97)

+ 2ρ (1− F1)σω2
1

ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
cross diffusion

. (98)

The expression for the eddy viscosity (µt) is given as,

µt =
ρa1k

max(a1ω;F2Ω)
, (99)

whereΩ is the vorticity. For an explanation of the various constants F1, F2, σω, σω2, σk, β∗,
β, γ, and a1 in Equations (96), (98) and (99), and their recommended values the reader is
referred to the work by Menter (1993). Their discussion and explanation is out of scope
of this work.

The discretization of the scalar transport equations for the k − ω SST turbulence model
follows the discretization shown below for the k and ω terms,

AP · ϕP +
∑
N

AN · ϕN = Sϕ, (100)

where P represents a cell center and N its neighboring cell-centers, AP and AN repre-
sents the coefficient matrices for the scalars, ϕP and ϕN , at cell-centers and their neigh-
boring cell-centers, respectively. Sϕ is the source term that includes the discretized form
of the production and dissipation terms from Equation (96) for k, and from Equation (98)
for ω. For the ω transport equation, the source term also includes the discretized cross-
diffusion term shown in Equation (98).

During the discretization process, the negative source terms, namely the dissipation for
the k-transport equation, and the sum of the cross-diffusion and dissipation terms in the
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ω-transport equation, are added to the left-hand side of their respective linearized discrete
equations. Bringing them to the left-hand side makes the negative right-hand side terms
positive, thus increasing the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrices AP and AN ,
and leading to improved numerical stability. As such, the production terms are being
treated explicitly, whereas the dissipation and cross-diffusion terms are treated implicitly.

2.1.5 Computing the flow residual vector: R
Since, the RANS flow solver based on the SIMPLE-algorithm is a fixed-point solver, we do
not construct the residual form of the equations. However, we have adopted the so-called
“Krylov approach” for solving the adjoint system. This approach requires the assembly of
the Jacobian for the adjoint system. As such we need to construct the residuals for our
flow solver. The need to construct the flow residuals could have been avoided if we had
instead selected the fixed-point approach to solve the adjoint system.

Ideally, the flow residual vector for the 2D flow problem would contain the five primitive
states that include the velocity residuals in two components (u and v), the pressure resid-
ual (p), and the states of the k-ω SST turbulencemodel represented by the turbulent kinetic
energy k and the specific dissipation rate ω. All the above-mentioned state variables are
computed for the collocated or cell-centered grid arrangement, and as such are stored at
the cell centers.

But the construction of the residual vector becomes complicated due to the presence of
additional variables than the primitive state variables. In particular, during the linearization
of the momentum equations in Section 2.1.3, we dealt with the non-linear convection term
by introducing a new variable for the cell-face flux C. For the discrete momentum equa-
tion, the cell-face flux is computed explicitly using the cell-face velocity values lagged by
an iteration. However, we compute the cell-face velocities (and in extension the face-flux
C) using the interpolation of the cell-center velocities obtained by solving the momentum
equation. And in the momentum equation, we not only depend on pressure but also the
eddy viscosity which itself relies on the k and ω values obtained through the solution of
the k and ω scalar transport equations. As a consequence the cell-face flux C depends
on all the other primitive state variables. The cell-face flux C contributes directly to the
computation of the momentum residuals Ru and Rv. Roth and Ulbrich (2013) suggest an
elegant solution to the issue by treating the cell face-fluxes C as independent state vari-
ables along with the other primitive state variables. Now, we get two extra state variables
representing the cell face-fluxes C1 and C2, in the two spatial directions defined by the
curvilinear coordinate system adopted in EllipSys2D.

The reader should take note that we treat the cell-face fluxes directionally, following the
treatment in Roth and Ulbrich (2013), and not cell-wise. In a structured grid adopted in
EllipSys2D, any two-dimensional finite volume cell has 4 faces. Each spatial direction, in
both the physical and curvilinear coordinate systems, will have 2 faces along any particular
direction. In our formulation of the cell-face flux, we sum up the contributions of the two
faces in a particular direction per cell. For the directional treatment of cell-face fluxes, the
discrete continuity equation shown in Equation (90) would read as,∑

faces

C = C1|e − C1|w + C2|n − C2|s , (101)

where e,w,n and s stands for the cell-faces that are east, west, north and south of the cell
center. In Equation (101), the directional flux C1 has the eastern and western cell faces in
its direction. Whereas, the flux C2 has the northern and southern cell faces in its direction.
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These cell-face fluxes are located at the cell-face centers in each direction. Alternatively,
the cell-face fluxes could have been considered for each cell-face separately. In this
scenario, we would get four cell-face flux values for every finite volume cell. Such a ‘cell-
based’ approach has been adopted by Dilgen et al. (2018), and for the 2D flow problem
would have resulted in a total of 4 unique cell-face flux state variables for each cell.

The vector for independent flow state variables w now reads,

w = [u v p C1 C2 k ω]T . (102)

Similarly, the residual vector R can be given as,

R = [Ru Rv Rp RC1 RC2 Rk Rω]
T . (103)

The residuals for the transport equations involving the u-momentum (Ru), v-momentum
(Rv), turbulent kinetic energy k (Rk) and the turbulent dissipation rate ω (Rω) are com-
puted from their respective discretized equations as,

Ru = Su −

(
Au

P · uP +
∑
N

Au
N · uN

)
, (104)

Rv = Sv −

(
Av

P · vP +
∑
N

Av
N · vN

)
, (105)

Rk = Sk −

(
Ak

P · kP +
∑
N

Ak
N · kN

)
, (106)

Rω = Sω −

(
Aω

P · ωP +
∑
N

Aω
N · ωN

)
, (107)

where Aϕ
P represent the coefficient matrix for the cell-centers P of a given state variable

ϕ, Aϕ
N represents the coefficient matrix for the neighboring four cell-centers of P , and

Sϕ represents the source term vector. The residual for pressure, which represents the
fulfillment of the continuity equation, is calculated at convergence of the flow solver.

Considering the pressure update equation, shown in Equation (95), we can express the
pressure residual as,

Rp = pnewP −
(
poldP + αpp

c
P

)
, (108)

where pnew is the pressure at cell-center P evaluated at the end of the iteration, poldP is
the pressure value from the previous iteration, and αp is an under-relaxation constant. In
a SIMPLE iteration, the pressure correction is computed using the discretized equation
shown in Equation (93). On inserting the expression for the pressure correction at cell-
centers pcP in Equation (108) we can reformulate the pressure residual expression as,

Rp = pnewP −

(
poldP +

αp

aP

[
Smass −

∑
N

aNp
c
N

])
. (109)

At convergence, the pressure correction term approaches zero, pc ≈ 0 and the pressure
at the previous iteration pold ≈ pnew. And since we are interested in the gradients about the
converged state of the 2D flow problem, we do not need to treat the pressure correction
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term pc as an independent state variable. At convergence, the expression for the pressure
residual can be re-expressed as,

Rp = −αp

aP
Smass, (110)

where aP is the coefficient for the pressure correction equation for cell-centers P , αp is
the under-relaxation constant and Smass is the mass imbalance term resulting from the
discretized fluxes C∗ computed after the predictor step using Rhie-Chow’s momentum
interpolation. The expression for the mass imbalance term is shown in Equation (94).

The residual for the directional face fluxesRC1 andRC2 can be computed using the rela-
tion shown in Equation (91). The expression for the face-flux residuals reads as,

RCi = Ci − (C∗
i + Cc

i ) , for i ∈ {1, 2}, (111)

where C is the cell-face flux that satisfies the continuity equation shown in Equation (90),
C∗ is the cell-face flux computed in the predictor step of SIMPLE using Rhie-Chow inter-
polation to determine the cell-face velocities, and Cc is the cell-face flux correction. At
convergence, with the pressure correction term approaching zero, pc ≈ 0, we also obtain
the cell-face flux correction term approaching zero, Cc ≈ 0. At convergence, the cell-face
flux residual reads as,

RCi = Ci − C∗
i , for i ∈ {1, 2}. (112)

Implementing the residual expressions shown above in code, requires that each residual
has its own separate subroutine, which for the current setup amounts to seven subrou-
tines. In each subroutine we mimic the calls to the various components of the SIMPLE
algorithm from the EllipSys2D flow solver, required to compute the residual of concern.
The Fortran subroutine definition for computing the u-momentum residual Ru in the dis-
crete adjoint solver coded for EllipSys2D is shown in the code snippet shown in Listing 1.
A code snippet showing the computation of the u-momentum residual, using the coded

Listing 1 Fortran subroutine definition for computing the u-momentum residual, Ru.
1 subroutine Calc_Res_U(u,v,p,flowksi,floweta
2 & ,te,omega,ns_BC,ResU)
3 ! u = u-velocity
4 ! v = v-velocity
5 ! p = pressure
6 ! te = turbulent kinetic energy (k)
7 ! omega = turbulent dissipation rate
8 ! ns_BC = boundary conditions for the domain
9 ! Res_U = outputs the computed u-momentum residual

version of the equation shown in Equation (104), is shown here in Listing 2.
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Listing 2 Fortran code snippet for computing the u-momentum residual, Ru.
1 do n=1,BPP
2 do j=2,bsize+1;do i=2,bsize+1
3 ResU(i,j,n) = tmp_sup(i,j,n)-tmp_apui(i,j,n)*u(i,j,n)
4 & -tmp_awm(i,j,n)*u(i-1,j,n)-tmp_aem(i,j,n)*u(i+1,j,n)
5 & -tmp_asm(i,j,n)*u(i,j-1,n)-tmp_anm(i,j,n)*u(i,j+1,n)
6 end do; end do
7 end do
8 ! equation: ResU = Source - Ap*Up - Sum[Anb * Unb]
9 ! u = u-velocity

10 ! Res_U = outputs the computed u-momentum residual
11 ! tmp_sup: source term
12 ! tmp_apui = influence coefficient at cell center P
13 ! tmp_awm = influence coefficient for cell center west of P
14 ! tmp_aem = influence coefficient for cell center east of P
15 ! tmp_anm = influence coefficient for cell center north of P
16 ! tmp_asm = influence coefficient for cell center south of P
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2.2 Computing the total derivative
Having detailed the methodology to assemble the state residuals in Section 2.1, we now
assemble the partial derivative matrices and vectors, required to compute the total deriva-
tive shown in Equation (70), which is repeated below,

dF

dxmesh
=

∂F

∂xmesh
−ψT ∂R

∂xmesh
, (113)

where ψ is the adjoint vector obtained through the solution of the adjoint equation shown
in Equation (69). The adjoint equation is repeated below,(

∂R

∂w

)T

ψ =

(
∂F

∂w

)T

, (114)

We use a finite difference approximation to compute the partials, and in particular the
forward difference approach. The forward difference approximation for an element of the
generic Jacobian ∂Y /∂X in the ith row and jth column can be given as,

∂Yi
∂Xj

≊
Yi(Xj + ϵ)− Yi(Xj)

ϵ
, (115)

where ϵ is the finite difference step.

In the remainder of the section, we describe the computation of the four partial derivative
terms, ∂R/∂w, ∂F/∂w, ∂R/∂xmesh, ∂F/∂xmesh and the adjoint vector, ψ.

2.2.1 Jacobian: ∂R/∂w
The ∂R/∂w partial derivative is the immediate change in the residual vector R shown
in Equation (103) with respect to the vector of independent state variables w shown in
Equation (102). The residual vector R consists of sub-vectors for each of the state vari-
ables, such as Ru for the state variable vector u, with every element in the sub-vectors
corresponding to their evaluation points at mesh cell-centers or cell-faces. Since we have
seven sub-vectors in the residual vector R, for seven sub-vectors of state variables in w,
the Jacobian matrix ∂R/∂w will consist of 49 sub-matrices. The structure of the Jacobian
in terms of its various sub-Jacobians is shown in Equation (116).

∂R

∂w
=



∂Ru

∂u

∂Ru

∂v

∂Ru

∂p

∂Ru

∂C1

∂Ru

∂C2

∂Ru

∂k

∂Ru

∂ω

∂Rv

∂u

. . .
...

∂Rp

∂u

. . .
...

∂RC1

∂u

. . .
...

∂RC2

∂u

. . .
...

∂Rk

∂u

. . .
...

∂Rω

∂u
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

∂Rω

∂ω



(116)
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In Equation (116), the size of each sub-Jacobian term will be determined by the state vari-
ables that are involved. The cell-centered state-variable vectors and their residuals will
have a size equal to the number of cells,Ncell, in the computational domain. Whereas, the
size of the sub-Jacobian involving the face-centered state-variable vectors will depend on
a few factors, and is a bit more involved. One of the factors is the mesh topology and
connectivity at the mesh boundaries in the principle mesh coordinate directions. Let ncelli

denote the number of cells in the principle i-direction in the mesh coordinate system. Sim-
ilarly, let ncellj denote the number of cells in the principle j-direction in the mesh coordinate
system. Then the number of cells in the mesh, Ncell, is given as,

Ncell = ncelli × ncellj . (117)

Unlike cells, faces have a directional property. An individual mesh cell will have 2 faces
in the i-direction and 2 faces in the j-direction. But in the mesh, all the faces that are not
on an external boundary, are considered internal, and will be shared by connected mesh
cells.

Now, let us consider the example of a rectangular mesh. In this case the principle mesh
coordinate system is aligned with the two sides of the rectangle. Let the total number of
faces in the i-direction in the entire mesh be denoted byN face

i . Similarly, let the total num-
ber of faces in the j-direction in the entire mesh be denoted by N face

j . For the rectangular
mesh, the total number of faces in the i- and j- directions are given as,

N face
i = (ncelli + 1)× ncellj , (118)

N face
j = (ncellj + 1)× ncelli . (119)

In the ∂R/∂w matrix we have five cell-centered and two face-centered state variables.
Then, for the rectangular mesh, the expression for both the number of rows and columns
of the ∂R/∂w matrix will be given as,

Nrow/col = 5Ncell +N face
i +N face

j ,

= 7Ncell + ncelli + ncellj .
(120)

For the O-mesh topology, like the one shown in Figure 24, the principle i-direction is
aligned along the surface of the geometry, and the principle j-direction is aligned along the
normal direction to the surface of the geometry. As such, there are no external boundaries
in the principle i-direction. The first and the last mesh cells along the i-direction share an
internal face. Thus, for the O-mesh, the total number of faces in the i- and j- directions
are given as,

N face
i = ncelli × ncellj , (121)

N face
j = (ncellj + 1)× ncelli . (122)

Consequently, the number of rows and columns of the ∂R/∂w matrix for an O-mesh
topology will be given as,

Nrow/col = 7Ncell + ncelli . (123)

There are points to consider regarding the size of the ∂R/∂w matrix with mixed cell-
centered and state-centered variables. First, the mesh topology plays an important role in
determining the number of face centers, and thus the resultant size. Second, the number
of rows and columns of the matrix can be said to be approximately equal to 7Ncell, making
the size approximately equal to (7Ncell × 7Ncell). This is possible since, ncelli/j << Ncell.
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In the current implementation, the ∂R/∂w matrix is generated by perturbing a column of
the matrix by a finite difference step-size ϵ. The partial derivative is then computed for all
the elements of the rows associated with the column being perturbed using Equation (115).
The current implementation requires 7Ncell perturbations to generate the ∂R/∂w matrix.
P. He et al. (2018) refers to this approach of computing the ∂R/∂w as a “naive” imple-
mentation. The method is “naive”, as we currently do not take advantage of the sparsity
and connectivity patterns present in the ∂R/∂w matrix to simultaneously perturb multiple
columns that influence rows which are independent of each other.

The general procedure for computing the ∂R/∂w matrix is shown in Algorithm 1. We
implement the procedure to compute the ∂R/∂w matrix as a separate subroutine. On
convergence of the flow solver, we obtain the residuals at convergence by first calling
the residual functions for each independent state variable. These residuals are the refer-
ence residuals at the converged state w∗ about which we compute the partial derivative,
following the procedure in Algorithm 1. The Fortran subroutine definition for the ∂R/∂w
subroutine in the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is shown in Listing 3.

Algorithm 1 Computing ∂R/∂w
Compute reference residuals at converged state w∗;
for States: s = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

for Mesh cells: j = 1,. . . ,Ncell do
Perturb state variable i at mesh cell j by finite-difference step ϵ;
Call residual function;
for Residual i = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

Compute partial derivative using finite-difference approximation;
Insert gradients into the matrix;

end for
end for

end for

Listing 3 Fortran subroutine definition for computing, ∂R/∂w.
1 subroutine Calc_dRdW(u, v, p, C1, C2, te, omega,
2 & ns_BC, step)
3 ! u = u-velocity
4 ! v = v-velocity
5 ! p = pressure
6 ! te = turbulent kinetic energy (k)
7 ! omega = turbulent dissipation rate
8 ! ns_BC = boundary conditions for the domain
9 ! step = step-size for the finite difference approximation

2.2.2 Jacobian: ∂R/∂x
The ∂R/∂x matrix is the immediate change in the residual vector with respect to the
change in the input variable x. In the current design of the ShapeOpt2D framework,
we have considered the input x to be the computational mesh xmesh, as explained in
Section 1.1. Alternatively, we could have chosen to propagate the gradients from the
ShapeOpt2D framework’s upstream mesh and surface deformation components, shown
in Equation (61), allowing us to select the input x to be the design variables xcp. But we
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have chosen to restrict x, to the inputs of our flow solver that include the boundary inflow
conditions and the computational mesh. In the current design of the ShapeOpt2D frame-
work, obtaining the gradient of the output of our flow solver with respect to the change in
the computational mesh is of paramount importance. Our segregated design approach,
provides flexibility to maintain and upgrade the different parts of the ShapeOpt2D frame-
work independently of each other. Thus, the choice of the input x will directly affect the
size of the ∂R/∂x matrix and its associated computational cost. In this work, we will in-
troduce the computation of the ∂R/∂x matrix with the assumption that the computational
mesh xmesh is chosen as the input x. However, we have also implemented a version that
considers the boundary conditions of the flow problems as the input x.

The ∂R/∂xmesh structure is shown in Equation (124).

∂R

∂xmesh
=



∂Ru

∂x1

∂Ru

∂x2
. . . . . . . . .

∂Ru

∂x2Nvertex−1

∂Ru

∂x2Nvertex

∂Rv

∂x1

. . .
...

∂Rp

∂x1

. . .
...

∂RC1

∂x1

. . .
...

∂RC2

∂x1

. . .
...

∂Rk

∂x1

. . .
...

∂Rω

∂x1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

∂Rω

∂x2Nvertex



(124)

In Equation (124), the number of rows are determined by the total of the mixed cell and
face-centered residual terms in the residual vector. For the 2D flow problem, each mesh
vertex point xn has two components, the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate in the global
Cartesian coordinate system. The residual vector is equal to a size of approximately
(7Ncell) and the mesh is equal to a size of 2Nvertex, resulting in the size of 7Ncell× 2Nvertex
for the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix. In the current implementation of the discrete adjoint solver, we
also consider the mesh vertex points that define the ghost cells as part of the mesh. The
number of mesh vertices, Nvertex, can be given in terms of the number of internal mesh
cells in the principle mesh coordinate directions, ncelli and ncellj , by,

Nvertex = (ncelli + 3)× (ncellj + 3),

= Ncell + 3(ncelli + ncellj ) + 9.
(125)

The internal mesh vertices (marked by blue circles), the ghost mesh vertices (marked by
red crosses) along with the internal cell centers (marked by gray squares) can be seen
in Figure 24. In the figure, the O-mesh has 8 internal cells and 11 mesh vertices in the
i-direction oriented along the surface of the airfoil. Similarly, it has 8 internal cells and 11
mesh vertices in the j-direction oriented along the normal to the surface of the airfoil.
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Figure 24: O-mesh used for testing and verification with 8 cells in the i-
direction oriented along the surface of the airfoil, and 8 cells in the j-direction
oriented along the normal to the surface of the airfoil.
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The partial derivative is computed using finite difference approximation, by perturbing
each of the 2Nvertex columns. Similar to the computation of the ∂R/∂w matrix, we follow
a “naive” approach to the implementation and do not exploit any sparsity and connectivity
patterns using a graph-coloring method. For the “naive” implementation, the computation
cost of the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix scales with the number of mesh points 2Nvertex. But the cost
is still considerably smaller than the cost of computing the ∂R/∂w matrix with the “naive”
approach. Currently, the number of function calls in the computation of the ∂R/∂w matrix
is approximately 3.5 times larger. Thus, in the current implementation the ∂R/∂w matrix
serves as the bottleneck in terms of the scaling of the computational cost with problem
size.

The general procedure for computing the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Computing ∂R/∂xmesh
Compute reference residuals at converged state w∗;
for States: s = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

for Mesh cells: j = 1,. . . ,2Ncell do
Perturb the mesh point j by finite-difference step ϵ;
Re-compute mesh cell face areas and cell volumes;
Call residual function;
for Residual i = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

Compute partial derivative using finite-difference approximation;
Insert gradients into the matrix;

end for
Reset the mesh to its original state

end for
end for

The ∂R/∂xmesh is implemented as a separate subroutine in the discrete adjoint solver for
EllipSys2D. The subroutine definition is shown in the code snippet in Listing 4.

Listing 4 Fortran subroutine definition for computing, ∂R/∂xmesh.
1 subroutine Calc_dRdX(u,v,p,C1,C2,te,omega
2 & ,ns_BC,step,Xidx)
3 ! u = u-velocity
4 ! v = v-velocity
5 ! p = pressure
6 ! te = turbulent kinetic energy (k)
7 ! omega = turbulent dissipation rate
8 ! ns_BC = boundary conditions for the domain
9 ! step = step-size for the finite difference approximation

10 ! Xidx = index of the boundary conditions to be perturbed
11 ! Note: Xidx used only when design variable is not the

mesh
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2.2.3 Partial derivative vector: ∂F/∂w
The partial derivative vector ∂F/∂w is the immediate change in the output of the flow
solver F with respect to the vector of state variables w. The current architecture of the
ShapeOpt2D framework requires the output F to be one of the integrated forces on the air-
foil in the x-coordinate and y-coordinate directions. In the current setup, the x-coordinate
direction represents the direction along the line segment between the leading edge and
the trailing edge of the airfoil. With the positive direction being towards the trailing edge.
The y-coordinate direction is perpendicular to the line segment joining the leading edge
and trailing edge of the airfoil, and is positive towards the suction side. To consider the
airfoil lift, drag, moment or the glide ratio as the objective function, both the directional
integrated forces Fx and Fy, and their total derivatives with respect to the computational
mesh xmesh are required. Thus, the variable F is generally single valued.

The partial derivative of F with respect tow is a vector of an approximate size of 1×7Ncell.
Note that the number of elements of the vector are equal to that of w. The ∂F/∂w vector
is shown in terms of its sub-vectors with respect to each state variable in Equation (126).

∂F

∂w
=

[
∂F

∂u

∂F

∂v

∂F

∂p

∂F

∂C1

∂F

∂C2

∂F

∂k

∂F

∂ω

]
. (126)

A “naive” approach is used to compute the gradient using finite-difference approximation.
First, a reference value of the integrated force is computed at the converged state w∗. In
this approach, we perturb each element ofw and record the corresponding change in the
integrated output force F on the airfoil. Then we utilize the finite difference approximation
shown in Equation (115) to compute the gradient and insert it into the vector. The algorithm
followed to compute the partial derivative is shown in Algorithm 4. The computation of the

Algorithm 3 Computing ∂F/∂w
Compute reference integrated force at converged state w∗;
for States: s = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

for Mesh cells: j = 1,. . . ,Ncell do
Perturb the state s at mesh cell j by finite-difference step ϵ;
Call integrated force function;
Compute partial derivative using finite-difference approximation;
Insert gradient into the vector;

end for
end for

∂F/∂w vector is implemented as a subroutine in the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D.
The definition of the subroutine is shown in Listing 5.

2.2.4 Partial derivative vector: ∂F/∂x
The partial derivative vector ∂F/∂x is the immediate change in the output force of the
flow solver with respect to the change in the input x. Following the architecture of the
ShapeOpt2D framework, x is chosen as the computational mesh xmesh. However, as
explained earlier, x could have also been the control points xCP controlling the shape of
the airfoil profile, which are the design variables in the ShapeOpt2D framework.

The partial derivative vector ∂F/∂xmesh is shown in Equation (127). For the 2D flow prob-
lem, each mesh point xn has two components, x-coordinate and a y-coordinate. Hence,
the size of the ∂F/∂xmesh vector is (1× 2Nvertex).

∂F

∂xmesh
=

[
∂F

∂x1

∂F

∂x2
. . . . . .

∂F

∂x2Nvertex−1

∂F

∂x2Nvertex

]
. (127)
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Listing 5 Fortran subroutine definition for computing, ∂F/∂w.
1 subroutine Calc_dJdW(u,v,p,C1,C2,te,omega
2 & ,ns_BC,step,Jidx)
3 ! u = u-velocity
4 ! v = v-velocity
5 ! p = pressure
6 ! te = turbulent kinetic energy (k)
7 ! omega = turbulent dissipation rate
8 ! ns_BC = boundary conditions for the domain
9 ! step = step-size for the finite difference approximation

10 ! Jidx = index to identify the required output

The procedure followed in computing the partial derivative vector is shown in Algorithm 4.
First, the reference value of the integrated force is computed at the converged state. Then,
a mesh point is perturbed by a finite difference step ϵ and the change in the integrated
force F is recorded. Equation (115) is utilized to compute the approximation of the partial
derivative.

Algorithm 4 Computing ∂F/∂xmesh
Compute reference integrated force at converged state w∗;
for States: s = 1,. . . ,Nstate do

for Mesh cells: j = 1,. . . ,2Ncell do
Perturb the mesh point j by finite-difference step ϵ;
Re-compute mesh cell face areas and cell volumes;
Call integrated force function;
Compute partial derivative using finite-difference approximation;
Insert gradients into the matrix;
Reset the mesh to its original state

end for
end for

A code snippet containing the Fortran subroutine declaration of the ∂F/∂xmesh vector in
the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is shown in Listing 6.

2.2.5 Adjoint vector: ψ
The adjoint equation was shown in Equation (69) and is repeated here,(

∂R

∂w

)T

ψ =

(
∂F

∂w

)T

. (128)

The adjoint equation shown above in Equation (128) is composed of the solution Jaco-
bian ∂R/∂w and can exhibit stiff behavior for complex geometry and flow conditions (Xu
& Timme, 2017). We utilize the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) iterative solver
for linear system of equations with support for preconditioning, provided by the PETSc
library (Balay et al., 2019; Balay et al., 1997), to solve the adjoint equation. The GMRES
solver provided by the PETSc library supports sparse matrices and parallel computing us-
ing a message passing interface (MPI) protocol. The sparse nature of the ∂R/∂w matrix
and ∂F /∂w vector is taken advantage of while constructing the linear system in PETSc.
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Listing 6 Fortran subroutine definition for computing, ∂F/∂xmesh.
1 subroutine Calc_dJdX(u,v,p,C1,C2
2 & ,ns_BC,step,Jidx)
3 ! u = u-velocity
4 ! v = v-velocity
5 ! p = pressure
6 ! te = turbulent kinetic energy (k)
7 ! omega = turbulent dissipation rate
8 ! ns_BC = boundary conditions for the domain
9 ! step = step-size for the finite difference approximation

10 ! Jidx = index to identify the required output

However, since the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is currently limited to serial op-
erations on a single processor, the same limitations are extended to the solution of the
adjoint equation using PETSc.

2.2.6 Sparse storage
In the current implementation of the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D, we utilize the
sparse nature of the partial derivative matrices and vectors to reduce the memory usage.
Of all the constituents of the total derivative equation, the ∂R/∂w matrix has the largest
number of elements, and hence the largest memory footprint. The number of elements
of the ∂R/∂w matrix is approximately 7Ncell × 7Ncell, for the RANS flow problem with a
two equation turbulence model. The fill pattern of the ∂R/∂w matrix will be sparse as not
every residual will depend on the state being computed in the neighboring cell-centers (or
cell-faces for the fluxes). Moreover, the fill pattern is greatly affected by the finite volume
discretization schemes used to discretize the various part of the RANS equations.

Normally, the user is allowed to choose among various schemes for discretizing the
convective terms of the RANS equations. A common first order accurate discretization
scheme is the upwind differencing scheme (UDS). In the UDS scheme for convective
terms, the computation of the convected variable for a given cell depends on terms com-
puted one cell upstream in each direction. Thus, for a 2D flow solver, the stencil for
the UDS scheme extends to three cells, namely, one cell in the i-direction, one cell in
j-direction and the cell of concern itself. A commonly used higher-order discretization
scheme for the convective terms is the third-order quadratic upwind interpolation for con-
vection kinematics (QUICK) scheme. QUICK relies on information from two neighboring
cells upstream and one cell downstream of the cell under consideration. For a 2D flow
solver, the QUICK scheme has a 7 cell stencil, namely, three cells in the i-direction, three
cells in the j-direction and the cell of concern itself. Finally, the solution of the pressure
correction equation utilizes a second-order accurate discretization scheme. The cell un-
der consideration relies on information from one cell upstream and downstream of itself
in both i- and j- directions. The stencil for the pressure term extends to 5 cells.

To demonstrate the sparsity pattern of the ∂R/∂w matrix for the UDS and QUICK con-
vective schemes, we consider a simple 2D computational mesh shown in Figure 25. The
O-mesh loosely mimics the computational mesh that would typically be used for perform-
ing airfoil simulations. However, for the purpose of testing we had to ensure that the size
of the mesh was small enough to provide quick turnaround times. The mesh is curvilin-
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ear and has 8 cells in the i-direction along the surface of the airfoil, and 8 cells in the
j-direction, along the normal direction. Due to the small computational domain size, the
large first cell height and the refinement of the mesh itself the results obtained from sim-
ulating on the test mesh will not be physically meaningful. We simulate a laminar flow
incident along the positive x-direction shown in Figure 25, at a Reynolds number of 10.
Since the flow is laminar, the k − ω SST turbulence model is not activated. To ensure
that the basic assumption in the linearization for the adjoint equation in Equation (128) is
upheld, the flow residuals are converged until machine precision.

Figure 25: 8 × 8 test grid

The 2D flow problem without the turbulence model for the computational mesh shown
in Figure 25, results in a ∂R/∂w matrix of size 328 × 328. The mix of cell and face-
centered terms gives a size that is approximately equal to 5Ncell × 5Ncell. Thus, there
are a total of 107, 584 number of elements in the ∂R/∂w matrix. The sparsity pattern for
the ∂R/∂w matrix with the UDS discretization scheme for the convective terms, is shown
in Figure 26a. Similarly, the sparsity pattern with the QUICK discretization scheme for
the convective terms, is shown in Figure 26b. In Figures 26a and 26b, the black dots
represent non-zero elements, whereas, the white spaces represent the elements that are
zeroes. The red lines are a visual aid to help distinguish the various sub-Jacobians in the
∂R/∂w matrix. A visual inspection of Figures 26a and 26b reveals the sparse nature of
the ∂R/∂w matrix, in general. A closer visual inspection reveals a denser pattern for the
matrix generated with the QUICK scheme compared to the one generated with the UDS
scheme. In fact, the ∂R/∂w matrix generated with the UDS scheme has 10, 366 non-
zero elements out of the total of 107, 584 elements, resulting in a fill of 9.6%. Whereas,
the application of the QUICK scheme has resulted in a denser pattern of the ∂R/∂w
matrix, with 12, 358 non-zero elements, resulting in a fill of 11.5%. Thus, using the third
order QUICK scheme with a larger stencil than the first order UDS scheme, has resulted
in an approximately 2% extra non-zero terms. The difference in the sparsity patterns of
the ∂R/∂w matrix for the QUICK and UDS schemes are shown in Figure 26c. From
Figure 26c, it can be inferred that the fill patterns for the sub-Jacobians of the residuals
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with respect to pressure are nearly identical in both the UDS-based and QUICK-based
∂R/∂w matrices. Similarly, identical fill patterns are also seen for the sub-Jacobian of
the u-momentum residual with respect to the v-velocity,∂Ru/∂v, and the sub-Jacobian
of the v-momentum residual with respect to the u-velocity,∂Rv/∂u. The identical nature
of the fill-patterns for these sub-Jacobians arise from the absence of influence on the
convective discretization terms present in the affected state residual, by the change in the
particular state variable.

The number of flow state residuals influenced by a given state variable primarily deter-
mines the observed sparsity patterns. From Figures 26a and 26b, it is clear that the
sub-Jacobians for the pressure and flux residuals have the highest density and are influ-
enced by a greater number of state residuals than the u- and v- momentum residuals. As
demonstrated in the example, the discretization schemes influence the level of fill for the
∂R/∂w matrix. But the mesh topology perhaps plays the most important role in assigning
a structure for the ∂R/∂w matrix. For example, the block-diagonal structures observed
in Figures 26a and 26b, are the result of the mesh topology due to the structured meshes
utilized in the EllipSys2D flow solver. On the other hand, an unstructured mesh topology
would lead to an irregular structure.

In EllipSys2D, the sparse storage of the partial derivative matrices and vectors are carried
out using a coordinate list (COO) format. For each partial derivative matrix, the entries
are stored in three vectors of non-zeros, representing row index, column index and the
non-zero value. Similarly, for a partial derivative vector, the entries are stored in two
vectors, representing the index and the non-zero value. The entries are stored during the
construction phase of the partial derivative terms. Due to the dependency of the sparsity
pattern on various factors pertaining to the flow problem, we cannot accurately predict the
number of non-zero terms to pre-allocate the storage vectors. This would not have been
an issue if analytical coloring based on the mesh topology was implemented. Since, this
is not the case, the pre-allocation issue is circumvented by performing dynamic memory
allocation of the storage vectors during the construction phase of the partial derivative
terms. The computational cost associated with dynamic allocation can be reduced by a
good guess for the initial pre-allocation. In the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D, the
initial allocation of the storage vectors is based on the observed fill for a flow problem
with the QUICK scheme. For example, the initial pre-allocation for the ∂R/∂w matrix is
considered as approximately 10% of its predicted size. The predicted size of the matrix
for a 2D RANS flow problem with a two-equation turbulence model being approximately
7Ncell × 7Ncell.

2.2.7 Convergence of the adjoint equation

The most important factor affecting the convergence of an iterative method, such as the
generalized minimum residual (GMRES) algorithm, is the spectrum of the coefficient ma-
trix. For the adjoint equation, shown in Equation (128), the role of the coefficient matrix
is fulfilled by the ∂R/∂w matrix. The spectrum of the ∂R/∂w matrix can be represented
by its condition number. A well conditioned ∂R/∂w matrix would not only lead to a faster
rate of convergence, but also improve the reduction in the residual by potentially several
orders of magnitude. The condition number can be improved by applying a precondi-
tioner to the adjoint system, by reordering the sparse coefficient matrix and by scaling the
sparse coefficient matrix. Scaling of the computed partial derivative terms can also aid in
improving the conditioning of the adjoint system being solved.
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(a) Sparsity pattern of the Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, for
a UDS discretization of the convective fluxes in
the discrete RANS system.

(b) Sparsity pattern of the Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, for
a QUICK discretization of the convective fluxes
in the discrete RANS system.

(c) Differences between sparsity patterns of the Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, for UDS and QUICK
discretizations of the convective fluxes in the discrete RANS system.

Figure 26: Sparsity patterns of the Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, for UDS and QUICK
discretization of the convective fluxes in the discrete RANS system. The dif-
ferences in the sparsity patterns for the two schemes is also shown.
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2.2.7.1 Scaling for the adjoint equation
The partial derivative terms required to compute the total derivative, contain a mix of cell-
centered and face-centered values of varying magnitudes. The total derivative equation
and the adjoint equation has been repeated below in Equations (129) and (130) respec-
tively, for ease of referral.

dF

dxmesh
=

∂F

∂xmesh
−ψT ∂R

∂xmesh
, (129)(

∂R

∂w

)T

ψ =

(
∂F

∂w

)T

. (130)

Scaling of the ∂R/∂w coefficient matrix in the adjoint equation allows for a linear system
with elements of similar magnitude, leading to diagonal dominance. Diagonal dominance
improves the conditioning of the matrix. An element of the ∂R/∂w matrix at row i and
column j, is computed using the finite difference approximation shown in Equation (115),
and is repeated here specifically for the ∂R/∂w matrix as,

∂Ri

∂wj
=
Ri(wj + ϵs)−Ri(wj)

ϵs
. (131)

In Equation (131), we scale both the residual, Ri, and the finite difference step for per-
turbing the states, ϵs. The scaled equation for the finite difference approximation is given
as, (

∂Ri

∂wj

)scaled
=
SR
i Ri(wj + Sw

j ϵs)− SR
i Ri(wj)

Sw
j ϵs

, (132)

where SR
i and Sw

j are the scaling factors multiplied by the residual Ri, and by the finite
difference step for a state wj , respectively.

The residuals are computed for a mix of cell-centered and face-centered states. As such
the scaling factor SR, needs to be chosen to account for the distinction. We choose
to scale the residuals of the cell-centered states by the cell-volume, whereas the face-
centered residuals are scaled by the face-area. During the finite volume discretization of
the RANS equations, we integrated the terms over the cell volume. Thus, it is justified
to scale the residuals of the cell-centered states by the cell volume. Whereas, the dis-
cretization of the non-linear convective term of the momentum equation gave us the cell
flux which is a vector dot product of the velocity at the cell-face with the cell-face area.
Hence, the scaling the residual of the cell-face flux by the cell-face area is also justified.
The scaling factor for the residuals of the cell-centered states is given as,

SR
i (w) =

1.0

V cell
i

, for w ∈ {u, v, p, k, ω}, (133)

where V cell
i represents the cell volume for a residual Ri. Similarly, the scaling factor for

the residuals of the cell-face centered states is given as,

SR
i (w) =

1.0

Aface
i

, for w ∈ {C1, C2}, (134)

where Aface
i represents the cell-face area for a residual Ri.

The scaling, Sw, for the finite difference step, ϵs, is selected such that the scaled step-size
is similar in comparison to the value of the state. This avoids extremely large differences in
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the value of the state and the step-size, which can cause subtractive cancellation errors
at suboptimal step-sizes. The scaling, Sw, involves the inlet (or far-field) values of the
state w. The scaling for the finite difference step-sizes for the states is given below as,

Su
j = U0, (135)
Sv
j = U0, (136)

Sp
j =

U2
0

2
, (137)

SC1
j = U0A

face
j , (138)

SC2
j = U0A

face
j , (139)

Sk
j = k0, (140)

Sω
j = ω0, (141)

where U0 is the net velocity of the flow-field at inlet, k0 is the inlet value of the turbulent
kinetic energy and ω0 is the inlet value of the turbulent dissipation rate.

To ensure independence of the total derivative on the applied scaling to the computation of
the ∂R/∂w matrix, we need to also similarly scale the residuals of the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix.
The scaled finite difference approximation for the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix is given as,(

∂Ri

∂xj

)scaled
=
SR
i Ri(xj + ϵm)− SR

i Ri(xj)

ϵm
, (142)

where xj represents the mesh point under consideration, and ϵm is the finite difference
step for perturbing the mesh points. Finally, we scale the finite difference step ϵs for
computing the partial derivative vector ∂F/∂w as,(

∂F

∂wj

)scaled
=
F (wj + Sw

j ϵs)− F (wj)

Sw
j ϵs

. (143)

It should be noted that the solution of the adjoint equation for the scaled ∂R/∂w matrix
will give us a “scaled” adjoint vector, (ψ)scaled. The “scaled” adjoint vector is not the
same as that obtained when solving the adjoint equation with the unscaled ∂R/∂wmatrix.
However, we can obtain the “unscaled” adjoint vector, ψ, from the “scaled” adjoint vector
by multiplying the vector element related to a given state variable with the inverse of the
corresponding scaling factor

(
SR
i (w)

)−1.

The scaling methodology in this work is similar to that presented in P. He et al. (2018),
but differs in a few important aspects. Primarily, P. He et al. (2018) do not scale the finite
difference step in the denominator for the computation of the finite difference approxima-
tion, as shown here in Equation (132). Furthermore, instead of using the inverse of the
cell-volume and cell-face area as the residual scaling factor, as shown in Equations (133)
and (134), they directly multiply the residuals by the cell-volume and cell-face area. The
similarity between the approach presented in this work and that of P. He et al. (2018) is
in the choice of scaling terms for the finite difference step for the states.
2.2.7.2 PETSc techniques: Preconditioning, scaling and reordering
Apart from scaling the adjoint equation as shown in Section 2.2.7.1, we can utilize some
standard techniques to improve the convergence properties of the adjoint system solved
with the iterative GMRESmethod. These techniques include preconditioning of the adjoint
system, scaling the adjoint system, and reordering the sparse coefficient matrix to reduce
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its bandwidth (or spread from the diagonal) and as a consequence make it diagonally
dominant. Finally, the “restart” parameter used with the GMRES solver also plays an
important role in obtaining a deeply converged solution.

To illustrate the effect of the various techniques to improve convergence properties, we
consider five 2D computational meshes. The coarsest mesh has 8 cells in the i-direction
along the surface of the airfoil, and 8 cells in j-direction, along the normal to the airfoil
surface. The other mesh sizes are (16×16), (32×32), (64×64) and (128×128). The mesh
size of (8×8) is shown in Figure 25. We simulate a laminar flow incident along the positive
x-direction shown in Figure 25, at a Reynolds number of 10. Since the flow is laminar, the
k − ω SST turbulence model is not activated. The meshes are also simulated with the
convective terms of the RANS discretized with a first order UDS scheme. To ensure
that the basic assumption in the linearization for the adjoint equation in Equation (128) is
upheld, the flow residuals are converged until machine precision.

The GMRES restart parameter. The “restart” parameter determines the number of in-
ner iterations executed by the GMRES solver by storing the computed orthogonal se-
quences. Once the number of iterations set by the “restart” parameter have been attained,
the stored orthogonal sequences are deleted, and the storage is restarted. Restarting the
storage of the orthogonal sequences implies restarting the GMRES solver. But unlike a
cold start, the restarted GMRES iterations take the results at the final iteration before the
restart as the initial value. This also signifies the start of the next outer iteration. The pa-
rameter specifying the number of inner iterations to execute before restarting the GMRES
storage is called the “restart” parameter.

The GMRES “restart” parameter plays a significant role in the convergence of the adjoint
system. But selecting the right value of the “restart” parameter is dependent most impor-
tantly on the size of the problem itself. Restarting the GMRES method is done mainly
to save computational cost and storage requirements when solving large linear systems.
Typically, choosing a large “restart” value results in an improved convergence behavior
as it mimics the full GMRES method. But as noted by Embree (2003), this axiom does
not always hold true and the choice of the “restart” parameter can be problem specific.
For a convection-diffusion problem, Embree (2003) demonstrated that lower “restart” val-
ues can attain convergence faster than a much larger value. We observe a similar phe-
nomenon on varying the GMRES “restart” parameter for the different test meshes. Fig-
ure 27 shows the GMRES residual and the computation time at the end of the execution
for the various test meshes. The “restart” parameter is varied over five values ranging
from a value of 30 iterations to 1000 iterations. As expected, larger “restart” parameter
values result in greater computation time, with the value of 1000 (yellow line) also taking
the most time to execute. Similarly, it is expected that a higher “restart” value will provide
a lower convergence residual. However, this trend is not observed for all mesh sizes. For
the largest simulated test mesh of size of 16384 (or 128× 128), the “restart” value of 1000
performed worse than those of 100, 200 and 500. Whereas, it should have provided a
lower converged residual value than with the “restart” parameter of 500. In a related vein,
the “restart” parameter of 100 provided the lowest converged residual for the mesh size
of 1024 (or 32 × 32). If the expected behavior was followed, the residual with a “restart”
value of 100 should have been between the residuals for “restart” values of 30 and 200.
The problem specific dependency of the “restart” parameter is clear. However, except
for these two cases, the convergence behavior does improve with larger “restart” values.
We shall follow this axiom and set the GMRES restart parameter at 1000 iterations for the
remainder of the tests.
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Figure 27: Plot showing GMRES restart for ILU with fill of 2

Preconditioning methods. The adjoint equation is solved with the GMRES solver uti-
lizing a preconditioning method. The selected preconditioning method is applied to the
computed state Jacobian, ∂R/∂w, to obtain the preconditioner matrix. On multiplying
the adjoint system with the preconditioner matrix, we obtain a better-conditioned system,
which is then solved. With preconditioning we are trying to obtain a well-conditioned sys-
tem that would in-turn improve the convergence properties of the GMRES solver. Four
preconditioning methods are tested, namely, Jacobi method, LU (lower triangular - upper
triangular) factorization method, ILU (incomplete LU) factorization with a fill-in level of 2,
and ILU factorization with a fill-in level of 5. Figure 28 shows a plot of the time taken to
solve the adjoint system with the GMRES solver executed for 5000 iterations. A second
plot shows the converged GMRES residual at the end of the computation. For the ILU
method, a higher fill-in level translates to more non-zeros in the factorization, and con-
sequently higher memory costs and computation times. But a higher fill-in level typically
helps with improving convergence. A few trends are observed from the plots shown in
Figure 28. First, as expected, the computation time also increases with increasing mesh
sizes. Note that the computation time shown in Figure 28 is the time taken for executing a
total of 5000GMRES solver iterations. Second, the converged residual is seen to increase
in magnitude with increasing mesh sizes for all the preconditioning methods, except for
the LU factorization method. The residual for the LU factorization method is at machine
precision for all mesh sizes. This is expected as the ∂R/∂w matrix is being exactly fac-
torized. However, the sparse nature of ∂R/∂w matrix is deteriorated in the process as
extra fill is generated during the factorization. Thus, the LU factorization is expensive in
both memory and computation time, as shown in Figure 28. The LU factorization should
be avoided if possible as it does not leverage the sparse nature of the ∂R/∂w matrix
being used for the preconditioning. The selected preconditioning method should poten-
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tially be economical in terms of computation time and memory costs, while at the same
time provide a reasonable reduction in the residual. Among the tested preconditioning
methods, it is clear from Figure 28 that the ILU factorization method with a fill-in level of
2 is the best possible choice. It has similar computation time to the inexpensive Jacobi
preconditioning, which selects the diagonal of the ∂R/∂w matrix as a preconditioner. At
the same time, it produces better convergence behavior than the Jacobi preconditioning.
However, a further decrease in the residual value is sought.

Figure 28: Plot showing convergence and solution times comparing the vari-
ous preconditioning methods for the adjoint system, without diagonal scaling.

Diagonal scaling and sparse matrix reordering. The possibility of achieving the re-
duction in the residual is investigated by testing the usage of a few standard techniques
found in PETSc to increase diagonal dominance of the system, namely, diagonal scaling
and sparse-matrix reordering.

Diagonal scaling, as the name suggests, symmetrically diagonally scales the system. The
adjoint system is scaled in the following manner,

D−1/2

(
∂R

∂w

)T

D−1/2
[
D1/2ψ

]
=D−1/2

(
∂F

∂w

)T

, (144)
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whereD is a diagonal matrix containing the elements,

Dii =


1, if

(
∂R

∂w

)T

ii

= 0

1(
∂R

∂w

)T

ii

, otherwise. (145)

Asmentioned earlier, the LU factorization of a sparsematrix often results in additional non-
zero elements called fill-in. The fill-in depends on the sparsity pattern of the matrix being
factorized. Reordering the sparse matrix before performing LU factorization changes its
sparsity pattern to reduce the fill in the LU factors. Reordering clusters the non-zero
entries closer to the diagonal, thereby reducing the bandwidth of the sparse matrix. ILU
factorization is an approximation of the factors of the LU that ignores the fill in the factors.
Having a reduced fill in the LU factors would thus provide us with ILU factors at low fill-
in levels that capture most of the LU factors. Consequently, a reordered sparse matrix
provides us with a more accurate ILU factorization at low levels of fill-in. And since we
use the ILU factorization for preconditioning, improved accuracy of the ILU factors would
in-turn improve the conditioning of the adjoint system. This implies improved convergence
behavior of the GMRES solver at reduced memory and computational cost.

While there are many reordering techniques available, we test the application of two com-
mon techniques namely, the reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) reordering and the Nested
Dissection (ND) reordering. We also demonstrate the effect of diagonal scaling and the
combination of diagonal scaling with a matrix reordering technique. Figure 29 shows the
computation time and the converged residual of the adjoint system solved with the GM-
RES solver at the end of 5000 iterations for various mesh sizes. An ILU preconditioning
method at a fill-in level of 2was applied to the adjoint system. As stated earlier the “restart”
parameter of the GMRES solver was fixed at 1000 iterations. In Figure 29, the “default”
curve represents the solution with the adjoint system without diagonal scaling or matrix
reordering and is considered as the control. The “default” case is compared against a
case with only diagonal scaling, a case with only RCM matrix reordering, a case with only
ND matrix reordering, a case where both scaling and RCM matrix reordering are applied
and finally a case with both scaling and ND matrix reordering. The computation times for
all the cases are very similar with minor differences. The chosen GMRES “restart” param-
eter and the preconditioning method have a larger effect of the computation times than
the one time cost of matrix reordering and diagonal scaling. However, a slight difference
in computation time can still be discerned between the “default” case and the cases with
matrix reordering. The cases with matrix reordering are seen to have slightly reduced
computation times. This could be attributed to the lower fill-in in the LU factors due to the
application matrix reordering. The fill-in affects the number of floating point operations
performed to factorize the matrix and thus directly affects the computational time for the
factorization. In Figure 29, the case with diagonal scaling and ND reordering is seen to
consistently show a reduction in the converged residual when compared to the “default”
case. The case with only diagonal scaling also displays a residual reduction compared to
the “default” case for all mesh sizes. The case with only ND reordering is seen to track
the residual for the “default” case except for the largest mesh size of 16384 (or 128× 128).
The case with only RCM reordering shows a reduction in the residual compared to the
“default” case for until the mesh size of 1024 (or 32 × 32). However, it is seen to perform
worse than the “default” case for the last two mesh sizes. Finally, the case with diagonal
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scaling and RCM reordering displays a reduction in the residual for all mesh sizes except
the largest mesh size of 16384 (or 128 × 128). It should also be noted that in general, all
the cases with diagonal scaling (indicated by the dashed lines) display a reduction in the
residual compared to their non-scaled counterparts (indicated by the solid lines).

Figure 29: Plot showing convergence and solution times for the various tech-
niques to condition the system for a preconditioner of ILU with fill of 2.

Figure 29 indicated that based on residual reduction, the cases with only diagonal scaling,
and with diagonal scaling with ND reordering perform the best. In Figure 30, we compare
the two cases with the “default” case by observing the residual history for the mesh size
of 4096 (or 64 × 64). At this mesh size all three cases had similar converged residuals
with an order of magnitude difference at best. We focus on the first 1000 iterations of the
GMRES solver before the restart. Compared to the “default” case, it is seen that the case
with diagonal scaling and ND reordering has the steepest residual reduction reaching the
lowest value, followed by the case with only diagonal scaling. Thus, in a simulation with
a reasonable residual tolerance for convergence, the case with diagonal scaling and ND
reordering would be the fastest to converge.

Recommended settings. Based on the investigations presented in this section, it is rec-
ommended that both diagonal scaling and ND matrix reordering should be applied to the
adjoint system solved with a GMRES solver. It is also recommended that the ILU precon-
ditioning method with a fill-in of 2 or less should be used to restrict the computational cost
to an acceptable value while improving the convergence behavior. Matrix reordering re-
duces the fill in the LU factors, allowing the ILU factors to be more accurate at low levels of
fill-in. Thus, applying matrix reordering provides improvements in convergence behavior
with lower computational cost and memory usage. During the investigations the problem
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specific dependence of the GMRES “restart” parameter was observed. However, the ax-
iom linking larger values of the “restart” parameter with improved convergence properties
still holds for most cases. The “restart” parameter, however, has a significant impact on
the computation cost and memory usage. Care is recommended in selecting an appro-
priate value. These recommendations should provide a robust convergence behavior for
the adjoint system solved with the GMRES solver.

Figure 30: Convergence plot for the GMRES solver for the various techniques

2.2.8 Verification of the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D
During the development of the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D was verified on the
test mesh shown in Figure 25. The verification was carried out continuously as new
feature sets and capabilities were added to the solver. Note, coarse meshes for other
canonical flow cases such as the 2D lid-driven cavity flow were also utilized during the
verification. But our goal is to utilize the developed adjoint solver in a 2D airfoil shape
optimization framework. As such, the verification on a simple airfoil case is presented
here.

Recall that the test mesh shown in Figure 25 is an O-mesh. It has 8 cells in the i-direction
oriented along the surface of the airfoil, and 8 cells in the j-direction oriented along the
normal to the surface of the airfoil. The test mesh is shown again in Figure 31 with addi-
tional information including the ghost cell vertices (marked by red crosses), internal cell
vertices (marked by blue circles) and the internal cell centers (marked by gray squares).
A laminar flow at a Reynolds number of 10 is simulated for the verification cases with the
two equation k − ω SST turbulence model active. The flow is incident to the airfoil at an
angle of attack of 0◦.

The verification of the total derivative dF/dxmesh is carried out by computing the gradi-
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Figure 31: O-mesh used for testing and verification with 8 cells in the i-
direction oriented along the surface of the airfoil, and 8 cells in the j-direction
oriented along the normal to the surface of the airfoil.
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ent in a “black-box” manner using finite difference approximation. In this approach, first
the integrated directional force on the airfoil is computed on the original mesh upon con-
vergence of the flow solver. Then a mesh vertex point is perturbed by the chosen finite
difference step-size, and the flow solution is recomputed on the new mesh to obtain the
new force. Using the perturbed and original force values, a forward difference approx-
imation formula is used to calculate the gradient. The mesh is then reset to its original
state and the methodology is repeated for every mesh vertex point, including the vertex
points for ghost cells. The resulting total derivative vector is then compared against that
obtained from the discrete adjoint solver.

2.2.9 Error computation
The verification of the total derivative from the discrete adjoint solver against the “black-
box” FD approach is performed by analyzing the relative and absolute errors between the
total derivative vectors. For the sake of the verification we assume the total derivative
computed using the “black-box” FD approach as the true value. Thus, the absolute and
relative errors are computed as an approximation to the “black-box” FD value. The abso-
lute and relative errors between two vectors is calculated in a normed vector space. The
absolute error between the total derivative vectors can be defined as,

Eabs =

∥∥∥∥∥
(

dF

dxmesh

)
bb

−
(

dF

dxmesh

)
adjoint

∥∥∥∥∥
2

× 1√
N
, (146)

where Eabs is the absolute error and is a scalar value, N is the size of the total derivative
vector and bb stands for the “black-box” FD approach. || · ||2 represents the operator
signifying the l2-norm. In brief, the absolute error, Eabs, is a scaled Euclidean distance
(l2-norm) between the two total derivative vectors. Similarly, the relative error of the total
derivative vector computed with the adjoint solver, (dF/dxmesh)mesh, as an approximation
to that computed with the “black-box” approach,(dF/dxmesh)bb, is given as,
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where Erel is the relative error and is a scalar value.

In order to aid visualization, we also compute an element-wise absolute and relative error
between the vectors, (dF/dxmesh)adjoint and (dF/dxmesh)bb. An element-wise measure
of the error provides the spread of the error over the mesh, giving us the largest and
smallest possible error of the total derivative with respect to either the x- or y- mesh vertex
coordinate. Furthermore, the order of magnitude of the element-wise relative error gives
us the number of digits of agreement between the corresponding elements of the two total
derivative vectors. The element-wise absolute error, eabsi , is given as,

eabsi =

∣∣∣∣∣
(

dF

dxmesh

)bb

i

−
(

dF

dxmesh

)adjoint

i

∣∣∣∣∣ , (148)

where i is an element of the total derivative vector. Similarly, the element-wise relative
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error, ereli , is given as,

ereli =

∣∣∣∣∣
(

dF

dxmesh

)bb

i

−
(

dF

dxmesh

)adjoint

i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(

dF

dxmesh

)bb

i

∣∣∣∣∣
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2.2.9.1 Error analysis
The element-wise relative error between the total derivative vector computed using the
discrete adjoint solver and the “black-box” FD verification is plotted as an error field over
the mesh in Figures 32a and 32b.

A finite difference step-size of 10−6 is chosen for the computation of the partial derivative
gradients in the discrete adjoint solver. For consistency, the same step-size is selected for
computing the total derivative using the “black-box” FD approach. Figures 32a and 32b
show the element-wise relative error fields for the total derivative with respect to the x-
coordinate and y-coordinate points of the mesh vertices, respectively. The figures show
that the element-wise relative error has a spread from an order of 10−3 to an order of
10−7. The first row of Table 7, shows the relative and absolute error between the vectors
(dF/dxmesh)adjoint and (dF/dxmesh)bb computed in the norm space, using Equations (146)
and (147). Both, the vectorial relative and absolute errors are on the order of magnitude
of 10−6. Considering, the gradients are computed using a finite difference approximation,
the results are considered a good match. From observed error in the total derivative,
the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is considered to be verified with healthy gradi-
ents. Since, we currently do not have a more accurate method implemented of computing
gradients, the “black-box” finite difference verification is the best available approach.

Table 7: Absolute and relative errors in norm space between the total deriva-
tive vectors.

Error constituents Relative error (Erel) Absolute error (Eabs)

(dF/dxmesh)bb - (dF/dxmesh)adjoint 4.6632× 10−6 2.2006× 10−6

(dF/dxmesh)bb - (dF/dxmesh)adjoint boost 4.6444× 10−6 2.1917× 10−6

(dF/dxmesh)adjoint - (dF/dxmesh)adjoint boost 5.1444× 10−7 2.4277× 10−7

We also computed a total derivative with the discrete adjoint solver wherein the modified-
BoostConv convergence enhancement method for the flow solver, presented in Part 1
of this thesis, is active. The element-wise relative error fields for the total derivative with
respect to the x-coordinates and the y-coordinates of the mesh vertices are shown in
Figures 33a and 33b, respectively. The figures show that the element-wise relative error
varies between an order of magnitude of 10−3 to 10−7. The spread of the element-wise rel-
ative error is in-fact similar to that observed between the total derivatives from the adjoint
method with the standard flow solver, and from the “black-box” FD approach. The similar-
ity is confirmed by the vectorial relative and absolute errors between (dF/dxmesh)adjoint boost
and (dF/dxmesh)bb, shown in the second row of Table 7. Both vectorial errors are seen to
be on the order of magnitude of 10−6.

The similarities in the errors highlight the non-intrusive effect of the modified-BoostConv
method for the flow solver, on the discrete adjoint solver. The implication is that the ef-
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(a) Relative error of gradient with respect to x-coordinate of mesh vertices.

(b) Relative error of gradient with respect to y-coordinate of mesh vertices.

Figure 32: Relative error between the total derivative vector, dF/dxmesh, com-
puted using the discrete adjoint solver and the “black-box” FD verification ap-
proach. Both the discrete adjoint solver and the FD verification used finite
difference step-sizes of 10−6.
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(a) Relative error of gradient with respect to x-coordinate of mesh vertices.

(b) Relative error of gradient with respect to y-coordinate of mesh vertices.

Figure 33: Relative error between the total derivative vector, dF/dxmesh, com-
puted using the discrete adjoint solver and the “black-box” FD verification ap-
proach. Both the discrete adjoint solver and the FD verification used finite
difference step-sizes of 10−6. The modified-BoostConv method was active
for the computation using the discrete adjoint solver.
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fect of the modified-BoostConv method is localized on the flow solver. In the so-called
“Krylov approach” of solving the discrete adjoint adopted in this work, the convergence
properties of the flow solver are not readily transferred to the adjoint system. We could
potentially have a non-convergent flow solver, linearize about a snapshot of the flow and
obtain a converged adjoint solution with the help of the Krylov solver (GMRES). However,
such a solution would violate the basic assumption for the derived adjoint system. The
assumption being that a linearization is performed about a solution of the RANS system.
The violation of this assumption would result in wrong gradients.

The dependence of the total derivative computed using the discrete adjoint solver on
the flow solution can be observed in Figures 34a and 34b. These figures show the
element-wise absolute error in the total derivatives computed using the adjoint method
for the boosted and standard flow solvers. The error range is seen to be between an
order of magnitude of 10−7 to an order of magnitude of 10−8. The third row of Table 7,
shows the absolute and relative errors between the two vectors, (dF/dxmesh)adjoint boost
and (dF/dxmesh)adjoint, in the norm space to be on the order of magnitude of 10−7.

The expectation would have been to see identical gradients with an absolute error at
an order of magnitude of 10−16, which is considered near machine accuracy. The flow
solutions for both the standard and boosted flow solvers are deeply converged to an El-
lipSys2D residual tolerance of 10−12, which is near machine precision. The convergence
history for the standard and boosted flow solvers can be seen in Figure 35a. Despite the
deep convergence, some differences in the final converged solutions are observed. The
absolute error of the pressure fields for the two cases, seen in Figure 35b, shows that
the error is not consistently at near machine accuracy (10−16) throughout the mesh. One
reason for the lack of machine accurate error is that the boosted flow solver residuals
converge to a different point than the standard flow solver. These points vary on orders
of magnitude that are close to machine accuracy. However, the differences in the con-
verged points are potentially transferred to the partial derivative computations. Another
reason is the loss of accuracy in the finite difference approximations of the gradients due
to round-off errors based on subtractive cancellation.
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(a) Absolute error of gradient with respect to x-coordinate of mesh vertices.

(b) Absolute error of gradient with respect to y-coordinate of mesh vertices.

Figure 34: Absolute error between the total derivative vector, dF/dxmesh,
computed using the discrete adjoint solver, both with and without themodified-
BoostConv method for flow convergence. A finite difference step-size of 10−6

is utilized in both cases.
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(a) State residuals for standard and boosted flow solver.

(b) Absolute error between pressure fields for standard and boosted flow solvers.

Figure 35: Comparison of state residuals and pressure field between the stan-
dard flow solver and the boosted flow solver.
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2.2.10 Computation time
Using the settings recommended in Section 2.2.7, the wall times for computing the various
partial derivatives are recorded. We choose a mesh size that is reduced in the interest of
the time it takes to execute this study. However, the relative timings reported in this study
are representative of those that can be expected on finer resolutions. The chosen O-mesh
for the 18% thick NACA 0018 airfoil is shown in Figures 36a and 36b. The mesh has 128
cells in the i-direction along the airfoil surface, and 64 cells in the j-direction normal to the
airfoil surface. The first cell height corresponds to a y+ value of 1.0 for a Reynolds number
of 106. The domain has a diameter that is 90 times the characteristic airfoil chord length
or 90 × c. The airfoil has unit chord length. The k − ω SST turbulence model is active
for the simulation. Both, the EllipSys2D flow solver and the GMRES solver for the adjoint
system are converged to near machine precision. Note that we execute the EllipSys2D
flow solver and the discrete adjoint solver serially, on a single processor.

The total derivative equation and the adjoint equation has been repeated below in Equa-
tions (150) and (151) respectively, for ease of referral.

dF

dxmesh
=

∂F

∂xmesh
−ψT ∂R

∂xmesh
(150)(

∂R

∂w

)T

ψ =

(
∂F

∂w

)T

(151)

The computation time for the terms required to compute the total derivative for the consid-
ered mesh is shown in Table 8. In its current implementation, the discrete adjoint solver
is seen have a much larger computational cost, compared to the time spent by the Ellip-
Sys2D flow solver to converge the flow. The third column of Table 8 shows the computa-
tional time on each major component of the adjoint solver normalized by the time spent
by the EllipSys2D flow solver. The construction of the ∂R/∂w matrix and the solution of
the adjoint system using PETSc’s GMRES solver are the worst performers in this regard.
Both components individually take between 20 to 30 times more time than the flow solver.
The construction of the ∂R/∂xmesh matrix is also more expensive than the flow solver,
taking nearly 8 times as much time. This was expected, and it is clear that algorithmic
improvements are required to the current implementation of the discrete adjoint solver in
order to make the computational cost comparable to that of the EllipSys2D flow solver.
However, it should be noted that the GMRES residual for the adjoint system was made
to converge up to machine precision. For a relaxed convergence criteria, it is possible to
further reduce the ratio of the computational time required for solving the adjoint system
to that required to solve the flow solution.

The current implementation of the discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is not efficient, and
the present version is to be considered as a working prototype. As such there is scope
for large improvements to be made to enhance the computation cost and memory us-
age. Some of these improvements include, an implementation that leverages the domain
decomposed, block structured nature of the underlying mesh with the help of parallel pro-
cessing using the MPI protocol. An analytical graph coloring method, which leverages the
block structured mesh topology, would greatly speed up the construction times of the par-
tial derivative matrices and vectors. For the greatest benefit to computational efficiency,
the graph coloring method and MPI implementation should be performed in tandem. We
utilize the GMRES solver provided by the PETSc library to solve the adjoint system. The
PETSc library natively supports the MPI protocol, allowing for parallel solution of the ad-
joint system, further improving the computation time. Currently, the partial derivatives are
computed using a finite difference approximation. Improving the accuracy of the gradient
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(a) O-mesh for the NACA 0018 airfoil.

(b) O-mesh zoomed-in near the airfoil for the NACA 0018 airfoil.

Figure 36: The full and zoomed-in O-mesh for the NACA 0018 airfoil. The
mesh has 128 cells in the i-direction along the airfoil surface, and 64 cells in
the j-direction normal to the airfoil surface.
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Table 8: Computation times for the various partial derivative matrices and
vectors, including the adjoint vector, required to calculate the total derivative
vector. Includes the time taken to converge the flow solver for comparison.

Time Time normalized by flow-solver

∂R/∂w 537 s 22.38

∂F/∂w 4 s 0.16

ψ 702 s 29.25

∂R/∂xmesh 195 s 8.12

∂F/∂xmesh 5 s 0.21

EllipSys2D flow solver 24 s 1.0

computation through methods such as complex step or algorithmic differentiation has the
potential to improve computational time by reducing the number of floating point operation
counts, albeit potentially with a relatively larger memory footprint. Accurate gradients also
provide an adjoint system that is better conditioned, thus potentially providing speed up
in the solution time of the adjoint system. There may also be further opportunities to tune
the PETSc settings in order to reduce the computational time.
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3 Summary

A discrete adjoint solver is developed for the EllipSys2D RANS flow solver. The choice
of the discrete adjoint method is partly motivated by an existing developmental effort that
is underway at DTU Wind and Energy Systems towards a discrete adjoint solver for the
3D version of the in-house RANS-CFD code, called EllipSys3D. The elements of the par-
tial derivative matrices and vectors are computed using the first-order finite difference
method.

The GMRES solver from the PETSc library (Balay et al., 1997) is utilized to solve the ad-
joint system. Due to the highly ill-conditioned nature of the adjoint system, it is important
to improve the condition number of the system in order to ensure that it always converges
during the optimization. A scaling method is presented that scales the elements of the
system to improve its conditioning. Standard techniques from the PETSc library are also
utilized to improve convergence properties of the system. These include preconditioning
of the adjoint system, scaling the adjoint system, and reordering the sparse coefficient
matrix to reduce its bandwidth (or spread from the diagonal) and as a consequence make
it diagonally dominant. Finally, the “restart” parameter used with the GMRES solver also
plays an important role in obtaining a deeply converged solution. The various techniques
to improve conditioning are investigated and settings are recommended as a result. It is
recommended that both diagonal scaling and ND matrix reordering should be applied to
the adjoint system solved with a GMRES solver. It is also recommended that the ILU pre-
conditioning method with a fill-in of 2 or less should be used to restrict the computational
cost to an acceptable value while improving the convergence behavior. The “restart” pa-
rameter, however, has a significant impact on the computation cost and memory usage.
Care is recommended in selecting an appropriate value.

Finally, the flow solver gradients provided by the adjoint solver are verified against those
computed in a “black-box” manner by using a first-order finite-difference approximation.
The gradients are verified up to 6−7 significant digits. Since the partial derivative vectors
and matrices in the adjoint solver were also computed with a first-order finite difference
method, the relative error between the two gradients should have been much lower than
observed. The poorer than expected verification could be attributed to multiple reasons
that plague finite difference methods, such as step-size sensitivity and subtractive cancel-
lation errors. Currently, a common finite difference step-size was used, one for the partial
derivatives with respect to the states and another for the partial derivatives with respect to
the mesh. It is postulated that fine-tuning the step-size for each partial derivative element
could substantially reduce the relative error. A more accurate verification method based
on a step-size insensitive method such as the complex-step derivative method needs to
be developed.

The discrete adjoint solver that has been developed is a prototype, and as a result suffers
from a few limitations. Due to time constraints more accurate methods to compute the
partial derivative terms such as the complex-step derivative method or the algorithmic
differentiation method could not be implemented. As such the gradients supplied by the
prototype discrete adjoint solver are not free from numerical errors. Furthermore, the
conditioning of the adjoint system might also improve with the use of accurate methods to
compute the partial derivative matrices and vectors. The developed discrete adjoint solver
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does not take advantage of the multi-block structured mesh topology to speed up the
construction of the partial derivative terms through the use of analytical coloring. Finally,
the prototype discrete adjoint solver does not support parallel processing and is currently
executed serially, on a single processor. Parallel processing combined with analytical
coloring methods can together leverage the sparsity of the partial derivatives and the
multi-block structured mesh topology to greatly reduce the computational overhead and
improve the computational speed.
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Part IV

Application of the aerodynamic shape
optimization framework



1 Introduction
In this part, the ShapeOpt2D optimization framework with the flow solver gradients com-
puted using the discrete adjoint solver developed in Part III, is applied. With the end goal
to test the working hypothesis of this project, the gradients of the aerodynamic shape opti-
mization are first verified. Then, an optimization problem is formulated, and the optimized
shapes arrived at by using the ShapeOpt2D framework are verified. The verification of the
solutions are carried out by optimizing three airfoils representative of those commonly oc-
curring in modern wind turbine blades. Upon verification of the ShapeOpt2D framework,
the working hypothesis of this project is tested on a challenging optimization case. The
test is performed by carrying out the same optimization, first with the standard flow solver,
and then with the flow solver enhanced by the modified BoostConv method from Part I.
The optimal solutions provided by the two optimizations are verified against a reference
solution.

The cases presented in this part are chosen specifically for substantiating two key fea-
tures of the developed framework. First is the applicability of the developed framework to
wind turbine airfoils. Second, the contribution of the convergence-enhanced flow solver,
developed in Part I, to the robustness of the shape optimization framework. The extended
design structure matrix (XDSM) diagram of the developed framework is shown again, in
Figure 37, for ease of reference. The gradients supplied in the various components of
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Figure 37: ShapeOpt2D framework with gradients of the integrated forces
in the x- and y- coordinate directions on the airfoil with respect to the mesh
points, supplied by the discrete adjoint solver. Orange blocks are iterative
solvers and green boxes represent explicit functions. Black arrows represent
the process flow in the order of the numbers and gray shaded lines represent
data dependencies. Components capable of parallel executions are shown
by stacked blocks.

this framework are verified against the finite difference based, component-wise gradient
checks provided by OpenMDAO. Recall, that OpenMDAO utilizes the MAUD architec-
ture to combine the various components of ShapeOpt2D into a single, implicit nonlinear
system of equations. As a result, OpenMDAO can compute the gradient of the objective
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functions with respect to the design variables using a finite difference approximation by
treating the unified model as a “black-box”. In addition to the component-wise gradient
verification, we also utilize the approximated gradients computed through OpenMDAO to
verify the gradients supplied by the various components of ShapeOpt2D.

The airfoils used in wind turbine blades are generally thicker than their counterparts in
the aerospace industry. According to the work by Timmer and Bak (2013), the conflicting
structural and aerodynamic considerations in wind turbine blade design, has led to most
modern wind turbine blade designs adopting airfoil relative thicknesses ranging from about
18% at the tip to about 25% at the mid-span region. At the blade root, the airfoil relative
thickness can be around 40%, beyond which the blade gradually blends into a cylindrical
profile as it transitions towards its point of attachment at the hub. The provided relative
thickness ranges are an estimate. A trend towards larger wind turbine rotor diameters
are causing the adoption of even thicker wind turbine airfoils. Thicker wind turbine airfoils
provide increased blade stiffness while limiting the growth in blade mass with the rotor
size. From the perspective of aerodynamic performance, all parts of the blade desire a
high lift-over-drag ratio, even though the impact reduces with span (see Equation 19 in
Loenbaek et al., 2021). Pitch-regulated wind turbine blades are designed such that they
operate at a specified design angle of attack (αdesign). Corresponding to a design angle
of attack there is a design lift (Cl,design) and a design lift-over-drag ratio ((Cl/Cd)design).
The airfoil encounters its maximum lift (Cl,max) at the stall angle, which is the angle of
attack beyond which the airfoil experiences a sudden decrease in lift. During operation,
wind turbine blades encounter variations in the incoming wind velocity due to turbulence.
Sometimes sudden, large increases of wind speeds, called wind gusts are encountered.
Furthermore, contamination of the blade leading edge with dust and debris, also known
as leading edge roughness (LER), causes a reduction in the maximum lift, Cl,max (Bak,
2013). Due to these operational conditions, the design lift, Cl,design, is chosen to be lower
than the maximum lift, Cl,max, by a value between 0.2 and 0.4 (Bak, 2013; Timmer & Bak,
2013). If the design lift, Cl,design, is chosen to be too close to the maximum lift, Cl,max, the
wind turbine blades may potentially result in stall. Operating on the part of the lift curve,
beyond stall, that has a negative slope, can lead to aeroelastic instabilities.

In this part, we apply the ShapeOpt2D framework to symmetric airfoils from theNACA fam-
ily. These include the NACA 0018, NACA 0024 and NACA 0030 airfoils. The symmetric
airfoils represent the relative thicknesses commonly encountered in the power producing
part of the wind turbine from the blade tip to around mid-span. We perform a single point
optimization about a design angle of attack chosen to be 6◦. The chosen angle of attack
is representative of the design criteria for modern wind turbine blades. Finally, we choose
the airfoil lift-over-drag ratio as the objective function to be maximized.

Note that, in practice, a multipoint airfoil optimization, spanning several angles of attack
of interest and flow conditions, would be necessary for real-world designs. However, in
this work we deem that a single point optimization is sufficient to verify and demonstrate
the robustness of our prototype ShapeOpt2D framework.

The goal of the cases presented in this study is to demonstrate the ability of the ShapeOpt2D
framework to successfully perform constrained shape optimization and to showcase its
robustness. The methodology adopted to demonstrate the framework’s integrity and ro-
bustness include the following:

• The gradients supplied by the components of the framework are tested and verified
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on the chosen airfoils. The verification is performed by showing that the optimiza-
tions performed with the approximated total derivative result in similar final shapes
as their counterparts with the supplied component gradients. This showcases the
integrity of the framework by asserting that the shapes obtained with the framework
can be trusted.

• The effect on the optimization results of including the modified-BoostConv method
with the flow solver is tested. Identical optimizations are performed with both the
standard and boosted flow solvers. If the standard flow solver is convergent for all
the shapes encountered during the optimizations, the final shapes and the optimiza-
tion history is expected to be identical with the optimization with the boosted flow
solver. Similarly, differences are expected in the optimization solutions when the
standard flow solver is non-convergent for either some or all the shapes encoun-
tered during the optimizations. By comparing the optimization solutions we deter-
mine whether the modified-BoostConv method, which has been shown to improve
flow solver robustness, also improves the robustness of the optimization framework.
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2 Methodology

The ShapeOpt2D framework, described in Part II, is used to perform optimizations on
three symmetric airfoils, namely the 18% thick NACA 0018, 24% thick NACA 0024 and
the 30% thick NACA 0030. These airfoils have thicknesses that are most commonly found
in the power-producing region of wind turbine blades, and are neutral starting points to
produce shapes that are representative of wind turbine airfoils. The goal of the cases
presented in this study is to demonstrate the ability of the ShapeOpt2D framework to suc-
cessfully perform constrained shape optimization. The gradients supplied by the com-
ponents of the framework are tested and verified on the chosen airfoils. The verification
is performed by showing that the optimizations performed with the approximated total
derivative result in similar final shapes as their counterparts with the supplied component
gradients. The effect of including the modified-BoostConv method, developed in Part I,
on the optimizations is also tested.

Section 2.1 provides a mathematical description of the optimization problem and de-
scribes the design variables, constraints, objective function and the optimizer. The same
optimization problem is solved for all the optimization cases. The only changes are to
the limits placed on the constraints. Section 2.2 describes the settings used in the Ellip-
Sys2D flow solver, the prototype discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D, and the modified-
BoostConv solver. These settings are kept constant for all the optimization cases. Finally,
Section 2.3 shows the computational mesh for the three initial airfoil shapes.

2.1 Optimization problem
The lift-over-drag ratio, Cl/Cd, maximization problem can be defined as,

minimize: − Cl/Cd

(Cl/Cd)ref
with respect to: CPls,CPus, CPadder,te, CPadder,le

subject to: − 0.4 ≤ CPls ≤ 0.1,

0.0 ≤ CPus ≤ 0.4,

0.0 ≤ CPadder,te ≤ 0.2,

0.0 ≤ CPadder,le ≤ 0.2,

tmax ≥ t0max,

ts1 ≥ 0.85 · t0max,
ts3 ≥ 0.85 · t0max,
ts4 ≥ 0.05,

ts5 ≥ 0.02,

ts6 ≥ 0.006,

ts7 ≥ 0.0039.

(152)

2.1.1 Objective function
In Equation (152), the optimization problem is posed as a minimization of the objective
function. The objective function is given as the negative lift-over-drag ratio that has been
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normalized by a reference value. For the optimizations carried out in this part, we choose a
reference lift-over-drag value, (Cl/Cd)ref, of 100. The reference value scales the objective
and helps in improving the conditioning of the problem.

2.1.2 Design variables
In Equation (152), CPls and CPus represent the vector of the FFD control points on the
lower and upper surfaces of the airfoil, respectively. CPadder,te represents a scalar value
that is added to the two control points at the trailing edge, which consists of one control
point for the upper surface and one for the lower surface. Similarly, CPadder,le represents
a scalar value that is added to the two control points at the leading edge, with one control
point on the upper surface and another on the lower surface. It is important to note that the
four trailing edge and leading edge control points are not included in the vector of control
points, CPls andCPus. Furthermore, the control points have freedom to move only in the
y-direction. This is to ensure that during the optimization the deformed surface does not
self-intersect. More control points can be added, in case a granular shape deformation is
required.

The upper and lower surface control points on the leading edge are constrained together
and perturbed by the same magnitude, albeit in opposite directions. They are perturbed
by the scalar design variable, CPadder,le. The upper and lower surface control points on the
trailing edge are similarly constrained together, and perturbed by the scalar design vari-
able, CPadder,te. Positive values of the scalars indicate that the upper and lower surface
control points move away from each other in the y-direction. Whereas, negative values
of the scalars mean that they move towards each other in the y-direction. The scalars
ensure consistent opening and closing of the leading and trailing edges, maintaining the
geometric angle of attack during the optimization. Individual freedom afforded to the con-
trol points would have led to the distortion of the leading and trailing edges during the
optimization.

The control point groupings for a NACA 0018 airfoil are visually represented in Figure 38.
In Figure 38, there are 14 control points shown, with seven on the upper surface and
seven on the lower surface. Of the seven each on the lower and upper surface, 2 on
the lower and upper surface each, belong to the leading and trailing edge control points.
Thus, there are 5 control points in CPus and CPls, each. Thus, the 10 control points in
CPus andCPls together, along with two scalars CPadder,te and CPadder,le, results in total of
12 design variables. These 12 design variables are used for all the optimizations carried
out in this study.

2.1.3 Constraints
In order to achieve airfoil-like shapes, appropriate constraints are required for the shape
optimization problem. In the optimizations performed in this study, we impose geometrical
constraints to ensure realistic airfoil shapes.

In Equation (152), tmax refers to the maximum thickness of the airfoil. Since, all the opti-
mizations in this study use airfoils with a unit value for the chord length, tmax is the same
as the relative thickness of the airfoil. t0max represents the lower limit that the maximum
thickness of the deformed airfoil can attain during the optimization. In the optimization
cases presented in this study, the airfoil is discretized into 7 sections along the chord line.
These 7 sections are shown for a NACA 0018 airfoil in Figure 38. The boundaries of the
discrete sections are shown in Table 9.

In Equation (152), the variables ts1, ts3, ts4, ts5, ts6, ts7 represent themaximum thicknesses
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Table 9: Chordwise domain of the discrete airfoil sections for the unit chord
length.

Section identifier Chordwise domain

1 0.00 - 0.15

2 0.15 - 0.30

3 0.30- 0.45

4 0.45 - 0.80

5 0.80 - 0.90

6 0.90 - 0.99

7 0.99 - 1.00

in the sections corresponding to the number in the subscript. The maximum thickness in
section 2, ts2, is not constrained. This is because the maximum airfoil thickness occurs in
this section, and has already been constrained by the relation, tmax ≥ t0max. Furthermore,
constraining the neighboring sections to be at aminimum of 0.85×t0max allows the optimizer
the freedom to keep the position of the maximum thickness in section 2. But, this might
not necessarily be the case. In Figure 38, the discretized sections are seen to have a
higher resolution near the trailing edge. During airfoil shape optimizations, the optimizer
prefers large reductions in thickness and a high curvature in the mean camber line near
the trailing edge to maximize the lift. A high resolution of the sections near the trailing
edge ensures a finite thickness in the region. There are a total of 7 thickness constraints
on the airfoil.

Finally, as seen in Equation (152), constraints are also imposed on the freedom afforded
to the design variables, CPls, CPus, CPadder,le, CPadder,te. Aside from maintaining the
integrity of the optimized shape, constraints on the control points also allow us to avoid
situations that could potentially lead to local minima, and avoid excessive time spent by the
optimizer on design space explorations. In Equation (152), the maximum value ofCPus is
limited to 0.4 and the minimum value is limited to 0. Similarly, the minimum value for CPls
is limited to−0.4, whereas the maximum value is 0.1. The value of 0.1 on the lower surface
control points, CPls, provides freedom to achieve a limited degree of cambering, while
preventing excessive camber. The scalars, CPadder,le and CPadder,te, have a minimum
value of 0 and maximum value of 0.2. The minimum value of 0 ensures that the optimizer
does not exploit gains in performance achieved by decreasing the leading and trailing
edge thicknesses.

2.1.4 Optimizer

The optimizations are carried out using an optimizer based on the sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) algorithm. The optimizer is called the Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer
(SNOPT) (Gill et al., 2005; Gill et al., 2018), and SNOPT version 7.2-10 is used in this
study. In the ShapeOpt2D framework, the SNOPT optimizer is accessed using the Open-
MDAO API through the open-source python interface provided by pyOptSparse (Wu et
al., 2020).
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Figure 38: NACA 0018 airfoil shown with FFD control points on the lower
surface (circle marker), upper surface (square marker), trailing edge (triangle
marker) and leading edge (diamond marker). Discrete airfoil sections with
boundaries marked by gray dashed vertical lines are also shown.
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2.2 Simulation settings
2.2.1 Flow solver settings
The EllipSys2D flow solver (Michelsen, 1992, 1994; Sørensen, 1995), introduced earlier
in Part I Section 3.2.2, is utilized to solve the steady state, incompressible RANS equa-
tions. The QUICK scheme is used to discretize the convective terms. The k − ω SST
model is utilized to model the turbulence. The same inflow and far-field turbulence set-
tings are used for all the optimization cases. The pressure and under-relaxation constants
for the SIMPLE-like algorithm are also kept the same across all the optimizations. The
flow density and the magnitude of the net incoming flow velocity are set to unity. All the
optimized airfoils have a unit chord length. With the flow density, incoming flow velocity
magnitude and the chord length all set to unity, the Reynolds number of the flow is varied
by changing the flow viscosity. For all the optimization cases presented in this study, the
flow viscosity is chosen as 10−6 kgm−1s−1. This corresponds to a Reynolds number (Re)
of 106 for all the optimization cases. The airfoils are being optimized at an angle of attack
of 6◦. This is achieved by varying the two directional components of the velocity. The
component pointing in the positive x-direction is denoted as u, and the component point-
ing in the positive y-direction is denoted as v. A convergence criterion of 10−10 is chosen
for the RANS residuals. For more information on computation of residuals in EllipSys2D,
the reader is referred to Part I Section 3.2.6 of this thesis. The flow solver settings used
for all the optimization cases are shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Flow solver settings for the optimization cases.

Parameter Value

Density ρ 1.0 kgm−3

Relative velocity Vrel 1.0 ms−1

Inflow u 0.9945 ms−1

Inflow v 0.1045 ms−1

Inflow k 0.01 m2s−2

Inflow ω 106 s−1

Dynamic viscosity µ 10−6 kgm−1s−1

Reynolds number Re 1/µ

Velocity under-relaxation factor 0.8

Pressure under-relaxation factor 0.9

2.2.2 Discrete adjoint solver settings
The prototype discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D is utilized to compute the gradients
of the flow solver component in the ShapeOpt2D framework. The settings recommended
in Part III Section 2.2.7.2 are utilized to solve the adjoint equation. These include the use
of the diagonal scaling technique, the Nested-Dissection (ND) matrix reordering and an
ILU preconditioning method, provided by the PETSc library. Deviating slightly from the
recommended settings, a fill-in of 3 is used for the ILU preconditioning method, along
with a GMRES “restart” parameter of 500. A relative tolerance of the 10−12 is set as the
convergence criteria for the GMRES solver residuals. The finite difference step-size for
computing the partial derivatives with respect to the states, ϵs is chosen as 10−6. The
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step-size for computing the partial derivatives with respect to the mesh vertices, ϵm is
chosen as 10−9. This step-size provided the most accurate results against a “black-box”
verification performed for a computational mesh with a first cell-height on the order of
magnitude of 10−6, which is the case for high Reynolds number flows (Re ≳ 106).

2.2.3 Settings for the modified-BoostConv method
The optimizations presented in this part are performed by using both, the standard and
the boosted EllipSys2D flow solvers. The comparison between the optimizations for the
standard and the boosted solvers are performed to show that addition of the modified-
BoostConv method does not alter the solution integrity. Additionally, the boosted El-
lipSys2D flow solver is used to demonstrate that the flow solver robustness due to the
modified-BoostConv method is translated into the robustness of the optimization frame-
work.

The setting recommended in Part I Section 3.5 for the modified-BoostConv method is
selected for the optimization cases in this study. Based on the recommendation, the
modified-BoostConv parameter αboost of 0.05 is selected. A basis-size of 30 is deemed
sufficient for all the optimization cases. The basis-size is determined by initially testing
on the starting shape of the optimization case. A basis-size that results in convergence
for the flow solver for the initial shape is seen to be sufficient to handle the intermediate
shapes encountered during the optimization.

2.2.4 Optimizer settings: SNOPT
The feasibility tolerance determines the accuracy of satisfaction of the constraints. The
optimizer considers it a constraint violation when the feasibility value exceeds the speci-
fied tolerance. The feasibility tolerance is set to 10−10, via the SNOPT parameter “Major
feasibility tolerance”. The maximum number of allowed major iterations is set to 100
via the SNOPT parameter “Major iterations limit”. The optimality tolerance deter-
mines the final accuracy of the dual variables. A low optimality tolerance of 10−10 is set
via the SNOPT parameter “Major optimality tolerance”. The optimality is the mea-
sure by which a solution can be considered optimal. Lower the optimality, higher the
tendency of the solution being at the optimum. We have chosen a low optimality toler-
ance to obtain the best achievable optimal solution. For more on optimality, the reader
is referred to the work by Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, see Chapter 5). Finally, the
most important parameter in determining the success of an optimization is the maximum
step-size taken by the optimizer during line search. The line search step-size limit is spec-
ified by the SNOPT parameter “major step limit”. This has been set to 0.05 for the all
the optimizations in this study. The step-size limit was adjusted by trial and error, as the
default step-size of 0.2 was found to produce ill-behaved optimizations. The remainder of
the SNOPT settings are kept at their default values. For more information regarding the
possible SNOPT settings and their explanations, the reader is directed to the user manual
(Gill et al., 2018).

2.3 Computational mesh
Multi-block structured meshes are generated for the three airfoils i.e. the NACA 0018,
NACA 0024 and the NACA 0030. The meshes are generated using the 2D hyperbolic
mesh generator HypGrid2D (Sørensen, 1998). The O-meshes generated for the airfoils
consist of 128 cells distributed in the direction along the surface and 64 cells in the direc-
tion normal to the surface. The meshes are made up of two blocks, each made up of 64
cells in the direction along the surface and 64 cells in the direction normal to the surface.
A pointed trailing edge causes highly skewed cells in the region. Since, large pressure
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gradients exist at the trailing edge of the airfoil, a pointed trailing edge would potentially
cause issues for convergence of the flow solver. To avoid this issue, the airfoil trailing
edge is opened up to have a thickness that is 0.1% of the chord length.

The computational meshes near the airfoil surface and in the vicinity of the flat trailing
edge are shown for the NACA 0018 airfoil in Figures 39a and 39b, respectively. The
same are shown for the NACA 0024 airfoil in Figures 40a and 40b, and for the NACA
0030 airfoil in Figures 41a and 41b.

(a) Near surface mesh for NACA 0018. (b) Trailing edge mesh for NACA 0018.

Figure 39: Near surface computational mesh for the 18% thick NACA 0018
airfoil with a flat trailing edge of thickness 0.1% of chord length.

(a) Near surface mesh for NACA 0024. (b) Trailing edge mesh for NACA 0024.

Figure 40: Near surface computational mesh for the 24% thick NACA 0024
airfoil with a flat trailing edge of thickness 0.1% of chord length.
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(a) Near surface mesh for NACA 0030. (b) Trailing edge mesh for NACA 0030.

Figure 41: Near surface computational mesh for the 30% thick NACA 0030
airfoil with a flat trailing edge of thickness 0.1% of chord length.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Verification of ShapeOpt2D gradients
The gradients supplied with the various components of the ShapeOpt2D framework are
verified using the OpenMDAO API (Gray et al., 2019). As discussed earlier, in Part II Sec-
tion 1.2, the OpenMDAO API utilizes the modular analysis and unified derivative (MAUD)
architecture (Hwang &Martins, 2018) to unify the various components into a single, implic-
itly formulated, non-linear system of equations. On linearization, this single system can be
solved to obtain all the relevant derivatives. The total derivative of the objective function
with respect to the design variables is part of the total derivative vector in the linearization
of the unified system. The OpenMDAO API is able to compute the total derivatives of
the variables in the unified system by using finite difference approximation methods. This
approximated total derivatives are used to verify the total derivatives computed from the
supplied component gradients.

For ease of understanding, we express the total derivative of the unified model output
with respect to the input using the chain rule for the ShapeOpt2D framework. The total
derivative of the objective, Cl/Cd, with respect to the design variables, xcp, is then given
as,

d (Cl/Cd)

dxcp
=

(
d (Cl/Cd)

dF

)
·
(

dF

dxmesh

)
·
(
dxmesh
dxsurf

)
·
(
dxsurf
dxcp

)
, (153)

where Cl is the lift coefficient, F represents the vector of integral forces on the airfoil,
xmesh is the vector of computational mesh points used to compute the flow in EllipSys2D,
xsurf is the vector of coordinate points defining the airfoil surface and xcp is the vector of
control points that controls the parametrized airfoil profile.

The gradient verification is performed for the NACA 0018 airfoil. The computational mesh
for the same is shown in Figure 39.

3.1.1 Gradients of components
As discussed earlier, in Part II Section 1.2, the derivatives for the geometry deformation
component, dxsurf/dxcp, and the airfoil performance metrics component, d (Cl/Cd) /dF ,
are computed using analytic expressions. A finite difference approximation accelerated
by coloring, is used to compute the derivatives for the mesh deformation component,
dxmesh/dxsurf. The finite-difference based derivative computation is tightly integrated with
the EllipSys2D flow solver’s mesh deformation routine and is explained in Part II Sec-
tion 1.1.2. The colored finite-difference approximation is extremely fast compared to that
achieved by the OpenMDAO API for the same component. A forward difference step-size
of 10−6 is used in the computation. The complex-stepmethod is utilized to approximate the
derivatives for the geometric properties component, as described in Part II Section 1.1.4.
A step-size of 10−40 is utilized as the step size for the derivatives computed with the com-
plex step method. Finally, the prototype discrete adjoint solver for EllipSys2D, developed
in Part III, is used to compute the derivative of the flow solver component, dF /dxmesh.
In the discrete adjoint solver, the forward difference step-size for computing the partial
derivatives with respect to the states, ϵs is chosen as 10−6. The step-size for computing
the partial derivatives with respect to the mesh vertices, ϵm is chosen as 10−9.
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3.1.2 Gradient verification for the components
First, the component-wise gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework are verified
using the first-order, forward difference method provided by the OpenMDAO API. For the
verification, a forward difference step-size of 10−6 is selected. The geometry deformation
component, mesh deformation component, airfoil performance metrics component and
the geometric properties component are verified. The flow solver component gradient
was already verified in Part III Section 2.2.8.

It is important to qualify the outcome of the verification process. The supplied gradients
have been computed with methods that have either the same, or higher accuracy then
the forward difference approach, used for verification. Thus, based on the non-linearity
present in the functions being differentiated, the finite difference approximation may pro-
vide a poor estimate of the gradient. Furthermore, in such cases the finite difference
approximation can be extremely sensitive to the selected step-size. As such, we do not
expect gradient verification on the order of machine precision (≈ 10−16). A relative error
in the gradients on the order of magnitude of 10−3 or lower is considered to be sufficient
for the verification.

Table 11 shows the verification for the geometry deformation component. The geometry
deformation component takes the FFD control points as input and provides the airfoil sur-
face as output. In Table 11, the output, xsurf, has been verified against the groupings of
control points used as design variables, as explained in Section 2.1.2 in this part. The
low absolute and relative errors on the order of magnitude of 10−11 indicate that the gra-
dient based on the forward difference approximation agrees with the supplied analytical
gradients.

Table 11: Gradient verification of the geometry deformation component with
errors computed between the l2-norm of the supplied gradient as an approxi-
mation to the verification gradient computed by OpenMDAO.

Output Input Absolute error Relative error

xsurf CPls 1.0825× 10−10 4.0702× 10−11

xsurf CPus 8.8912× 10−11 3.3709× 10−11

xsurf CPadder,le 5.6109× 10−11 2.1278× 10−11

xsurf CPadder,te 6.7237× 10−11 1.8565× 10−11

Table 12 shows the verification for the mesh deformation component, which takes the
airfoil surface, xsurf, as input and provides the computational mesh, xmesh, as output. The
supplied gradient is computed with a forward difference approach which is accelerated by
coloring, using a step size of 10−6. A “naive” forward difference approach with the same
step-size of 10−6, is used in the verification by OpenMDAO. The only difference between
the two gradient computations is that the accelerated finite difference implementation is
orders of magnitude faster. Due to the identical approaches the absolute and relative
errors in the gradient are on the order of machine precision.

The gradient verification for the airfoil performance metrics component is shown in Ta-
ble 13. The gradients of the lift and drag coefficients, Cl and Cd, with respect to the
forces, Fx and Fy, are verified approximately to an order of magnitude of 10−11 and lower.
However, the gradients of the lift-over-drag ratio, Cl/Cd, with respect to Fx and Fy are
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Table 12: Gradient verification of themesh deformation component with errors
computed between the l2-norm of the supplied gradient as an approximation
to the verification gradient computed by OpenMDAO.

Output Input Absolute error Relative error

xmesh xsurf 3.4117× 10−15 2.9196× 10−17

verified to an order of magnitude of 10−4 and lower. The analytical expressions gradients
of Cl/Cd with respect to the Fx and Fy are given in Equations (57) and (58), respectively.
The gradients are seen to have non-linear relationships with the forces. The non-linearity
makes the gradient approximated with finite difference method, extremely sensitive to the
step-size. This line of reasoning explains the poor verification of the analytically computed
gradients by those computed using finite difference approximation.

Table 13: Gradient verification of the airfoil performance metrics component
with errors computed between the l2-norm of the supplied gradient as an ap-
proximation to the verification gradient computed by OpenMDAO.

Output Input Absolute error Relative error

Cl Fx 1.2517× 10−11 5.9872× 10−11

Cl Fy 6.3219× 10−11 3.1783× 10−11

Cd Fx 7.6850× 10−13 3.8636× 10−13

Cd Fy 1.5239× 10−11 7.2893× 10−11

(Cl/Cd) Fx 8.0651e× 10−01 1.3821× 10−04

(Cl/Cd) Fy 6.8807× 10−03 1.4527× 10−05

The verification of the gradients supplied by geometric properties component is shown in
Table 14. The geometric properties component takes the deformed airfoil surface, xsurf,
from the geometry deformation component as the input and provides parametrized quan-
tities as output. This component provides the geometrical constraints on the shape un-
dergoing optimization. The airfoil thickness constraints utilized in the optimizations have
been described in Section 2.1.3 in this part. The supplied gradients are computed with
the complex-step method. The verification of the gradients once again show poor per-
formance of the applied finite difference approximation. The relative error of the supplied
gradients range from an order of magnitude 10−6 to 10−4. Like in the case of the gradi-
ents of the lift-over-drag ratio, the poor performance of the finite difference approximation
can be attributed to a non-linear relationship between the airfoil thicknesses and the input
surface. The non-linearity makes the finite-difference method extremely sensitive to the
step-size.

3.1.3 Gradient verification for the full model
The total derivative of the objective function, (Cl/Cd), with respect to the design variables,
xcp, calculated using the derivatives supplied by the components is verified. For the ver-
ification, the full model is treated as a “black-box” by OpenMDAO and the derivative is
approximated using a forward difference method with a step-size of 10−4. The absolute
and relative errors in the l2-norms of the supplied gradient with respect to the l2-norms of
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Table 14: Gradient verification of the geometric properties component with
errors computed between the l2-norm of the supplied gradient as an approxi-
mation to the verification gradient computed by OpenMDAO.

Output Input Absolute error Relative error

tmax xsurf 4.8839× 10−04 3.6095× 10−04

ts1 xsurf 7.1683× 10−06 5.3656× 10−06

ts2 xsurf 1.1572× 10−05 8.5279× 10−06

ts3 xsurf 4.3148× 10−06 3.3394× 10−06

ts4 xsurf 3.4423× 10−06 2.6114× 10−06

ts5 xsurf 8.7090× 10−06 6.7218× 10−06

ts6 xsurf 3.4455× 10−04 2.9716× 10−04

ts7 xsurf 3.5313× 10−04 2.4455× 10−04

the verification gradient is shown in Table 15. The absolute errors on the order of magni-
tude of 101 or lower are observed. The relatively high value of the absolute errors can be
attributed to the unscaled objective function used in the derivative computation. Whereas,
in the actual optimization, the objective function is scaled by a reference value. The rela-
tive error provides a more accurate estimate of the error. It is seen that the relative error
also is verified poorly. The highest relative error, on the order of magnitude of 10−1, is
seen in the derivative with respect to the upper surface control points, CPus. Whereas,
the lowest relative error is on the order of magnitude of 10−3. It is seen in the derivative
with respect to the scalar added to the trailing edge control points, CPadder,te.

On varying the step-size from 10−1 to 10−6, it is seen that the step-size of 10−4 provided
the least relative error. The poor verification of the total derivative computed using the gra-
dients supplied from the ShapeOpt2D framework, can be attributed to two possibilities.
First, the first order forward difference approximation is insufficient in capturing the nonlin-
ear nature of the model. Second, the errors in the gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D
components are the main cause of the relatively high error.

If the first possibility is true, then a higher-order finite difference method could yield a
reduction in the relative error and thus result in an improved verification. OpenMDAO
currently provides a second-order central difference method as the only alternative to
the first-order, forward and backward, finite difference methods. By using the central
difference method, the total derivative of the objective with respect to the control points is
approximated by varying the step-size from 10−1 to 10−6. Even with the central difference
method, the best possible derivative match provided relative errors on the same order
of magnitudes as those with the first-order forward difference method. Still, a possibility
exists that an even higher order finite difference method could provide a better match with
the ShapeOpt2D derivatives. But this cannot not be tested with OpenMDAO.

However, if the second possibility is true, then improvements are required in the gradient
computation methods utilized in the ShapeOpt2D components. If the components that
compute gradients using the accurate analytical and complex-step methods are ruled out,
then the remaining two components could be the sources of error. The source of error
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could either be the mesh deformation component, the flow solver component, or both.
Both these components utilize a first-order forward difference approximation in comput-
ing the gradients. Amongst the two error sources, the derivative of mesh deformation
component was verified to machine-precision by OpenMDAO’s finite difference method
using the same step-size. And since the full model gradient verification is also done with a
first-order accurate method, the error contribution from the mesh deformation component
can be ignored. Thus, the mesh deformation can be ruled out as a source of error. This
leaves the flow solver component as the largest error source.

The flow solver component utilizes the prototype discrete adjoint solver, developed in Part
III, to compute the gradient of the forces with respect to the computational mesh points.
This gradient requires the computation of four partial derivative matrices and the solution
of the adjoint system. In the prototype discrete adjoint solver, the partial derivative terms
are computed using the first-order forward difference method. In the current implemen-
tation, a common finite difference step-size is selected for the computation of the partial
derivatives with respect to the flow solver states, and a different common step-size for
the computation of the partial derivatives with respect to the mesh vertices. The com-
puted gradient which was verified using a “black-box” forward difference approach, could
only provide a gradient match of up to six significant digits, as shown in Table 7 in Part
III. Even though the error is considered to be acceptable, the gradient match could have
been better. Especially, since both the adjoint solver gradients and the verification gradi-
ents are computed using a first-order method. Since a more accurate gradient verification
method, such as complex-step, is still under development for the flow solver, this is the
best estimate that could be provided.

The error in the discrete adjoint solver gradients could have been improved by fine-tuning
the step sizes for each partial derivative element in the matrix, instead of using a com-
mon step-size. But such a process is very time-consuming, cumbersome and problem
dependent. The better solution would be to invest in additional development of the dis-
crete adjoint solver to provide support for either the complex-step method, or algorithmic
differentiation.

Table 15: Gradient verification of the unscaled objective with respect to the
design variables with errors computed between the l2-norm of the supplied
gradient as an approximation to the verification gradient computed by Open-
MDAO. The step-size is chosen as 10−4 in the verification.

Output Input Absolute error Relative error

(Cl/Cd) CPls 7.3187 1.7884× 10−02

(Cl/Cd) CPus 7.642170 1.5044× 10−01

(Cl/Cd) CPadder,le 1.2123 11.4133× 10−02

(Cl/Cd) CPadder,te 6.7027× 10−03 2.1867× 10−03

3.2 Optimization of airfoils
In order to understand the impact of the poor gradient verification observed in Table 15,
we apply the ShapeOpt2D framework to the three airfoils, namely the NACA 0018, the
NACA 0024 and the NACA 0030. The optimizer history and the optimized shape are
compared with that obtained from applying the framework with the full model gradients
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approximated by OpenMDAO using a forward difference step-size of 10−4. The optimiza-
tion is formulated according to Equation (152).

3.2.1 NACA 0018 airfoil
Figure 42a shows the progress of the optimality and the scaled objective function over the
course of the NACA 0018 airfoil optimizations. In Figure 42a, the blue and green solid lines
represent the optimality and objective function, respectively, for the optimization with the
ShapeOpt2D framework. Whereas, their counterparts for the verifying optimization are
shown by the dashed lines. The term “verifying optimization” refers to the optimization
performed by using the full model gradients approximated by OpenMDAO using the first
order forward difference method. Both optimizations exited when the SNOPT optimizer
could not converge the problem further. From Figure 42a, it is clear that the verifying opti-
mization has better gradients than the ShapeOpt2D optimization. This is attributed to the
fact that the optimality of the verifying optimization is around an order of magnitude lower
at completion, than the optimality for the ShapeOpt2D optimization. As mentioned earlier,
a low optimality indicates that the solution is near its optimum point. Thus, when compar-
ing two optimality values, the lower value indicates a that the current solution is closer to
the true optimum. For more on optimality, the reader is referred to the work by Boyd and
Vandenberghe (2004, see Chapter 5). The optimality history of the verifying optimization
shows that it follows a gradual decrease until it finds the step direction that allows the
optimization to converge with a quadratic rate. The region of quadratic convergence is
indicated by the steep decline in optimality seen before approximately 60 iterations. Such
a behavior is not observed in the optimality history of the ShapeOpt2D optimization. The
optimality history of the ShapeOpt2D optimization follows a similar path to that followed by
the optimality of the verifying optimization. However, it is unable to find the step direction
that can provide it with a quadratic rate of convergence. This is indicative of the gradi-
ents supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework, being relatively poorer than the gradient
computed with a full model forward difference approximation using OpenMDAO.

However, the difference between the final values of the scaled objective function for
the verifying optimization and the ShapeOpt2D optimization is relatively small. The fi-
nal value of the scaled objective for the verifying optimization is −0.73472, whereas that
for the ShapeOpt2D optimization is −0.73357. In terms of the optimized lift-over-drag ra-
tios we get a value of 73.472 for the verifying optimization, and a value of 73.357 for the
ShapeOpt2D optimization. The two values match up to two significant digits. The sim-
ilarities between the optimal designs for the verifying optimization and the ShapeOpt2D
optimization is further confirmed by comparing the two optimized shapes, shown in Fig-
ure 42b. In Figure 42b, the blue solid line shows the optimized design from the ShapeOpt2D
optimization, with the blue crosses marking the corresponding positions of the FFD control
points. The green dashed line represents the optimized shape from the verifying optimiza-
tion, with the green circles marking the final positions of the corresponding FFD control
points. The initial starting shape for both the optimizations is shown by the gray dotted
line. The optimized shapes for the verifying optimization and the ShapeOpt2D optimiza-
tion are nearly identical with slight differences in the final control points. The “dolphin
nose” shaped feature at the leading edges for the two optimized shapes are an artifact of
a single point optimization. The “dolphin nose” feature is shaped such that the stagnation
point that occurs at the 6◦ angle of attack lies exactly at the tip of the nose, as shown
in Figure 43. Figure 43 shows the velocity flow field and streamlines for the optimized
shape obtained with the ShapeOpt2D optimization. The curvature of the nose curves the
streamlines around the tip. The optimized shapes are also seen to be cambered with a
high curvature and thinning of the cross-section near the trailing edge. These features
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curve the lower surface streamlines upwards near the trailing edge.

On comparing the lift and drag values for the NACA 0018 airfoil between the two optimized
shapes and the initial shapes, it is clear that the optimized shape has resulted in more than
100% increase in lift, with a slight increase in drag. The lift, drag and lift-over-drag values
for the initial NACA 0018 airfoil and the two optimized shapes are shown in Table 16.
An increase in the lift is seen to be the driver of the increased lift-over-drag ratio in the
optimized shapes. The features such as camber, ”dolphin nose” shape at the leading
edge, the high curvature of the camber near the trailing edge, and the thinning of the near
trailing edge sections give rise to the increases in lift, and consequently the lift-over-drag
ratio.

Table 16

Parameter Initial Optimized: ShapeOpt2D Optimized: Verification

Cl 0.60618 1.4031 1.4405

Cd 0.01439 0.01913 0.01961

Cl/Cd 42.121 73.357 73.472

3.2.2 NACA 0024 airfoil
The comparison of the optimality and the merit functions for the NACA 0024 airfoil opti-
mizations is shown in Figure 44a. The optimality values for both, the verifying optimization
and the ShapeOpt2D optimization, are seen to be of a similar order magnitude at com-
pletion. The scaled objective functions in both cases are also seen to converge to similar
values. The optimized value of the scaled objective function for the ShapeOpt2D opti-
mization is −0.6258, and for the verifying optimization is −0.6263. Similar to the case of
the NACA 0018 airfoil, here to the scaled objectives match up to two significant digits.
The final shapes from the two optimizations and their respective control points, along with
the initial shape of the NACA 0024 airfoil are shown in Figure 44b. The two optimized
shapes are seen to be nearly identical to each other. Just like in the case of the optimized
shapes for the NACA 0018 airfoil, features like the “dolphin nose” shape at the leading
edge, high curvature camber near the trailing edge and thinning of the near trailing edge
cross-sections are observed. The effect of these features on the velocity streamlines can
be observed in the flow-field visualization for the initial and optimized airfoil shapes shown
in Figures 45a and 45b, respectively.

3.2.3 NACA 0030 airfoil
The comparison of the optimality and the merit functions for the NACA 0030 airfoil opti-
mizations is shown in Figure 46a. At completion the optimality of the verifying optimization
is seen to be two orders of magnitude lower than the optimality of the ShapeOpt2D opti-
mization. The optimality history of the verifying optimization shows that it follows a grad-
ual decrease until it finds the step direction that allows the optimization to converge with
a quadratic rate. The region of quadratic convergence is indicated by the steep decline in
optimality see beyond approximately 60 iterations. Such a behavior is not observed in the
optimality history of the ShapeOpt2D optimization, indicating relatively poorer gradients.

Notwithstanding the difference in the optimality, the final values of the merit functions are
nearly identical. This is similar to the observed behavior in the case of the NACA 0018
airfoil optimization. The final value of the scaled objective is −0.4866 for the ShapeOpt2D
optimization. A similar value of −0.4872 is observed for the verifying optimization. The
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(a) Optimality and scaled objective function histories for the NACA 0018 airfoil.

(b) Optimized shapes and final location of control points for the NACA 0018 airfoil.
Initial shape of the NACA 0018 airfoil also shown.

Figure 42: Optimizer history and the optimized shapes are shown for the
NACA 0018 airfoil. The optimization with the gradients supplied by the
ShapeOpt2D framework is compared against the Verification optimization,
which used gradients approximated for the full model computed with the for-
ward difference method.
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Figure 43: Velocity flow field with streamlines shown in black for the optimized
shape of the NACA 0018 airfoil, performed using ShapeOpt2D optimization.

final scaled objectives match up to two significant digits. This is similar to the observed
differences seen in the NACA 0018 and NACA 0024 airfoil optimizations. The final shapes
for the two optimizations, shown in Figure 46b, are nearly identical to each other. However,
minor shapes differences do exist as indicated by the non-alignment of the control points
for the two optimized shapes.

Similar to the features in the optimized shapes for the NACA 0018 and the NACA 0024
airfoils, features such as a “dolphin nose” shape at the leading edge, high curvature cam-
ber near the trailing edge and thinning of the near trailing edge cross-sections are also
seen in the optimized NACA 0030 airfoil. Compared to the initial shape, the streamlines
of the optimized NACA 0030 airfoil show a reduction in the separation region on the up-
per surface near the trailing edge. The flow-field visualizations with the streamlines for
both the initial and optimized NACA 0030 airfoils can be seen in Figures 47a and 47b,
respectively.

3.2.4 Conclusions from the airfoil optimizations
The discussion in the preceding sections verifying the optimizations performed with the
ShapeOpt2D framework can be summarized into the following key points:

• For two out of the three airfoils tested, the verifying optimizations converged to lower
optimality values compared to the ShapeOpt2D optimizations. This is indicative of
poorer gradients in the ShapeOpt2D optimizations relative to the gradients in the
verifying optimizations.

• The optimality histories for the verifying optimizations show a quadratic convergence
rate near the final solution, indicating a healthy gradient approximation. The optimal-
ity histories for the ShapeOpt2D optimizations generally follow the same direction
of descent as their counterparts from the verifying optimizations. But, they are un-
able to obtain the descent direction that provides a quadratic convergence to the
final solution. As such, despite ending up close to the optimum, the ShapeOpt2D
optimizations are unable to obtain the exact optimum due to noisy gradients arising
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(a) Optimality and scaled objective function histories for the NACA 0024 airfoil.

(b) Optimized shapes and final location of control points for the NACA 0024 airfoil.
Initial shape of the NACA 0024 airfoil also shown.

Figure 44: Optimizer history and the optimized shapes are shown for the
NACA 0024 airfoil. The optimization with the gradients supplied by the
ShapeOpt2D framework is compared against the Verification optimization,
which used gradients approximated for the full model computed with the for-
ward difference method.
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(a) Initial shape (b) Optimized shape

Figure 45: Velocity flow field with streamlines shown in black, for the initial
and optimized shapes of the NACA 0024 airfoil. The optimization is performed
using the ShapeOpt2D framework.

from the discrete adjoint solver.

• However, the descent directions provided by the gradients from the ShapeOpt2D
framework were good enough for the final solutions to match up to two significant
digits with the ones obtained from the verifying optimizations. In other words, the
optimum points obtained from the ShapeOpt2D optimizations were similar to the
solutions with lower optimalities from the verifying optimizations. This behavior was
observed for all three airfoils.

• In conclusion, the ShapeOpt2D framework in its current form provides gradients that
are noisier when compared to the gradients from a “black-box” finite difference ap-
proximation of the full model. The gradient verifications performed for each compo-
nent of the framework points to the source of the noisy gradients to be the discrete
adjoint solver. Currently, a common forward difference step-size is used to com-
pute the partial derivative matrices and vectors in the adjoint solver. Instead, by
fine-tuning the forward difference step-sizes for each element in the partial deriva-
tive matrices the error in the discrete adjoint solver gradients can be improved. But
such a process is very time-consuming, cumbersome and problem dependent. A
preferred solution would be to invest in additional development of the discrete ad-
joint solver to provide machine-accurate gradients using either the complex-step
method, or algorithmic differentiation. Finally, despite their shortcomings, the gra-
dients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework are proven to be good enough to
produce solutions that are close to the optimum produced by the gradients from the
full model finite difference approximation.

3.3 Robust shape optimization: Bluff body to airfoil
The main objective of this work was to improve the robustness of the aerodynamic shape
optimization framework applied to airfoils. In this regard, the main contribution of this work
has been to enhance the robustness of an existing, incompressible RANS-CFD solver in
a non-intrusive manner. This was done by coupling the EllipSys2D flow solver to the
modified-BoostConv method, which has been developed in this work. The robustness of
the modified-BoostConv method to handle wind turbine airfoils has been shown in Chap-
ter 3 in Part II. Now, we apply the boosted EllipSys2D flow solver to the ShapeOpt2D
framework to test whether a robust flow solver can also ensure robustness in the opti-
mization.
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(a) Optimality and scaled objective function histories for the NACA 0030 airfoil.

(b) Optimized shapes and final location of control points for the NACA 0030 airfoil.
Initial shape of the NACA 0030 airfoil also shown.

Figure 46: Optimizer history and the optimized shapes are shown for the
NACA 0030 airfoil. The optimization with the gradients supplied by the
ShapeOpt2D framework is compared against the Verification optimization,
which used gradients approximated for the full model computed with the for-
ward difference method.
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(a) Initial shape (b) Optimized shape

Figure 47: Velocity flow field with streamlines shown in black, for the initial
and optimized shapes of the NACA 0030 airfoil. The optimization is performed
using the ShapeOpt2D framework.

We perform an optimization starting from a bluff-body with the problem formulation shown
in Equation (152). All the constraints and solver parameters are kept the same as for the
optimization performed with the NACA 0018 airfoil as the starting point. This includes
the constraint that restricts the minimum airfoil thickness to 18%. The optimization is per-
formed both with the standard EllipSys2D solver and the boosted EllipSys2D solver. The
optimization with the boosted flow solver is performed with both, the gradients supplied
from the ShapeOpt2D framework, and the gradients from a “black-box” finite difference
approximation of the full model (also known as the verifying optimization). If the design
space for the optimization problem shown in Equation (152) is unimodal, then the bluff-
body to airfoil optimization should produce the same optimal shape as that produced from
NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. There is evidence in literature supporting unimodality for
gradient-based, aerodynamic shape optimizations with RANS solvers. The works by Lyu
et al. (2015) and Yu et al. (2018) have demonstrated unimodal spaces for aerodynamic
shape optimizations of aircraft wings. Yu et al. (2018) produced the same optimal wing
shapes starting from multiple randomly generated points, confirming aerodynamic shape
optimization to be of a convex nature with any multi-modalities present due to numerical
errors in the gradients. X. He et al. (2019) provided evidence of unimodality for RANS-
based aerodynamic shape optimization of airfoils by generating the same optimal shapes
from various starting shapes. All the optimal shapes were found to be same as that of the
reference optimization starting from the RAE 2822 airfoil.

For the bluff-body to airfoil optimization, the NACA 0018 airfoil is deformed into a bluff body
by manipulating the FFD control points. The starting point of the optimization is the bluff
body shown in Figure 48a. Figure 48a shows the mesh near the surface of the bluff body.
A zoomed-in image of the mesh, seen in Figure 48b, for a high curvature region of the
bluff body shows that orthogonality is maintained very close to the surface. The optimality
history and the scaled objective function for the verifying optimizations performed with
the standard and the boosted flow solvers, is shown in Figure 49a. The bluff body to
airfoil optimization with the boosted flow solver, represented by the solid lines, is seen to
converge to an optimality which is on the order of 10−3 and a scaled objective function
of −0.734723. Whereas, the bluff-body to airfoil optimization with standard flow solver,
represented by the dashed lines, is seen to quit early in the optimization. The SNOPT
optimizer is unable to converge the optimization with the standard flow solver any further.
The increase in the optimality from its value at the starting point indicates that the reason
for failure is bad gradients. The robustness imparted by the boosted flow solver to the
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(a) Mesh near the bluff body surface. (b) Mesh in a region of high curvature near the
bluff body surface.

Figure 48: Mesh for the bluff body used as the starting point for the bluff body
to airfoil optimizations.

optimization is further evident from Figure 49b. Figure 49b shows the final shapes and
control points for the two optimizations at completion. The starting shape for the two
optimizations is also shown in the figure. The final shape for the optimization with the
standard flow solver is still quite close to the starting shape. Whereas the final shape for
the optimization with the boosted flow solver appears close to the optimized shapes seen
with a NACA 0018 airfoil as the starting point. The reason for the superior performance
of the optimization with the boosted solver is owed to healthy gradients because of flow
solver convergence imparted by the modified-BoostConv method. This is confirmed by
Figure 49c, which shows the convergence history of the U-momentum residual for all the
shapes encountered during the optimization. The boosted flow solver is seen to converge
to the near machine precision tolerance of 10−10 for all the shapes it encountered ranging
from the bluff-body to the airfoil. On the other hand, the standard flow solver is unable
to converge and undergoes limit cycle oscillations for all the shapes it encounters during
the optimization. The velocity flow fields for the initial shape, two intermediary shapes,
and the optimized shape, for the bluff body optimization with the boosted flow solver are
shown in Figures 50a to 50d. The massive flow separation in the initial bluff body explains
the inability of the standard RANS flow solver to converge. Under such unsteady flow
phenomena, the basic assumptions of the RANS equations are violated making them
numerically unstable. The modified-BoostConv method finds the solution of the RANS
equations for massively separated flows. Even though the steady RANS solution for such
a flow does not have physical significance, the converged flow produces gradients that
allows the optimizer to descend in the path that leads to minimum of the posed convex
optimization problem.

The robustness imparted by the boosted flow solver to the optimization is demonstrated by
comparing the optimized shape of the bluff-body to airfoil optimization with that produced
from the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The progress of the shape from the bluff-body to
airfoil is shown at three different points during the optimization in Figures 51a to 51c. The
progress is to be followed with the intermediary point starting from Figure 51a, followed
by Figure 51b and then by Figure 51c. The optimized shape is shown in Figure 51d. In
Figures 51a to 51d, the gray dashed line represents the NACA 0018 airfoil, and the gray
solid line the optimized shape for the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The gray circles
mark the locations of the FFD control points for the optimized shape of the NACA 0018
airfoil optimization. Similarly, the green dashed line represents the bluff-body and the
green solid line the optimized bluff body. The green crosses mark the final positions of
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the FFD control points for the optimized bluff body. On following the progress of the bluff
body optimization in Figures 51a to 51d, it is evident that the optimized bluff-body and
optimized NACA 0018 airfoil have identical shapes. The FFD control points for the two
optimized shapes are also co-incident. In fact the optimized scaled objective function
for the bluff body optimization is −0.734723 and for the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization
is −0.734725, showing a match of up to 5 significant digits. Apart from demonstrating
the robustness imparted by the boosted flow solver, this result also lends support to the
existence of unimodal design spaces for RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimizations.

We now perform the bluff body optimization with the boosted flow solver using the Shape-
Opt2D framework. The optimization results are compared with those for the verifying op-
timization, wherein the gradients for the full model are approximated using forward differ-
ence. The optimality and scaled objective function histories are shown in Figure 52a. The
optimality and scaled objectives in both optimizations follow similar paths to convergence.
However, the relatively poor gradients from the ShapeOpt2D framework caused the op-
timality to not achieve the same amount of reduction as achieved by the optimality from
the verifying optimization. Despite being higher, the optimality for the ShapeOpt2D opti-
mization is on the same order of magnitude as its counterpart. As observed in the airfoil
optimizations carried out in Section 3.2, the gradients from the ShapeOpt2D optimization
are good enough to guide the optimizer close to the optimal point, but not to the optimum.
The final value of the scaled objective for the ShapeOpt2D optimization is −0.734604,
providing a match of up to three significant digits with the final value for the verifying op-
timization. The two solutions can be considered to be similar for all practical purposes.
The similarity of the solution is verified by comparing the final shapes for the two opti-
mizations. The optimized shapes and their corresponding FFD control points are shown
in Figure 52b, along with the initial bluff body shape. The optimized shapes and their
corresponding control points are seen to be coincident. The modified-BoostConv method
converged the flow solver residuals to the tolerance of 10−10 for all the shapes encoun-
tered during the optimizations. This is evident from the U-momentum residuals for the two
optimizations, seen in Figure 52c. The comparisons between the ShapeOpt2D and ver-
ifying optimizations provide further evidence that despite being noisier, the ShapeOpt2D
gradients are able to guide the optimizer in descent directions that lead to shapes that are
close to their optimum. Furthermore, the inclusion of the modified-BoostConv method in
the flow solver does not interfere in the performance of the discrete adjoint solver.
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(a) Optimality (shown in green) and scaled objective
function (shown in blue) histories for the optimiza-
tions with boosted (shown by solid lines) and standard
(shown by dashed line) flow solvers.

(b) Final shapes and control points for the optimiza-
tions with the boosted flow solver (shown in blue) and
the standard flow solver (shown in green).

(c) U-momentum residual history for the optimizations
with the boosted flow solver (shown in blue) and the
standard flow solver (shown in green).

Figure 49
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(a) Bluff-body to airfoil: Initial shape (b) Bluff-body to airfoil: Intermediary shape 1

(c) Bluff-body to airfoil: Intermediary shape 2 (d) Bluff-body to airfoil: Final shape

Figure 50: The velocity flow fields are visualized for the initial shape, two
intermediary shapes, and the optimized shape for the bluff body optimization.
Velocity streamlines are shown by the black lines, indicating the flow direction
corresponding to the 6◦ angle of attack. The images are to be viewed in the
order following Figure 50a, Figure 50b, Figure 50c and Figure 50d.
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(a) Bluff-body to airfoil: Intermediary shape 1 (b) Bluff-body to airfoil: Intermediary shape 2

(c) Bluff-body to airfoil: Intermediary shape 3 (d) Bluff-body to airfoil: Final shape

Figure 51: Three intermediary shapes, to be viewed in the order following
Figures 51a to 51c, show the progress of the bluff-body to airfoil optimization.
The final shape is shown in Figure 51d. The green dotted line shows the initial
shape of the bluff body and the gray dotted line shows the starting shape of
the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The gray solid line shows the optimized
airfoil shape starting from the NACA 0018 airfoil. The green solid line shows
the progress of the shape starting from the bluff-body, with the green crosses
marking the control points. The final control points for the optimized NACA
0018 airfoil are marked by the gray circles.
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(a) Optimality (shown in green) and scaled objective
function (shown in blue) histories for the bluff body op-
timizations with ShapeOpt2D (shown by solid lines)
and verifying (shown by dashed line) gradients.

(b) Final shapes and control points for the
ShapeOpt2D (shown in blue) and verifying (shown in
green) optimizations of the bluff body.

(c) U-momentum residual history for the ShapeOpt2D
(shown in blue) and verifying (shown in green) opti-
mizations of the bluff body.

Figure 52
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4 Summary

One of the objectives of this part was to demonstrate the ability of the ShapeOpt2D frame-
work to successfully perform constrained aerodynamic shape optimization, ensuring the
trustworthiness of the resulting optimized shapes.

The health of the gradients determine the direction of descent of the optimizer and in turn
the final solution. The gradients supplied by each of the components of the ShapeOpt2D
framework were verified against gradients computed using the first order forward differ-
ence method, by treating the components as “black-box” models. The component-wise
gradient verification was performed using the OpenMDAO API. Except for the mesh de-
formation and flow solver component, the remaining computed their gradients using ei-
ther analytical or complex-step methods. The first order finite difference approximation
showed good verification with these components. The gradient of the mesh-deformation
component was computed using a first order finite difference method that was acceler-
ated by graph coloring. Since the order of the two methods matched, the gradient was
verified to the order of machine precision. However, the flow solver gradients computed
with the finite-difference based discrete adjoint solver showed comparatively poor verifi-
cation of up to 6 significant digits. However, since the components were verified using a
first order finite difference approach that itself is sensitive to the step-size in presence of
non-linearity, the impact of the aberrations in the gradients on the optimization could not
be gauged.

Next, the full model, with all its components, was treated like a “black-box” and the gradi-
ent of the objective with respect to the design variables was computed using the first order
forward difference method. The approximated derivative was used to verify the derivative
computed using the gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework. The verification
showed a poor gradient match, with the best case showing a match of up to 3 significant
digits. It was postulated that the main source of the error was most likely the gradient sup-
plied by the prototype discrete adjoint solver. In the prototype discrete adjoint solver, the
partial derivative matrices are computed using the first-order forward difference method
with common step-sizes for all the elements. The sensitivity of the finite difference method
to the chosen step-size could be the root cause of the error. Instead of using a common
step-size for all the elements and across several terms, tuning of the step-size per ele-
ment could be a potential solution. But as this is a highly problem dependent and a tedious
task, it is recommended to move away from finite difference based gradients to use more
accurate methods such as complex-step and algorithmic differentiation. Implementing
both these methods require further development of the discrete adjoint solver.

To gauge the actual impact of the poor gradient verification, identical optimizations were
performed using the ShapeOpt2D gradients and the full-model approximated gradients.
The NACA 0018, NACA 0024 and NACA 0030 airfoils were optimized to maximize their
respective lift-over-drag ratios for a flow with a Reynolds number of 106, incident at an
angle of attack 6◦. The optimizations with the full-model approximated gradients, also
known as the verifying optimizations, converged to lower optimality values compared to
the ShapeOpt2D optimizations. The optimality histories for the ShapeOpt2D optimiza-
tions generally followed the same direction of descent as their counterparts from the ver-
ifying optimizations. But, they were unable to obtain the descent direction that provided
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a quadratic convergence to the final solution. As such, despite ending up close to the
optimum, the ShapeOpt2D optimizations were unable to obtain the exact optimum due to
noisy gradients arising from the discrete adjoint solver. Whereas, the optimality histories
for the verifying optimizations showed a quadratic convergence rate near the final solution,
indicating a healthy gradient approximation. However, the descent directions provided by
the gradients from the ShapeOpt2D framework were good enough for the final solutions to
match up to two significant digits with the ones obtained from the verifying optimizations.
This means that the optimized lift-over-drag ratios and the optimized shapes were almost
identical for all practical purposes. Any multi-modality in the final optimal solutions could
be attributed to the numerical errors in the gradients. Thus, despite their shortcomings,
the gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework were proven to be good enough to
produce solutions that are close to the optimum produced by the gradients from the full
model finite difference approximation.

The final objective of the studies conducted in this part, was to demonstrate that the ro-
bustness imparted by themodified-BoostConvmethod to the flow solver is also transferred
to the optimization framework. The robustness imparted by the boosted flow solver to the
optimization framework was tested by optimizing a bluff body with the gradient from the
finite difference approximation of the full model. The optimization problem was formulated
to be identical to the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization in all aspects but the starting point.
The NACA 0018 airfoil optimization was considered to be the reference case. Due to mas-
sive flow separation, the standard EllipSys2D flow solver was unable to converge the flow
residuals for the bluff body. Whereas, the boosted EllipSys2D flow solver was able to con-
verge the flow to near machine precision. The bluff body optimizations with the standard
and boosted flow solvers revealed the importance of flow convergence on the accuracy
of the gradients. The optimization with the standard flow solver struggled to improve the
bluff body with the final solution showing negligible progress in the objective. The primary
reason for the failure was the inaccuracy of the gradients due to the non-convergence of
the standard flow solver for all the shapes encountered during the optimization. On the
other hand, the boosted flow solver converged all the shapes encountered during the opti-
mization to near machine precision, resulting in the optimized shape resembling an airfoil.
Despite the converged RANS solutions for massively separated flows not accurately cap-
turing the flow physics, it was seen that enough information about the flow physics was
conveyed in the gradients that allowed the optimizer to descend towards the optimum.

The validity of the solution produced by the optimization with the boosted flow solver was
tested by comparing to the reference NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The optimized ob-
jective from the bluff body optimization showed a match of up to 5 significant digits, to
the solution of the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. Apart from demonstrating the robust-
ness imparted by the boosted flow solver, this result also lends support to the existence
of unimodal design spaces for RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimizations.

Finally, the bluff body optimization was performed with the gradients supplied by the
ShapeOpt2D framework. The solution of the ShapeOpt2D optimization of the bluff body
was compared to the verifying optimization. The optimized objective for the ShapeOpt2D
optimization matched the final objective from the verifying optimization by up to three
significant digits. However, due the noisier gradients contributed by the prototype dis-
crete adjoint solver, the final optimality value for the ShapeOpt2D optimization was higher
than that seen for the verifying optimization. But, the ShapeOpt2D gradients are healthy
enough to result in optimized shapes and objectives that are same as that produced with
the approximated full model gradient, for all practical purposes. The result also showed
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that the modified-BoostConv method for the flow solver does not interfere in the gradients
from the discrete adjoint solver.
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Part V

Conclusion and future work



Conclusion

This chapter provides the concluding remarks for this thesis. The conclusions are pro-
vided in context of the aim, hypothesis, central research question and the sub-questions
presented in the introductory chapter of this thesis. These have been repeated here.

The main objective of this thesis was stated as:
To develop a robust aerodynamic shape optimization framework for airfoils by providing
accurate gradients for a steady state, incompressible RANS flow solver.

The hypothesis was presented as follows:
A solution of the steady-state RANS flow solver that is converged deeply, to near machine
precision tolerance, is necessary to compute accurate gradients that carry sufficient in-
formation of the flow physics.

The work carried out in this thesis addressed its main objective by testing the hypothesis
presented above. Robust convergence of flow solvers when dealing with complex flow
physics is a major issue for industrial cases, as highlighted in NASA’s CFD vision 2030 re-
port (Slotnick et al., 2014, see page 8, Solution uncertainty and Robustness). The shapes
that might be encountered during aerodynamic optimization might result in complex flow
physics that causes the CFD flow solver residuals to either diverge or stall. In case of
divergence the flow solver exits the simulation and in the process disrupts the optimiza-
tion causing it to fail. However, in the case when the flow solver residuals develop into a
limit cycle oscillation, they stall at a non-converged or a partially converged state. CFD
solvers that do not converge to a specified tolerance are allowed to run for a maximum
number of steps. On reaching the step limit, the flow solvers output a solution that has
been either averaged over multiple iterations or is a snapshot of the solution undergoing
the limit cycle oscillation at the maximum step limit. The flow solver gradient computed
about either an average of a non-converged solution or about a snapshot, might contain
incorrect information about the flow physics that would lead the optimizer in the wrong
direction, causing it to fail in finding the optimum. In order to test the hypothesis a central
research question and four sub-questions were defined. A summary of how the research
questions were answered is provided below:

1. Which methodology is required to ensure that flow residuals converge deeply to
a tolerance near machine precision, for a steady-state, incompressible RANS flow
solver?
A methodology is developed in Part 1 of this thesis, to ensure that the residuals of the
RANS flow solver are deeply converged to near machine precision. First, an in-depth
literature review is conducted on the various techniques in the literature that address this
question. A set of preconditions are defined whose satisfaction is essential in selecting
the appropriate deep convergence method. An important condition is that the chosen
method should have the property to be coupled non-intrusively to an existing industrial
flow solver. Furthermore, the method should be robust enough to handle complex flow
physics. Additionally, the method should have a relatively small computational footprint
compared to the flow solver. Lastly, the chosen method should not interfere in the adjoint
solver that computes the flow gradients. Based on the literature review and satisfaction of
the set of preconditions, a residual recombination method called the BoostConv method
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(Citro, Luchini, et al., 2017), is selected. However, the BoostConv method was never
coupled to the RANS flow solver, and our coupling to EllipSys2D is the first ever integra-
tion documented in literature (Dicholkar et al., 2022). The original BoostConv method is
seen to lack robustness when used with a RANS flow solver owing to the highly non-linear
nature of RANS equations. A novel modification to the method is proposed by introducing
a parameter that relaxes the residual correction. The modification considerably improves
the convergence and robustness of the BoostConv method. We show this by using the
modified-BoostConv method to find the fully turbulent 360◦ lift and drag polars for both the
18% thick airfoil and the 50% thick flatback airfoil. The RANS solutions in the simulated
flow cases are converged up to machine precision at all angles of attack. Additionally, we
find the converged steady state solutions for the cylindrical cross-sections at Reynolds
numbers ranging from 1 × 102 to 1 × 107. Finally, for flows convergent with both the
original method and the modified-BoostConv method, the novel modification is seen to
improve the rates of convergence.

2. How can the gradient of the steady-state RANS flow solver be computed in a
fast, efficient, error free manner for optimization problems where the number of de-
sign variables are numerous compared to the objective functions?
In Part 3 of this thesis, a discrete adjoint solver is developed for the EllipSys2D RANS flow
solver. The choice of the discrete adjoint method is partly motivated by an existing de-
velopmental effort that is underway at DTU Wind and Energy Systems towards a discrete
adjoint solver for the 3D version of the in-house RANS-CFD code, called EllipSys3D. The
elements of the partial derivative matrices and vectors are computed using the first-order
forward difference method.

The GMRES solver from the PETSc library (Balay et al., 1997) is utilized to solve the ad-
joint system. Due to the highly ill-conditioned nature of the adjoint system, it is important
to improve the condition number of the system in order to ensure that it always converges
during the optimization. A scaling method is presented that scales the elements of the
system to improve its conditioning. Standard techniques from the PETSc library are also
utilized to improve convergence properties of the system. These include preconditioning
of the adjoint system, scaling the adjoint system, and reordering the sparse coefficient
matrix to reduce its bandwidth (or spread from the diagonal) and as a consequence make
it diagonally dominant. Finally, the “restart” parameter used with the GMRES solver also
plays an important role in obtaining a deeply converged solution. The various techniques
to improve conditioning are investigated and settings are recommended as a result. It is
recommended that both diagonal scaling and ND matrix reordering should be applied to
the adjoint system solved with a GMRES solver. It is also recommended that the ILU pre-
conditioning method with a fill-in of 2 or less should be used to restrict the computational
cost to an acceptable value while improving the convergence behavior. The “restart” pa-
rameter, however, has a significant impact on the computation cost and memory usage.
Care is recommended in selecting an appropriate value.

Finally, the flow solver gradients provided by the adjoint solver are verified against those
computed in a “black-box” manner by using a first-order forward-difference approximation.
The gradients are verified up to 6−7 significant digits. Since the partial derivative vectors
and matrices in the adjoint solver were also computed with a first-order forward difference
method, the relative error between the two gradients should have been much lower than
observed. The poorer than expected verification could be attributed to multiple reasons
that plague finite difference methods, such as step-size sensitivity and subtractive cancel-
lation errors. Currently, a common finite difference step-size was used, one for the partial
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derivatives with respect to the states and another for the partial derivatives with respect to
the mesh. It is postulated that fine-tuning the step-size for each partial derivative element
could substantially reduce the relative error. A more accurate verification method based
on the complex-step derivative method needs to be developed.

The discrete adjoint solver that has been developed is a prototype. Due to time constraints
more accurate methods to compute the partial derivative terms such as the complex-step
derivative method or the algorithmic differentiation method could not be implemented. As
such the gradients supplied by the prototype discrete adjoint solver are not free from nu-
merical errors.

3. Which aerodynamic shape optimization problem is able to successfully test the
hypothesis?
The developed aerodynamic shape optimization, ShapeOpt2D, is described in Part 2 of
this thesis. In the ShapeOpt2D framework, the gradients of the flow solver component are
computed using the prototype discrete adjoint solver in Part 3 of this thesis. In Part 4 of the
thesis, the gradients from the ShapeOpt2D framework are verified against the first order
forward difference method, by treating the components as “black-box” models. Except for
the mesh-deformation component and the flow solver component, the gradients for the re-
maining components are either computed analytically or using the second-order accurate,
complex-step derivative method. The mesh-deformation component was computed using
a first-order forward difference method that was accelerated by graph-coloring. Since the
order of the two methods matched, the gradient was verified to the order up to machine
precision. The gradients from the flow solver component was verified in Part 3 and was
concluded to be not completely devoid of numerical errors. The presence of numerical
errors, due to the use of first-order forward difference approximation, in the flow solver
gradient contributed to the poor verification of the gradient of the objective with respect
to the design variables. The verifying gradient of the objective with respect to the design
variables is computed using a first-order forward difference approximation by treating the
full-model as a “black-box”.

To gauge the actual impact of the poor gradient verification, identical optimizations were
performed using the ShapeOpt2D gradients and the full-model approximated gradients
for the NACA 0018, NACA 0024 and the NACA 0030 airfoils. Despite ending up close
to the optimum, the ShapeOpt2D optimizations were unable to obtain the exact optimum
due to noisy gradients arising from the discrete adjoint solver. However, the descent
directions provided by the gradients from the ShapeOpt2D framework were good enough
for the final solutions to match up to two significant digits with the ones obtained from the
verifying optimizations. Thus, the optimized lift-over-drag ratios and the optimized shapes
were almost identical for all practical purposes. Any multi-modality in the final optimal
solutions could be attributed to the numerical errors in the gradients. Thus, despite their
shortcomings, the gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D framework were proven to be
good enough to produce solutions that are close to the optimum produced by the gradients
from the full model finite difference approximation.

Finally, the working hypothesis was tested by optimizing a bluff body with the same prob-
lem formulation as used for the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization. The optimal solution from
the NACA 0018 airfoil optimization was considered as our true solution. The bluff body
was first optimized using the gradients from the full model finite difference approximation.
Two identical optimizations, one using the standard RANS flow solver, and the other using
the RANS flow solver enhanced with the modified-BoostConv method, were performed.
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Due to massive flow separation, the standard EllipSys2D flow solver was unable to con-
verge the flow residuals for the bluff body. Whereas, the boosted EllipSys2D flow solver
was able to converge the flow to near machine precision. The bluff body optimizations
with the standard and boosted flow solvers revealed the importance of flow convergence
on the accuracy of the gradients. The optimization with the standard flow solver strug-
gled to improve the bluff body with the final solution showing negligible progress in the
objective. The primary reason for the failure was the inaccuracy of the gradients due to
the non-convergence of the standard flow solver for all the shapes encountered during
the optimization. On the other hand, the boosted flow solver converged all the shapes
encountered during the optimization to near machine precision, resulting in the optimized
shape resembling an airfoil. Despite the converged RANS solutions for massively sep-
arated flows not accurately capturing the flow physics, it was seen that enough informa-
tion about the flow physics was conveyed in the gradients that allowed the optimizer to
descend towards the optimum. The final optimal solution was also seen to match the
reference lift-over-drag values from the NACA 0018 optimization by up to 5 significant
digits. Apart from demonstrating the robustness imparted by the boosted flow solver, this
result also lends support to the existence of unimodal design spaces for RANS-based
aerodynamic shape optimizations.

The bluff body optimization was performedwith the gradients supplied by the ShapeOpt2D
framework. The solution of the ShapeOpt2D optimization of the bluff body was compared
to the verifying optimization. The optimized objective for the ShapeOpt2D optimization
matched the final objective from the verifying optimization by up to three significant digits.
However, due the noisier gradients contributed by the prototype discrete adjoint solver,
the final optimality value for the ShapeOpt2D optimization was higher than that seen for
the verifying optimization. This result showed that the modified-BoostConv method for
the flow solver does not interfere in the gradients from the discrete adjoint solver. Thus,
for a convergent, discrete adjoint system solved using the “Krylov approach”, applying
the modified-BoostConv method to the RANS flow solver is sufficient to produce accurate
gradients.

Closing remarks
The hypothesis was successfully tested by the bluff body optimization case. Evidence
was presented in this thesis that a solution of the RANS flow solver that has converged
deeply to near machine precision is required to compute flow solver gradients that carry
sufficient information to guide the optimizer in the direction of descent. Finally, the main
objective of developing a robust aerodynamic shape optimization framework for airfoils
was achieved. Apart from improving robustness of 2D RANS-CFD solvers, the method
to improve flow solver robustness developed in this thesis has the potential to solve the
issues faced in 3D RANS-CFD shape optimizations of wind turbine rotors.
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Future work

A few research questions arose as a result of implementing the work presented in the
PhD thesis. Some of these questions require improving the robustness of the developed
optimization framework, in order to be answered. Both, the research questions and de-
velopmental questions are described below:

• Research question: Can themodified-BoostConvmethod be applied to RANS equa-
tions coupled with transition models?

The work carried out in this PhD was applied to fully turbulent flows. However,
prediction of airfoil performance, particularly for low-speed airfoils, benefits from cor-
rectly predicting the point of transition from laminar to turbulent flows. The RANS
solver can sometimes face convergence issues when coupled with the transition
models. Finding deeply converged solutions for aerodynamic optimizations carried
out with the RANS solver with transition models would be necessary for accurate
gradients. The discrete adjoint solver would also be required to be extended to
handle the incorporated transition models.

• Research question: Can the modified-BoostConv method be utilized to converge
the RANS flow solutions for a rotating wind turbine?

In this PhD, we have shown the development of the modified-BoostConv method
for a 2D RANS flow solver and its application to 2D geometries. A natural next step
would be to extend the work to a 3D RANS flow solver and apply it to 3D geometries.
Of particular interest would be its application to the steady-state, incompressible
RANS simulations of a rotating wind turbine rotor. Steady-state RANS simulations
of wind turbine rotors are known to face convergence issues especially due to the
presence of the thick, bluff-body-like, blade root region. The current solution is to re-
place the actual blade root region with aerodynamic airfoils to allow for convergence
of the solution, especially for 3D aerodynamic shape optimization. The extension
of the modified-BoostConv method would allow for convergence of the steady-state
RANS solutions of full wind turbine rotors. This would in-turn result in accurate gra-
dients necessary for a successful aerodynamic shape optimization of wind turbine
rotors.

• Research question: Can the parameter introduced in themodified-BoostConvmethod
be automatically varied through the course of the simulation to obtain a converged
solution without the need for user input?

The development of the modified-BoostConv method centered around the introduc-
tion of a scalar parameter. Parametric studies conducted for 2D airfoil flows found
that the influence of the parameter on the rate of convergence showed the pres-
ence of an optimal parameter value. However, the optimal value of the parameter
was seen to be problem dependent. But, the evidence of an optimum motivates the
development of an adaptive approach to obtain the parameter value, that relies on
theories of convex optimization.
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• Development question: Can the computational cost and gradient accuracy be im-
proved for the discrete adjoint solver?

This is a developmental step that is necessary to improve the robustness of the
optimization framework. It has already been shown in literature that the compu-
tational cost associated with the discrete adjoint solver can be improved by using
graph-coloring methods to compute the partial derivative matrices and vectors. The
partial derivative terms in the current implementation are computed using a first-
order finite difference approximation, which has shown to result in inaccurate gradi-
ents. The gradient accuracy can be improved by using the complex-step derivative
method, which is second-order accurate and, unlike finite difference methods, is not
affected by subtractive cancellation errors. This would, however, not improve on the
computational cost. Whereas, the algorithmic differentiation method would improve
on both the computational cost and gradient accuracy. The domain-decomposed,
block-structured mesh topology can be leveraged to implement analytical graph-
coloring methods to utilize the sparse nature of the partial derivative matrices and
vectors for computational cost reduction.

• Development question: Can the speed and scalability of the optimization framework
be improved?

Along with accuracy, improving the speed and scalability of the gradients computed
in the ShapeOpt2D framework are important to ensure fast turnaround times for
design. The main bottleneck in the implemented framework is the gradient com-
puted by the discrete adjoint solver. The discrete adjoint solver currently executes
on a single processor. The resulting computational time prevents us from simulating
the optimization problem on finer mesh resolutions than the one used in this work.
Extending the discrete adjoint solver to support parallel processing would greatly
improve the computation times. The elements of the partial derivative matrices can
be computed in parallel utilizing analytical graph-coloring approaches and parallel
processing, by leveraging the domain-decomposed block structured mesh topolo-
gies.

• Research question: Is the design space for aerodynamic shape optimization of air-
foils multimodal?

One of the application cases presented in this thesis was that of the aerodynamic
shape optimization of a 2D bluff body. The robustness of the developed framework
allowed for the bluff body to be optimized to an airfoil. The optimal airfoil was iden-
tical to the solution of the reference airfoil optimization. This strongly indicated the
presence of a global optimum for the posed optimization problem. The natural ques-
tion to ask would be whether the design space for aerodynamic shape optimization
of airfoils is universally unimodal. In order to answer this question, we require a ro-
bust optimization framework that has accurate gradients, fast turnaround times, and
is scalable. In particular, it should be capable of handling fine mesh resolutions. Ac-
curate gradients and mesh scalability are required to rule out possible multimodality
due to poor gradients. Fast turnaround times ensure extensive sampling of ran-
domly generated airfoil shapes for multiple optimization problems spanning variety
of airfoil thicknesses and flow conditions.
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